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PREFACE

In June of 1977 The.Rockefeller Foundatton convened a meeting to

consider -the problem nf the world's population growth. For the sake
. . .

theof continuity, this was referred to as "Bellagifl TV" despite, n tact

that the meeting had outgrotva the facilities of the FoundatioWs,Study

and Conference Center in Bollagio, an-J- the group was actually

convened at Ulvshple, Denmark.

The planning for this conferen began when the Foundation con-
.

ce

vened a Population Seminar of the dOner community in New York City on

July 17-18,.1975. From this emerged a consensus (far from unanimous)

that such a conference should be'licld and an Executive Committee was

appointed, rep resenting most of the donprs in the population field,,

to decide the T.11Qm id outline the foCi,it for the 'Meet ing. The

Executivk CommAte."iet in February of 4970 at the Foundation head-
,

quarters, picked an appropriate time for the conferpce (subsequently

only changed twice), and designated a Steering Comilidttee comprised of

four representatives of the donor agencies and four'epresentatives

of the\developing countries to Work out the details of the program and

to commission the necessary hackgroguid 'papers. 'The Steering.Committee' ,

net at the Folindtion on three occasions (April 14, 1970; October 26-27,

1976; and March 8, 1977),. reviewed the papers w.hich had been prepared,

and set the final agenda. The Foundation wishes to express its great.

appreciatjon to Al those who gave so generously of their time both

in the planning meetings and in the preparation of papers.

rFollowing the publication of the "Creep. Report" (Reproduction and

Human Welfare: A Challenge' to Research, Roy O. Green, Marjorie A.

Koblinsky and Frederick S. Jaffe. Cambridge, MaSS: MIT Press, 1976)

sponsored by the Ford and Rockefeller Foundations and the International
1

Development Research Centre, a meeting was convened in London (Con-

ference on Puhlic'Sector Involvement in Reproductive Sc fence and Obn-

traceptive Research) compoked largely of Furopean donors from which

an 'additional position paper emerged for presentation at the

Bellagir TV Population Conference_.



This Bellagio meeting differed from the three population conferences

that preceded it in several respects. As the list of those who were iq

'attendance would indicate, there were almost twice as many conferees

present,"both those who represented the donor community and those who

represented the less developed countries. In addition, the World'Popii-

lation YeaY lad produced the Bucharest conference Byrd the World Popu-

lation Plan f Action to help focus the diScussion. Fortuitously', the

conference 41so had the advantage.of the availability of Robert McNamaras

speech at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (April 28, 1177) on

the 'population problem.

As the'Conference discussions developed, it became evident t

this is not a topi- on which the donors can be separated front the re-
e.

cipients or developed from t1 developing countries. There is but one
,

.14,4
afuture for the g4obe 39_0 the a rs since Bucharest have only .underscored'

06r growing interdependence. Impiroved mutual awareness of the complexl-
y

ties of-the problem we face is a sine qua non of effective progress.

While the position(papers were prepared chiefly:to serve as a basis
.,

for active discussion, nevertheless they have considerable interest and

valuesin their own right% One must also applaUd David Bell's succinct

summary which reflects mest of the consensus arrivdat by the Conference.

It is also a pleasure to expl'ess the Foundation's 4ppreciationl'to

the Danish government for contributing the use of the lovely conference

center, the Europahkolcn, at Ulvshale, A good deal of the success

of the Conference, came from the charming surroundings and th: hospitality
-,

of our Danish hosts.

While improved mutual awareness of the problems facing ttle globe

is not n solution in and of itself, it is a prerequisite to reac1,ing

such a solution It, is hoped' that this vOluitile will contribute to such

an awareness.

November 1977
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Allan C. Barnes, M.D.
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TWO AND A HALF YEARS AFTER BUCHAREST:
4

'
*ARCHING FOR 4ANS AND WAYS Tp INsIPLANT THE WORLD POPULATIONA

PLAN OF ACTION (WPPA).

Carmen A. Miro*

Introduction

Di,ssatisfaction with the 1974' World Population.COnfereNe (WPCY

and Stith. its main final product, the World Population Brian
\
of Action

(WPPA), has been voiced-repeatedly in several quarters and by different
- y

type's' 'of students of pWulation phcnomena. , In a somewhat different
1

.vein, othersiha* ve tried, to interpref the "message from- Bucharest."
This paper atteMpts to show that the WPPA has the potential to stimulate

and. guide future ational and international action 'in, the fieldi
,----.

,t

potpulat?on. The following review of events and developments that have
f ,

taken place since' the WPC indicates,,,, however, hat this-potential is

\far froM being fully, realized.
r- t

It should not have come as a surprise:to either the developed
\

("-
nations or to the United Nations Secretariat astil appareritly.did --

that most of the Third World would have assumed such a militant stance

o
at Bucharest, with the evident support of the Socialist counteies. In ,/ .._

the fIrt place, it had insistntly been said, prior to the WPC,that

its great merit stemmed from ti fact that-forthe kl.rst time in
4 7

history. the topic of "population". was going to be cons.idered at the

ILpol ical level by high ranking government offiN.als. This repte-
(

sented a significant departure from the two 'previous'world population

conferences (Rome, 1954 and Belgrade, 1965), organized by the United

.Nations with the collaboration of the International Union for the .

Scientific. Study of 146/pulation. Nobody. should have expected that

government repxesentatid behave in a strictly aseptic

scientific manner, disregarding t4e political positions adopted' by

their governments with their potential attendant advantages and
t.

*The author is indebted to Joseph F. Potter for numerous editorial
suggestions.
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I \

disadvantilges and their commitments in terms of allegiances and

cleavages': It should be added that "population" had already been

for more than two decades a very controversial topic, laden with

'considerable ideological content. "Objectivity" in this field, as

in others'involving different interpretations of the causal relation

among social phenomena, has ,been perceived as being reptesented by

how each group of the pattitipating actors judge the problem.

No less important for the direction taken by the deliberations

in Bucharest is the fact.that the commitment of the developing nations

to achieve more equitable international economic relations had advanced

during the previous decade in a crescendo from the First UN Conference

on Trade. and Development (1964), to the 1974 Sixth Special Session of

the UN General Assembly, during which, precisely three and a half

"Months bepre the WPC, two very significant resolutions were approved;

t'he 3201 (S-VI), "Declaration on the Establishment of a New International

Economic Order," and 3202 (S-VI) on an action programme for its estab-

lishment. It does .not seem a coincidence that during that decade twos

conferences in which developing nations coordinated their positions

had been held in Algiers and that it wd's one of the representatives

of this country who led the challenge to the Draft WPPA, as submitted

by the UN Secretariat. By shifting the explicit aim of WPPA stated

in the first paragraph of the draft from "to affeci popuFation

variables," to the broader objective, "to help coordinate population

trends and the trends of economic and social development," as finally

adopted, the Third,World was only being consistent with the recommen-

dation included inChapter IX, paragraph 2 of the already mentioned

Resolution 3202 (S-VI). This paragraph made explicit reference,

among other things, to the planned WPC, 1974, recommending that its

activities should be so developed as to contril,ute to tho Programme

of Action, for the Establishment of'a New International Economic Order.

Two years earlier the UN Economic and Social Council had already

underscored the imporOince that it attributed to population policy
^ 7

'within a developmental, context. Iq both the irktroduction and an

operative paragraph of Retorution 172 (AT) adopted in June 1972,

2



I

endorsing the programme and arrangements for the WPC, the ECOSOC
I

,clearly established what would later turn out to be the leit-motiv

of the conference:

Convinced that economic and social developmentkis an essen-

tial element and a prerequisite to an effective population

policy,.and being aware that further action and expan-sue on

of activities is needed to this end at both the national

and international levels....Requests the Population Com-

mission and the World Population Conference, 1974, to

give the highest priority' to the consideration of social,

economic and other conditions conducive to the attainment

of national demographic objectives.

Even the 1972 Conference on the Human ,Environment, which was

followed by the UN Secretariat as model'for the WPC, had adopted

"Principle 10," that referred to "stability in prices, adequate

income from basic products and raw materials" as "essential elements" AP(

in deVeloping countries, forethe enhancement of the environment.

Furthermore, the Internatiogal 'Youth Population tonference held

in Bucharest a few clays before 'the lArK could have served as a

premonition of the character that the'deliberations concerning the

WPPA could take., When the WPC convened, the World Youth had already

taken, the stance that any attempts at reducing rates of population

growth would "oily be cffectivC if they are part of a comprehensive

and integrated strategy for.rapid.social and economic development."-

In short, Bucharest only came to reinforce what had been voiced

before by social scientists from the developing world and by several

organs of the UN system namely that it is _impossible to separate the

population-issue from its economic hind political context.

Considering all these antecedents, it is a pity that the WPC

Secretariat did not pay enough attention to the sensitive political

situation that the Sixth Special UN General Assembly had stirred up

among its members, a sivatibn that was further complicated in rucharest

by the controversial nature of the "population problem."

A clearer insight'into the potential political complications

o,f. the WPC probably would not have lielped to avoid the discussion

of some of the most controversi-A issues raised during the conference.

But, it surely wOuld have resulted in a smoother running of the



conference, and i'n a more' productive use of the time of the important

government representatives gathered there. The basic papers of"the

conference and the corresponding background documentation may constitute

the most complete and indeed telhnically sound set of documents on

population subjects ever-to be prepared'imternationdlly. It is to'be

deplOred that conference participants did not have time to study their

content, and discuss some of the substantive issues that they raised.

In fact, it would probably have been useful for those government rep-

resentatives responsible for examining the draft WPPA in a Working

Group to have benefited from a prior discussion of.the topics that

were dealt with by the Plennary, and the First, Second and Third

Committees.
3

The WPPA: A Potentially Strong Political Instrument

But what many people have considered to be perhaps the greatest

shortcoming of the WPC, the highly politicized atmosphere in which_

the debates took place, canlbe turned into one of its assets. The

World Population Plan of Action, while a consensus document, was

arrived at after considerable discussion between ardent opponents,

and it emerged from the confrontation establishing certain fundamental

premises on which the commitment for future action in the population

field at the political level, rests. A perusal of the Plan reveals,

among others,' the followin

The promotion of development and improvement of quality of

life require coordination of action in all major socio-

economic fields including that orpopulation (1);

The Plan of.Action must be considered as an. important

component oLthe system of international strategies (1);

Where trends of population growth, distribution and struc-
ture are out of balance with social, economic and environ-

mental factors, they can, at certain stages of development,
create additional difficulties for the achievement of

sustained development (2).;

Individual reproductive behaviour and.the needs and aspira-

tions of society should he reconciled (7).

4



In a dition, certain principles of the Plan clearly attest to a

consensus on the importance of demographic variables. For example:

The rincipal aim of social, economic and cultural
opment, of which population goals and policies are

arts, is to improve levels of living and the
9uijityof life of the people (14a)1;

Population and development are interrelated: population

-var abler influence.developMent variables and are also

influenced by them (1-16,.

devel

integral

The primary aim of this Plan of Action Is o expfind and

dee'pen the capacities of countries to dea effectively
with' their-national and subnational population problems

Iii regard to the general objectives of the Plan the following

excerpts stand out as recognition, on the part of national representa-

tives attending the WPC, of the political nature of the task to he

undertaken under the guidance of the WPrA:

To recommend guidelines for population policies consistent with

national values and' goals and withinternationally recognised

principles (15C);

-To promote the development and implementation of population
policies where necessary, including improvement in the
communication of the purposes and goals of these. policies
to the public and the promotion of popular participation

in their formulation and implementation.

The Bucharest consensus can indeed turn out to be rather strong

AS a political instrument, if mne considers that it went as far as

recommending that all countries "respect and ensure, regardless of

their overall demographic goals, the right of persons to determine,

in a free, informed And responsible manner, the number and spacing

of their children." ('hag

A Review of kventS and Developments Since Bucharest

Even if one would he tempted to discard the IVPPA as an instru-

ment with little political leverage, it is impossible to escape the

conclusion that the interest in and discussion of this document has



/
not died down in the two and A half years that have elapsed since

its adoption. Rather the WPPA continues to capture the attention

of 'different sectors, both at' the internatioaai and national levels.
,'.

While previous World Population Conf, ences were responsible for

basic contributions to the fund of scientific knowledge on population,

in comparison with Bucharest their repercussions'on what might be

called the political action front were praically Aron-existent.
«AO

While the interest the 1954 Conference generated within the UN

towards the creation of the regional demographic training and research

centers hail considerable impact in the field through the years, the

direct influence of the Conference kt the political level was meagre.

The 19(i5 e 1 ent came close'r to the concerns. that prevailed at Bucharest

several iliLqings dealt with relationshipls'-of demographic and secjo-

)economic factors. Its second main contribution was that of helpin
---k-

to increase awareness of these,interrelations and inducing important

changes in the content of the UN Population Division work programme.

Aside from that, its effects Oil the national political sphere, if

any, died down very soon.

The following review of events and developments in the period

following the 1971 Conference demonstrates that.the WPPA has had

an important and probably unparalleled impact on various sectors.

It also shows, however, that in many respects, the international

community' has failed both to make more than nominal progress towards

achieving the fundamental Rorposes.of the Plan, and to ta,le advantage

of its potential As a "policy instrument within the broader context

of the internationally adopted strategies for national and inrer-

national progress. ,t)

Direct Follow-up Activities

Among the events that have taken place within the United N'ations

system since 1974, there ark, some that constitute follow-up activities

'directly related to the implementation of the WPPA. Those identifiable

are: 1) The Population Commission 15th Session in February, 1975;

The five Regional Post-Bucharest Consult5ations, held between



February and 41Y, 1975; 3) The UNFRA-UN lkterregionaI,..Consultative

Group-of Experts on.the WPPA, convened in September'1975, and 4) The

Population COmdssion 19th.Session in January 1977.

1. In connection with the.first of these, two decisions adopted

by the Commission, and later ratified.4y ECOSOC, are worth particular

mention, namely the requests to the SecretaryGeneral to:

- Obtain'"at the national level,: in consultation with Member

Stags, a report of the measures adofited, and work being

undertaken and planned, by Governments, which they regard

relevantto the implementation of the WPPA"-; and

prepare "guidelines to assist...development planners at the

national level to take h o account population-related factors

wren drawing up plans ,or development." ,

The first of these requests gave rise to the UN "Third Inquiry

among Governments: Population Policies in the Context of Development,

1976," that gives insight into thv changes occurring at the national

level in the perceptions of demogra'phic 1eve1s and trends and related'

pOlicies. It also laid the groundwork for the continued surveillance

of 'events at the country level. In respone to the - second request .a

documtt (E/5780) was an effect, prepared and submitted to the 61st

Session of F.COSOC under the title "Guidelines on Population Related

Factors for Development Planners:" Promotioli of work on this difficult

and, up to now, rather undeveloped subject can he traced hack to

'principles enunciated by the NPPA. I f, as Article El (d) states,

"population policies :11"e constituent elements of 'socioeconomic

development policies," it is important to learn how to insert the

consideration of demographic factors the potential consequences

and presumed determinants into developmental planning. Evidently in

this respect the UN Secretariat is far from being-able to give assur-

ance. of abiIity'''to render adequate advice. After considering the

"Guidelines" the FCOSUC returned them to the Population Commission with

the request that a "manual on population and development planning"7 be

prepared, a task on which the Population Division expects to work during

the biennium 1978-1979.
8
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2. The five regional peost Bucharest consultations Were-wider-
_

takers in response to Article J03 of WPPA which invites "county es ./

"sharing similar pop !at ion conditions and problems...to consicer

jointly tiffs Plan of Action, exchange. experiences in' 'relevant fields

and elaborate those aspects of the Plan that are of prticular

relevance to them." Indeed the reports of the consultations

refj-ect the different approaches to the WPPA taken by the five-
,

regions, and they provide valuable guidance to the international

community, when considering means and ways of helping countries

of these regions implement the WPPA. Without claimift to he

exhaustive the following summaries illustrate the diVeiSe manner

in which regions reacted to the WPPA a few months after its adoption:

The ESCAP region reiterated its support for the reduction of

population growth, having set quantitative targets for declining

rates of growth, mortality and fertility. Prhaps a new consensus

appearing in the consultzition as an outcomeci?f Bucharest, is

the reference to the fact, that "development 17 central factor

in the Solution of population problems."
10

---sa

The .countries of the FCL region, while recognizing that certain

critical situations could arise from the demand for educational,

health, housing, and other services generated- by their particular

population dynamics, persisted in their position of not making

any specific recommendations in relation to the rate of population,

growth. No quantitative targets were proposed, though indirectly

some were approved in connection with morbidity and mortality

when explicit reference was made to "the goals laid down in the

Ten-Yea Ilea Plan of the Americas."
11

Undoubtedly the most

i V por antsrecommendntion adopted by the Latin American, countries,

is that related to setting up "high 'level councils, commissions

or other equivalent units, empowered to 'coordinate action in the
12

field of population:" in the countries of the region.

The African consultation revealed more clearly than in any other
1.-

xegiolf the di-versity of situations- and positions. 'Iho report.

I



Apects a consensus bet een "countries with vast natural

resources". where "a high rate of population growth could provide

ad ed benefit for .development" and thos "able to hold larger

population" but in which "certain circuill;tances, (economic,

sOcial, cultural or otherwise) may not make it issihle."
13

Many of the recommendations contained in the Plan were

reiterated in the African context. The most prOmiOnt \

departure was that of urging African Governments "to,pass

legislation permitting qualified medical practitioners to perform

abortion on request and on grounds of the health, welfare- and

survival of either mother and child or both of them." This

recommendation is even more striking if one considers that the

subject of abortion was completely silenced at the WPC.

The FCWA.region took the most radical position in regard to

population growth when it declared that "rapid population growth

\1-1 the area does not constitute an obstacle in the way of

socioeconomic development," adding that "there are further

indications that the development process may overcome the

implications of the continued rise.in reproduction rates and the

natural increase of population." It emphasized more than any

other region the need for adequate statistical data on the
14

Carious demographic variahles.

The hCh countries agreed that the adoption of the Plan had

"resulted in the speeding up of the enactment of legislation

and the undertaking of organizational and research programmes

that might otherwise have been allocated a lower priority."

In the majority of countries it has caused "Governments to

realize that where previous approaches were not coordinated
t,

to resolve population problems, these approaches might he trans-

formed into a considered comprehensive population policy,

within the context, of social and economic development strategies
1.5 -----' \''

and plans." The PCP representatives also paid special

itYr
attention to the recommendation contained in Article 22 of the
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WPPA to reduce "national and subnalional differenti f"tlf

mortality, calling on WHO to "initiate and coordinate studies

of differential morbidity and mortality both in developed and

.developing countries."
16

The different regions coincided in recognizing the right to .

access to information and services, provided by'the State, enabling
w

persons to'achieve desired family size. There was also generalized
k

agreement on paying particular attention to the topic of geographic

distribution of the population with special reference to internal

and internatiopal migration. The need for research also received"

wide recognition. o

3. The UNFPA-UN Interregional Consultative Group 'of Expgrts

on the WPPA was convened with the avowed purpose of considering

"overall programmes, priorities, sources and coordination of

assistance in relation to the implementation of the WPPA." A reading

of the Draft Report of the Meeting
17 reveals that it came far from

I,

accomplishing this objective, and that there was considerable

dissensus among participants. The recommendations are numerous and

of a rather.general character. Iii all likelihood they have been of

little practical value to the orgrizations convening the meeting.

In the opinion of the wTiter the season for the apparent failure

of the'consultation was the attempt to get advice of general appli-,

cation from scholars and technicians coming from regions and

countries with very diverse developmental and demographic situations,

and at different stages Of "maturity" in the formulation and imple-

mentation of population policies: Any attempt at implementing the

WPPA has to take well into consideration one of the principles

stated in its paragraph 14 to the effect that "(i) RecoMmendations

in this Plan of Action regarding policies to deal with population

problems must recognize the diversity of conditions- within and

among different countries." In other words, to proceed with the

implementation of the Plan ht the national level requires at least

an app imate knowledge of the conditions of the country in

10



question in terms not'only of its ation trends, But -also `Of its

.ec nomlc, idciai and'political situ on, not disregarding the.°

po tion prevailing at the governmental level invelation to

po latiorCpolicies, Of course, from these individual diagnoses

some generalizationsgeneralizations yould eventually be possible and some programme

of Widerapplication could be developed.

4. The 19th Session of the-NUN Population Commission is the first

in which the result:lief-the monitoring oC population trends and

policies requested hv the WPPA (Article 107) was examined by Govern-

ment representatives. At the time of writing, the author has only

had access to the basic documentation prepared for the meeting.

Perhaps the Report on the 19thSession contains very specific

references to implementation of the Plan. The impression 'received
2

from reading the documentation available, though, i,s that the

Commilssion concentrated on examining demographic trends is reported

by the Secretariat, and trends in policies as reported mainly through

the Third Inquiry Among Governments. It also paid particular attention

to the organization of the review and appraisal of progress mad()

towards achieving the goals and recommendations of the Plan to be

undertaken every five yearns by the United Nations system (Article 108).

Other Post-Bucharest Activities

Four World Conferences 6n Food, Women, Habitat, and Employment

plus the Seventh Special session of the UN General Assembly took

place in the two-year period following the adoption of the WPPA.

The preamble to the Plan declares it -a policy instrument within the

bro'ader context of the internationally adopted strategies for nationAl

and international prress," and the Background to Plan states that

it "must he considered as an important component of the system of

international strategies.". Ail; being the case, one would expect

that instruments emanating from these four conferences would have

made very explicit references to what could legitimately he called

the world-strategy on poptiLation matters. Unfortunately this did

not happen:, there were few reforen'ces to the WPC and the WPPA,

11
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and, .irtsome instances, no reference at all. Very little recognition

was made of pe-apothegm so.insistently repeated in the Plan that

"population and development are interrelated" and that "population

variables influence development variables and are also influenced

by them," (Article 14 (c)). This,couThe interpreted as implying

]that the international community still has a long, and erhaps very

difficult, road to follow in order to move from mere declaration of

principles to effectivi6action in understanding the network of

relationShips among economic, social, cultural, and political

termining demographic processes, and the possible avenues

:ention to affect these processes in order to "cdqrdinate

1 tion trends and the trends of economic and social development"

the exphicit,aim of the WPPA. The evident lack of coherence and

continuity cannot he attributed'only to the fact that,, in some cases,

governntent refiresentatives, not being the same at all meetings, might'

emphasize /different aspects of the constellation. of problems. The

idea that the most promising approach to the problems of development

is through a coordinated attack on all of the underlying factors

responsible for a given socioeconomic situation has yet to permeate

most national political structures.

1. The World Food Conference adopted only one short Resolution

(IX) specifically devotod to population in which it recognized ."that

the increasing demand for food is related in particular fo the

runprecedented population growth."
18

But when referring to -rhe,

"right to, determine the number and spacing of births," the same

resolution failed to go is far as the WPPA by limiting that right

with the provision that it should be exercised "in accordance. with

national needs." By contrIst, there is no reference in the Declaration

adopted by the Conference on the Eradication of Hunger and Malnutrition

to population policies or their r&l,Qtion to agrarian or other policies.

Perhaps0Treatest complement arity between the two conferences can be

found in the recommendations regarding rural development (Resolution.

II in Food Conference and Article 46 (e) and Resolution I of the

Population Conference).

12
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2. The World Conference of the International Women's Year came

closer to,Teinfoi-cing in several respects the decisions taken at . .

-Bucharest. Article 32 (h) of the WPPA states that among the develop-

ment goals having an "effect on the socioeconomic context of reproduc-,

tive decisions that tend to moderate fertility levels" is that of the

full integration of women into the development process," and goes on
.

to point to some of th ans by which this might be accomplished.

Here one can point to perfect coherence between, the approaches of

the two conferences. Implementation of their recommendations should

1-)e mutually reinforcirW,: fuller integration of women into societal

roles should have a significant impact on reproductive behaviour.

Both conferences 'recognized: a) the need for achieving equality

of status for men and women in the family and in society; b) the

right to enter into marriage "only with the free and full 'consent-
.

of the intending spouses" (WPM Article 39 (d)) ; c) the right of

individuals and j,:ouples to determine freely and responsibly the

number and spacing of their children"
19

; d) the close interrelation

of social, economic and demographic factors ("Change in one or more

inevitably- involves changes in'others")
20

; and e) the legitimacy of

having population.policies and programmes, within the framework of

overall development plans.

Only in the Final Report on the Conference on human Settle-

ments did the author find am explicit reference to the WPPA. The

reference appears in Chapter II devoted to "Recommendations for

National Action,"
21

where it is determined that each country must

act with urgency to estabtHh a national policy on human settlements

that takes into a-ccount the distribution of the population in the

national territory.

It is stated that the WPPA is one of the items to he considered

(the last /he on the list). Perhaps it 4s a biased interpretation,

but it appears to the author that the recommendations adopted in

'Vancouver remove the whole .area of population distribution from the

/domain of those responsible for Topulation policies hoth at the

national and international level. 'A careful study of the
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reeommendatioris",of the two conferences is needed in order to find

.0
out where their recommendations are, indeed, complementitry and where

they might give rise to uncoordinated action.

4. At the time of writing the author did not Ilave access to

0 _the Reportjp,n the World Employment Conference, but judging- from the

cont1nt of the Report submitted to the Conference by the Director

General of II00, it-can be surmised that the.poptilation topic, more

precisely that of population policies, was noticeable by its absence

from the deliberations. In part II of that Report doling with

1Iational Strategies under the section on Social Policies, it is

stated that it would not be appropriate to discuss in this report

the still controversial issue of population )olicies."
22

From the

ensuing discussion it appears as if these policies were considered

as refarring primarily to family planning.

The main agreements reached during the Seventh Special

Session of the General Assembly were registered in Resolution 3362
A

(S-VII) adopted on Soptembv 16, 1975. It is not possible to find

. there even an indirect reference to population. Barnett F. Baron
3

has tried to discover a link in a recommendation included iri Part III

Paragra0 9 of that Resolotion,to the effect that W110 and UNICEF

intensify efforts aimed at improving health conditons in developing
1

countries by providing, among other things, "primary health services

to the communities, including maternal and child health and family

welfare." Baron offers some interpretatiatts of the.lack of attention

to population by the Seventh Special Session of the General Assembly,

namely the desire to avoid an ideological issue that can he divisive;

the accepiarrce hv the Assemhly that population need not he a separate

issue when disciissing socioeconomic transiormati,on, in line with the

spirit of WITA itself; and the fact that the Special Session was

mainly understood by the developing countries as alvoccasion For

*,tating what the developed world.."owed" them and not for dealing
, -24

with matters of national policy.

Without denying that some, of the preceding statements. help to

-.0explain what 'happened to the topic of population at the Seventh
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Session, the author believes that it constitutes another example-of

the lack of general agreement on the need "to tackle development with

a coordinated attack on a constellation of socioeconomic problems,

one of which is population.

The.Post-Bucharest Response of UNFPA and the Specialized Agencies

Perhaps one of the most direct responsCS' to the WPC and the

WP.PA on the part of UNFPA, in terms of definition of principles and

statement of aims and purposes, is contained in the. Report submitted,

by its Executive'flirector to the Twenty-second meeting of the UNDP

Governing Council in June 1976.-
5

In that document the 1.:xecutfve

Director, while reaffirming the aims apd purposes which ECOSOC

originally assigned to the Fund, pointed to the need' of changing

emphasis in certain areas. For example, he recognized that awareness-

creating activities should focus more on reaching important population

groups such as' women, youth, local community leaders, religious,

and political groups." He foresaw that assistance to countries will

have "to be limited in time and phaJbd out gradually"; and that, in

this connection, priorities will have to he applied. The idea of

adopting-some "population-related grouping of countries" to Organize

the granting of the limited resources of fhe Fund is mentioned in

this context as a means of assigning priorities. In fact, the Report

prOposes a group of 51 countries to he designated Priority.Countries,

for.Population Assistance (PCPA) which would receive 75 percent of

the funds availahle. These countries are identified on the basis of

the following demographic threshold levels:

rate of population growth of 2.5 percent per annum;

level of fertflity in terms of gross reproduction rate of 2.5;

infant mortality of 160 'infant deaths per 1,000 live births; and

population density on aisahle land of 2 persons per hectare.

Support to countries would include advice regarding the "setting

of priorities in accordance with their established population objec-

tives." Preference would he given to,"activities designed to strengthen

15
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the ripdpient countries selqreliance in population matters and

benefit disadvantaged population groups." Among the projects,

proboting self-reliance which the Fund woull-be sympathetic to

funding are "operational research andpilot\p-ro.tects exploring

innovative approaches." UNFPA is "seeking ways tb identify 2

development programmes into which population activities can be

integrated.... In such collaborative efforts, the UNFPA should be

prepared to furl he population components while other developnet

assistance bodies support the other components of integral programmes."

The Fund intends to.pay particular attention to "disadvantaged and

vulnerable population groups."

The UNFPAecided, 4s directed by the UNDP Governing Council,

to give preference to country and regional projects, and to devote

a rather modest proportion of its funds to interregional and global

projeCts. A proposed "thorough study by region or subregion on the

types of basic population activities required" should prove useful

in further refining priorities. These could undoubtedly be revised

periodically with the help of the "newly established machinery for

monitoring UNFPA supported activities-."

After the approval by the UNDP Governing Council of the UNFPA

,Witeria fOlPbsetting priorities, the Fund had to translate these into

the proposed, budget for 1977-1980. A review of this budget reveals

that the project category to which the majority of the funds have

been assigned is that of family planning (58.8 percent). This consti-

tutes a significant departure from the period 1969-1975 when family
111

planning was allotted 39.3 percent.

Because of the manner in which the report on activities of the

UN specialized agencies for submission to the. Population CommissioAm n
26

is prepared, it is difficult to pinpoint activities by organization

and to establish clearly whether or not they were on-going projects

at the time of the WPC or constitute a response to it. The report

emphasizes activities in two categories of the Standard Classification

of Population Activities (SCPA), namely Population Dynamics (SCPA 200),

and Fertility and Family Planning (SCPA 400). The first of these

16
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categories includes activities under the heading of populati and

-development. Whiy the pertinent part of the report claiA%4hat
,

"work
yrogrammes

of the bodies of the United Nations System...have
.

expanded significantly," it is difficult to discover new:innovative

approaches to the study of the subjeCt. Perhaps among the most novel

Subjects mentioned in this section are one on 'Cincome. distribution

ana_soscial disparities as related to mortality, fertility and

migration," and another, a programme which "focusses on the integra-

tion of demographic variables in development strategies and popula-

tion policies." Several Projects seem to be planned or already

underway trying to relate income,to-'demographic factors.

One development is evident from the description contained in the

y
document referred to above in regard to expansion of Fertility and

Family Planning. This expansion was alreadyiunderscored when

discussing the UNFPA 1977-1980 budget allocations. On a more

positive note, it appears tkit some attention will be devoted to the

analyses -of the World Fertility Survey data that are starting to

become available. Another approach which would be considered as

attempting to answer some of the concerns raised as a consequence

of Bucharest is the involvement of the UN Division of Public

Administration in the study of certain pertinent aspects of family

planning programmes.-r

The UNFPA budget allocation assigns 2 percent of the total

budget for 1977-1980 to the Population Policy category, the same

proportion allotted during the years 1969-1975. But while for the

earlier period the annual average assigned to this category was

U.S. $56,000, this average will amount to $2,418,000 in the next Tour

years. It is to be regretted that the document describing tl

activities of the bodies of the UN sys.tem working in the fiel, of

population did not attribute more importance to the description of

projects in this area. Apparently the newest addition to the programme

is that related to "institution-building" for population policy

purposes. It seems as if the pertinent members of the UN system are

still iiiNarch of means and ways of.collaborating in this important

field.
27
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The Post - Bucharest Response of the Community of Donors

Inertia is not only a characteristic of demographic behaviour

and international bureaucracies; it also affects the community of

donors-in the population field. Two and a half years is, however,

too short a time to expect pronounced changes in the priorities

donors attach to different components of the field. There are,

as in other cases', commitments -to on-going projects, mechanisms

for approval of programmes and budgets that operate under schedules

difficult to modify, and, above all, deep-seated convictions as to

what is important and pertinent in the population field. Because of

all these constraints, earlier evaluations of the impact of Bucharest

upon donors' attitudes have arr1ved at the conclusion that it has

been rather insignificant
28

The author tends to dijagree with

that perception. Perhaps she can be told that some of the signs of

change pointed out below were already in the making when the WPC

met. ven so, they represent(in her opinion changes that relate

to the approaches that were so ardent,Ity discussqd in Bucharest.

The first symptoms of change are the "introspection" exercises

which have recently been undertaken,by some of the donors, in some

instances through external advisers, as in the case of the World

Bank and the IPPF, and in others as an internal review, such as

that conducted by the Population Coutncil. The International Review

Group of Social Science Research on Population and Development, which

is being sponsored by nine donors, including UNFPA, could also be

taken as an indication of their desire to receive guidance in connection

with important aspects of the imIementation of, the WPPA.

It is perhaps too early to evaluate-the influence of thABerelson

Report on the World Bank's population programme. There are some

indications that the Bank will consider utilizing some of its projects

for what has been termed "controlled experimentation." There should

also be no doubt that the Bank will attempt to evaluate and monitor\

the population impact of its activities in sectors other than popula-

tion more closely. In-depth studies of population and development
o'

in a half dozen countries arc a strong possibility. The research

18



programme would include topics such as: Population Growth and
/

Savings, Women's Activities and Fertility, and Education-Fertility

Relationships, all of great current relevancy.

The internal review undertaken by the Population Council led

to a significant reorganization of its structure and objectives'.

Paramount among the changes is the establishment of the Center for

Policy Studies. WhVle retaining interest in the development,of new

contraceptive techniques and the delivery of family planning services

the Council is broadening its field of concern to include topics that

fall in line with issues arising from Bucharest.

A.significant new approach may be developing within the USAID

population programme, judging from a study conducted. in Pakistan

with AID's support entitled "Population Impact of the Development

Perspective." The preface to the Preliminary Report states that

the idea "originated with the observation that it might be possible

to assess the 'impact on population growth of government policies, -44°

. programs and projects which have specific objectives other than

that 'of affecqgg the rate of population growth" - a concept closely

related to the discussions held at the WPC. An extension of this

approach is presently included in pending legislation that would

require assessment of the impact on growth of all development

projects financed with U.S. foreign assistance. Implementation

of this proposal would present challenging difficulties considering

that existing socioeconomic research provides a less than completely

adequate base for such evaluations. Nevertheless, the proposal might

have an important__ impact, provided that those responsible for its

execution do not fall intothe simplification of once more attributing

miraculous benefits to fertility reduction, or into the danger of

selecting projects on the basis of criteria to which host countries

attach minor or no importance.

The Ford Foundation appears to be giving "major emphasis to

development of capacity for research and linkages to policy in the

developing world."'

19



A closer scrutiny of the programmes being supported by other

donors might also reveal some change in emphasis. Unfortunately the

author has had access to rather broad descriptions of these programmes

where she has been unable to detect-any significant reorientation of

efforts.

47,
The preceding comments refer to modifications in donor attitudes,

not. to changes regarding the actual amounts available for support of

new innovative projects. While there is no denying that funds for

populatimos have apparently been more difficult to obtain and have

not increased in tha last few years, the author has not given much

importance to a comparison ofthe funds available for population

projects before and after Bucharest because of her conviction that

"where'there is the will, there is the power." The somber predictions

about diminishing funds for populatiOn, while certainly not unrelated

to the economic situation of the donor countries, is also perhaps.

related to the dissatisfaction of an important group of donors with

the results of the WPC.

Recent DemograjThic Trends and Positions of Governments Post-Bucharest

As would be expected when an instrument such as the WPPA is

adopted to guide the actions of countries and international organiza-

tions in the population field, many sectors (governments, UN organs

and Secretariat, donors in the field, non-governmental organizations,

population scholars, journalists, etc.) become interested in learning

about its impact through time. The information sought relates both

to the behaviour of governments vis-i\ vis the adoption of measures to

implement the recommendations of tie Plan and to the evolution ofi-
given demographic variables.

Under the Chapter on "Recommendations for Implementation," the

WPPA itself contains a section comprising three articles devoted to

the "monitoring of population trends and policies" and to the "review

and appraisal of progress made towards achieving the goals and

recommendations" of the Plan.`
9

4r
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It vested'responsibility in "appropriate bodies of the United

Natiogs,system." Co withthese provisions, the,UN Population

CoMmission met last nuary to examine the results of the fir'st
I k

exercise of monitoring population trends and policies. The comments

below draw on the two documents
30 submitted by the Population Division

,

AD the 19th Session of the Commission.
/

Changes in Governments' Perceptions of Demog phic Factors

and of Population Policies

The first evident fact, when evaluating changes in the population

policies field since Bucharest, is that the number- of countries whose,

governments have adopted population policies with whatever content,

. remain significantly, .the same, (around 40), with Peru (September, 1976)

being perhaps the latest addition to the list. The gucharest impact

can be primarily detert771,in the efforts' of several governments to

streamline their programmes (even designating such changes as the

adoption of a "new policy") and to the overhaul_ of the corresponding

administrative machinery. Perhaps the best examples are India, where

compulsory sterilization has been suggested at the state level and

an increasing use of abortion is being attempted; BangladeSh, where

the policy has been broadened towards a multi-sectoral approach; and ,

Pakistan, where efforts are being made to adopt the so-called. "devel-

opment perspective" in connection with mOdification of the variables

towards which the policy is aimed.

The document in which the UN ropulation Division summarizes the

result of monitoring population policies is based primarily on the

replies to the "Third Inquiry among'Governments," and refers to the

situation existing around July 1, 1076. The docilment does not

attempt to present the current situation regarding the operation

of population policies in countries having onp, and limits itself

to recording what have been labeled goyernment "perceptions"

regarding certain demographic factors and population policies.

Some very striking facts emerge from an examination of the

pertinent tables.
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1. In 48 developing countries, comprising 81 percent of the

population of the less developed regions, governmeOts express the

'desirability of lower rates of population growth; 3 4tUation that

cannot be considered significantly different from Char Pr\railing

before the WPC, biit which, if the desires were accOmp/ls"q,would

have important implications for the projections o the world

population to the year 2000. If the actual evolution Of the growth

rates were to.follow the trends desired by governnant5' the UN-

estimates that the world population in the year 2000 w°1-110 be'5,972

million, implying a reduction of more than 280 million ff6M the total

calculated with the 'indium variant" of previaus pPojeqills. In

the faceof this conclusion, the document stresses the importance

of better helping "governments realize their aspir4ti°5, rather

than to try to change them.", This conclusion,undo4bletY constitutes
4-

r

a guide for action both-at the national and the intefin4t"fial level.

2. "Only 24 countries' out-of 156, divided'eq4all>' Iltween

developed and developing countries, perceive no prOble%fil6"elated to

their rates of natural increase."

3. "The number of countries. having recourse to ek011sively

demographic options (in their efforts to modifyA)Obuli°1 variables)

is very limited," but "only 13 countries use the who 1"11ge of

possible options:"

4. "In the developing countries, two main tinas axe emerging

in the perception of problems related to mortalit!: 0, Virtual

universal awareness of excess mortality among veil 0°11- children,

and'of the disadvantaged position of'the rural pOpki1f1°11."

5. A significant change'has'occurred as to the ember of

developing countries (54) that in 1976 considered th0yl levels of

.fertility as "too high" as compared with thve in 104 (4). Even

after considering that the total number'of countries yUtveyed has

,:

changed 'in the intervening period, the proportior0
4.
c01,.3--71vedto

show an important shift of opinion (39.6 percent.ih 19'0 4'gp.ist

47.4 percent in 1976).
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6. Of the preceding'54 countries, 40 have actually taken measures

directed toward reducing fertility.

7. "Only 15 countries in the world limit access to modern

contraceptive methods." This number is split almost evenly between

deVeloped and developing countries.

8. "Abortion has made little progress as an instrument for

action on the overall fertility level."

9. Only 19 countries (13 developed and 6 developing) find

acceptable the spatial distribution of their populations. "A majority

of 100 countries wishes to slow down the.flow of migration", and "only

17 have policies aimed at reversing migration.".

10. -Governments' attitudes toward international migration, both

immigration and emigration, have changed, but mainly as a result of

considering other than its demographic consequences.

11. There has'not been any significant action taken among most

developing countries to establish administrative machinery for dealing

with population policies. "The establishment, of permanent or temporary-

institutions of the above-mentioned type has been more widespread in

the developed than in the developing countries." Because of this and

other obstacles, the integraiiOn of population policies'intb overall

planning continues to remain Latle more than an aspiration.

12. "Iii 1976 a dual trend in the formulation of demographic

policies may be observed: on the one hand, there has been. a universal-

ization.of_some forms of intervention which are purely demographic

but'which have elements that they had previously lacked; and, on the

other hand, there is almost general recourse to intervention designed

to act on several levels at once."

13. The interest in population matters is reflected by the

fact that the number of countries responding to the different inquiries .

carried out by the United Nations has been increasing, as' tnessed by

the following figures:

4,

1963 53

;1974 74

1976 103
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While these figures should be considered in relation to the

number of United Nation members j_n each of the years mentioned; they

do reveal an increasing concern on'the part of governments for

population issues.

Demographic Trends

As has been pointed out repeatedly, any efforts at detecting

changes in demographic trends among developing countries,.especially

within rather short spans of time, are always faced with the deficiency

and in certain cases, the unavailability of data. rt is very difficult,

unless one refers to a rather limited number of cases, to have, an

overall view of a country's demographic situation.. This is why recent

reviews
31

have referred to groups of countries or regions, highlighting

certain cases deemed important because of the size of their, populations.

Even in these cases the situation is examined at the aggregate national

level, which gives only partial insight into-possible on-going changes.

This difficulty points to the need for devising.and applying means of

obtaining current data on the basic demographic variables and making

an effort to go beyond national aggregates so that a true monitoring

of emerging trends can be established.

In spite of the shortcomings mentioned above, it is possible tiro'

advance certain conclusions as to how general demographic trends have

been evolving since 1950. The Population Division document mentions:

1. "Momentous breaks with the past."

2. "Enormous regional disparities." The present overall differ-

ence of more than 1.5 percentage points between the growth rate of the

less and more developed regions "might well be found to exceed the

largest disparities at any period in human history."

3. In the developed regions, "rates of natural increase have

slowed down to a point where near-equality of births and deaths could

soon be in sight."

4. In the less developed regions the average rate of growth

"is today not far below 2.5." Increasing numbers of developing

nations "give recent signs of decelerating growth."
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S. One of the striking features of observed patterns of ,demo-

graphic change has been "the speed with which they have emerged."

Precipitous declines have occurred in the fertility of the developed

regions and an equally precipitous decline in the mortality of the

less developed.

6. "For the first time in the modern era, a technological

ceiling on length of life is being approached throughout today's

developed regions." The average longevity in the less developed

regions rose significantly more than the increase experienced by the

developed regioris, thus creating a "massive international convergence

of survival prospects" that "matches or exceeds the degree of conver-

gence to be found in any major sphere of social behaviour during the

20th century."

7. International migration movements have not escaped the

"innovative patterns of change." The European Continent turned

from being a net sender to becoming a net receiver; there has bee.n

an acceleration of migration from the less developed to the mord

developed regions.

8. "Unprecedented change-and drastic transitions in the scale

and growth of world urbanization." The global urban population more

than doubled in the last 'twenty -five years, "implying a greater -J

increase than in all previous history." Last year "a new demographic

milestone was reached whdn the urban size of the less developed

regions became equal to that of the more developed regions."

9. Contrast between trends in the rural population of the more

and less developed regions are also outstanding. The former have

been losing rural population in the last 25 years, while in the

latter rural population continued to increase at rather high rates.

The ratio of rural inhabitants in the less to the more developed

regions "has accelerated in probably an unparalleled fashion" from

over a 3 to 1 in 1950 to a 6 to 1 margin in 1975.

10. It seems fair' to infer that "the gap between infant mortality ,

in the less developed areas and the more developed regions as a whole,

has fallen greatly since 1950.."
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11. Contrary to what has happened with mortalitl, the gap' between

the levels of fertility of the two areas not. only has not narrowed, but

has probably increased. "The current ratio may well be the highest

in centuries, perhaps the highest in millenia."

While convergence of fertility trends is apparent in the

developed regions; "significant widening of national differentials"

seem to be the case in the less developed areas.

13. "Fertility has begun to decline by significant amounts in a

growing number of countries, which had presented until very recently..

high levels of-fertility." It cannot be discarded that this downward

trend will be more rapid than that experienced by the industrialized

-nations.

The preceding summarizes the main perceptibla demographic trends.

Their aggregated naturaprovides an insight as to how the world popula-

tion variables are evolving. They are of less direct value for

specific programmatic action at the country level, but nevertheless

point to areas to which action should be direCted in order to strengthen

the continuation of emerging positive trends and to avoid the continuation

of undesi4able ones.

Conclusions
Q

This review of the gamut of events and activities, and changes in

attitudes that haVe taken place since the adoption f the WPPA should

,16not leave any doubt that the WPC had considerable epercussions in

the population field. If anything, these repercussions are only

beginning to become evident and more changes should be expected,

especially if all interested sectors (national governments, inter-
_

governmenta organizations, and non-governmental organizations)

continue totook to the WPPA for stimulus and guidance in the search

for ways and means of changing those demographic trends considered

as unacceptable or unsalu ary.

- The WPPA stands out , a potentially strong political instrument.

A re-reading of the preceding pages has led the author to advance some

recommendations to strengthen its implementation.
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The preceding analysis of post-Bucharest events shows that there

continuesA0 exist an. incongruity between the declared aims of the

WIIPA and the treatment of population matters in other spheres, of

activity within intergovernmental bodies, particularly those of the

United Nations. A concerted effort should be undertaken:.to achieve

a convergence of positions regarding population in all economic and

social strategies guiding efforts at the country level. The reports

of the world conferences on the Environment, Food, International

Women's Year, Human Settlements, and Employment should be reexamined

for leads as to how to accomplish stronger coordination and compl

mentarity of efforts among the different institutions with speci 1

responsibilities in areas related to topics covered by those Conferences.

The UN Population Division in collaboration with UNFPA could possibly,

play an important rote in this regard.

There are other actions that could help to produce the needed

convergence of efforts. Some stand out not only as evident, but as

rather easy to take. In certain instances the actions suggested

below are perhaps not even original, since they have undoubtedly

been advanced on other occasions. Their only merit may arise from

the fact that they are placed against the background summarized in

this paper.

Apparently, creating an awareness of population issues continues

to, be of paramount importance among the countries and organs of the

UN system,,as well as among the 5ecretariats of the` latter,

The population activities of the Secretariats OT'erfain inter-

governmental bddies-within the-W system-and of some departments bf

the United Nations proper; appear to be marginal to the efforts to

implement the WPPA. Special efforts should be made to develop a

coherent and integrated "population programme" for the entire UN

system. The programme should be geared so as to deepen and expand

activities in those fields for which significant support exists' among

member countries, giving emphasis to those activities that are

already shoWing some promise of stimulating desired changes in demo-
.

graphic behaviour. In this regard, particular attention should be

27.
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paid to the diversity among:f...6gions, and among and within countries -

A careful rereading Of the reports and documents of the pbst7Bucharest

regional consultations is bound eo give greater insight into potential

lines of action for a concerted attack on some of the problems high-

lighted at those meetings.

Onsewould have thought that two and a half years should have

been ample time to have overcome existing limitations and to.have

effected innovations within the system. The stements recorded

elsewhere in this paper show, however, that the system is still

Seeking to define the type of collaboration needed in order to

"further develop" activities related to the formulation and

implementation of population policies.

It appears that an in-depth study should be undertaken to deter-

mine how the existing "population programme" might be revised to
1

reflect more clearly the concerns that were expressed at Bucharest.

A field which is in evident need of a wider commitment from the

UN system is that of the integration of population policies'into overall

planning. A related subject is the development of institutional

organizations to deal with these policies. It might well be advantageous

to organize an active technical assistance programme at the inte'rnat'ional

level to render advice to developing countries attempting to set up or

reorganize high level government units responsible-for population

policy. The international character of the, programme. would help

overcome the potential limitation that arises from the shortage of

skilled professionals experienced in. bridging the gap between yopulation

studies and public policy. Furthermore, it would facilitate standard-

ization of procedures in areas where this would not interfel-e withthe

required specificity at the national or subnational level.

In line with the basic principle emphasized in the'OPA that

population and development are interrelated, institutions of the UN

system granting financial support to development programmes should

seriously investigate the possibility of including a population

component in their assistance, and should also attempt to evaluate

the impact on population variables of sel,ected projects that they
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are. endeavouring to finance upon termination of these projects.

The donor tommunity plays an important' rOie in determining the

direction to be taken by population activities. This paper has pointed

to what haVe been identified as changing emphases in certain aspects of..

the donors' programMes. The trends toward new approaches.Should be

reinforced, paying particular attention to leads emanating from

Bucharest. One can be hopeful that a new, less pessiNistic evaluation..

of the potential impact of the WPPA would e conducivelto the enlarge-

ipent,of funds available for population pr,cj ects or, perhaps, to a

reorientation of investments toward new ini iatives likely to be less

expensive than those insistpntly applied in he p"ast with rather modest

results.

The monitoring undertakenUy the United Nations, and to which

reference was made above, revealed the emergence of important chltmes

in demographic behaviour. Events such as rapid declines in fertility_

from !:pre=transitional" levels offer researchers unprecedented oppor-

tunitieS to study the origins of fertility decline and to discover

the factors that lie blehindthese phenomena. Knowledge of how these

'behavioural changes are determined would have implications not only

for the type of policy decisions that could help reinforce these new

trends, but also for the possibilities'of replicating them in other

contexts. Similarly, the results of the Third Inquiry indicate that

there are new opportunities to study countries,in which several policies

for stimulating demographic charyge are being implemented at the same

time. Understanding how different policies operate could help .to

strengthen those deemed more effective for the attainment of the goals.

question.

This paper has "Shown that some new initiatives in population

assistance are being explored pr are being proposed for exploration.

Some of these innovations should bemore carefully studied before,,

firmer and wider application is made of them. Two examples are

discussed below:

1. While the proposal made by UNITA for adopting a "population-

related-grouping-of-countries" criteria could-turn out to he a useful
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tool for devising programmes applicable to several countries at once,

the "thresholds" :that have been proposed have several defects. The

values of the relevant demographic variables are often difficult to

establish, even within quite limits. Also, since these values

refer to national averages, in\oncrete cases they could-hide important

differences between sub-groups of the same population. In these resp cts

the grouping of countries proposed leaves much to be desired. Further-

more, even though priorities are indispensable to the granting of

international aid, the strict' application of the UNFPA criteria might

not necessarily lead to helping governments fulfill their expressed

aspirations' regarding demographic goal, a principle that should

constitute the cornerstone of international technical assistance.

2. The second example concerns experimental projects which have

been cited as a means to explore innovative approaches. These are

usually plagued by numerous problems, as Cuca and Pierce
32

have shown,

and'it seems that greater attention should he paid to their true -

potential.

Finally,' it is evident that detecting progress in the implementa-

tion of the WPPA will depend, among other things, on close scrutiny of

development' at the country level. Considerable attention should be

paid to the )1ans for the review and appraisal called for in /Article 108

These reviews should go beyond the global and regional level,even if

selectively, so as to be able to identify activities that could have

multiplicative effects. It should also be recognized that there will

be few opportunities to periodically monitor trends in demographic

behaviour unless current demographic data become more widely available.

The implementation of innovative, methods for early detection of changes

in demographic variables is, therefore, indispensable.

In connection with the review and appraisal, perhaps it would be

advisable to_study carefully the situation in the few remaining countries .

that impose restriction on access to modern contraceptive methods in order

to understand the motives behind the disregard of this basic human right.

A-final rather broad conclusion emerges from the preceding 'pages:

the task of implementing the WPPA, and eventually modifying it, must
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be a continuous one. Ingenuity, intent of purpose, and devotion to

the higher values of mankind are required f-)m all sectors concerned

if the goals of coordinating population tru, .s and the trends of

economic and social development are to be accomplished.

4.7
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THE INTERNATIONAL REVIEW GROUP OF SOCIAL SCIENCE RESEARCH ON

POPULATION AND DEVELOPMENT (IRG)*

Carmen A. Mii-d

How it originated?

How is it organized?

How its members defined its task?

What has been accomplished
up to now?'' .

What is its expected final
.product?

I must begin by apologizing to those of you who may be .familiar

with some of the information which follows; please bear with me for

the benefit of those participants that know little about the Interna-

tional Review Group. .

Also, I'would like to underscore that T haVe not cleared this

statement with the members of the Group. It is my belief that they

would in general subscribe to the interpretation of the facts and the

views expressed here, but some disagreement might not be entirely

discarded.

The idea of organizing a group to review social science research

on population and development is traced back by its originators to

the February 1974 Bellagio Conference. It nevertheless took the

interested donor agencies a whole year to arrive, in February 1975,

at the decision of pursuing the idea of conducting an independent

survey of knowledge and research particularly relevant to population

policy.

Soon after that,the search was begun for a person with experience

the population field who could serve as chairman of the group, and

potential members of the group. A preliminary organizing meeting

w s held in Mexico in February 1976, an entire year after the interested

agencies approved the idea of sponsoring an IRG. This meeting, attended

by scholars from the developing world and donor-ageRcy representatives, 41k

approved what can be considereEl as the basic guidelines for the

\

* Statement presented orally by Carmen A. Mir on the occasion of the

Bellagio IV Population Conference.
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organization of the IRG. As background for discOzi°11 °f the

nature of the task, persons attending the meeting-113cl access to a

document containing a personal apprai,sal of soci31 5cieNe,research

on population and development' prepared for the oCz51.0' by Bernard

Berelson, and a paper prepared by Raul Urzua on rel,GeiN policy

issues in one region of the developing world - erica.

Finally, after appointment of the chairman, the Illqc headquarters

were established at El Colegio de Mexico, which Pad ,tred'te.' sponsor

the operation of the Group. In addition, IRG way s5cesful in

.obtaining the financial support of abroad based g1.01-11) of donors,

nine'in all: two international agencies, one CaPadjAl, three

European and three private-U.S., foundations.

The chairman began to recruit IRG members ifs 41,1gust 1976, and

the first meeting of the Group took place at El Colegio de Mexico in-
,

early October. It can thereforebe said that the 6r°1-Prhas been in

Operation for about nine months, although its ehaiTgOn, 4s would be

expected, started somewhat earlier.

With no previous working experience with a grooP 51i1ar in

nature to the IRG, I decided, as to its organization' to generally

follow the lines that had been laid down by the i,ntel'e5ted donors

during their 1975 meetings.

IRG is an independent and autonomous ad hoc gro4P of seven
4w

members (including the chairman) that serve, in their personal capac-

ities for a period of 18 to 24 months. Members are expected to

commit about six weeks of their time in a year, with t1 ..exception of

the chairman who devotes approximately 50 percent of the time to the

Group. The members were -selected with due regard for ail appropriate

geographic balance, taking into consideration their expertise in

various aspects of the population field, and_Ilie&r 1001edge of the

region from which they come. A member of the Gr')up, not only knowl-

edgeable of the field, but also well informed of the t'-ids prevailing

among the main population donors, and coming froll) 0 developed country,

completes the geographic balance.
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The present members of the Group are: Bernard Berelson, well

known to all of you; Prasannavadan D. Desai, from India and until

y recently Director of the Institute of Economic Growth of Delhi

versity, where he continues to Work; he is responsible 5pr the

region that ptin be identified as Middle South Asia (Afghanistan,

Banglddesh, India, Iran, Nepal,. Pakistan, and Sri Lanka). Jose

.icarnaciOn from the Philippines, Dean of the School of Economics of

the University of the Philippines; he has been given responsibility

for the other countries within the area of the UNFconomic and .Social

Commission for Asia and thePiCific, particularly the countries of

South East Asia. The fourth member of the Group is an African geog-
...--

rapher from Nigeria, Akin Mabogunje, Head of the Department of

Geography of the University of Ibadan; he has been assigned to deal

with, all African countries not in the Arab League. Riad Tabbarah,

from. Lebanon and presently Chief of the Population Division of the

United Nations Economic Commission for Western Asia; he is responsible

for the countries normally included within that Commission's region,
%

and for the North African countries in the Arab League. Finally,

there is Raul Urzua, from Chile, Senior esearcher at the Latin

American DemograpKic center;' he is resionsible for Latin America and

the Caribbean.

The chairman works in Mexico with the collaboration of staff

' 'associate, Joseph Potter, on a reimbursable 1/an from the Population

Council, and who is expected to devote two-thirds of his time to the

IRt.

The members are authorized to attend pertinent meetings in their

regipils, to commission needed papers, and to gener lly seek professional

support-for the develWpment'of the work entrusted to them in their

respective regions. They may also recommend that workshops be held

to discuss topics relevant to the terms of reference of the Group's

task.

,The IRG has held two meetings up to now the first one in

Mexico, in early October 1976, as mentioned before, and the second one

at Princeton four months later at the end of .January of this year.
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The third meeting is scheduled to be held in Mexico again in early

August, almost a year after the invitation to join the Group was first

issued to its members.

At its first meeting, following closely.the document approved in

the scholars - donors meeting of February 1976, the IRG defined the

nature of its task more explicitly, and specified concrete contribu-

tions to be made by its members.

The Group agreed that:

1. It would concern itself with issues perceived, by policymakers

as population-related problems.

' One of its roles would be to attempt to define scientifically

the substance of the concerns of the policymakers, paying

particular attention to those areasconsidered.amenable to

modification through policy intervention.

3. This latter should be understood as both measures aimed at

affecting demographic variables directly, as well as those

that attempt to alter such variables through changes in

development policies.

4. The review of the state of knowledge and res(. ,h should be

so ,conducted as to facilitate the detection of strategic

, research requirements in:

consequenCes of population trends;

determinants of population, trends;

interrelations het'teen demographic, social,, and economic

policies; and

implementation and evaluation of population policies.

FOr the purpose of cross-classifying research requirements in

these areas, the Group decided on the complete list of the WPPA demo-
.

graphic variables: population growth, mortality, distribution and

family formation, ,population distribution and inte4:1 migration,

''international migration, and population structure. This decision was

guided by a desire to take into account the comprehensive approach

of the WPPA which, in turn, may have had a lot to do with the focussing

of donot-attention on the relationships between population and develop-

ment.
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In that first meeting it was further
f
agreed that, in view of the

urgency of population problems and considering that IRG's main con-

cern is with social science research applicable to policy design, the

Group will aim to produce recommendations potentially useful for this

purpose within the next ten years

In summary, the first meeting left the members with the immediate

task, to be performed personally or by commissioning it to reputable

scholar from their respective regions, of preparing a review of the

state of social science knowledge on population and development and

critical gaps therein. It should be obvious that the review was to

be undertaken against the background laid down in the meeting: policy-

/ makers' perceptions of problems as guidance for selection of topics

giving preferenc to problem areas potentially manipulable through

policy alternative- that should be possible to spell out and implement

on the basis of rese rch within a relatively short period.-.

The second meet ng brought out the weakness of the Group in.terms

of the 'model adopted for its iorganization. It is difficult for persons

committed to other pressing responsibilities to comply strictly with

schedules of work; postal and even teleplIne communications between

developing countries are not always easy, and it becomes difficult for

the chairman, located very far from the different places in which the

work is being developed, to give the necessary guidance for achieving

coherence between the several components of the task. One alternative

would have been for the chairman, with the collaboration of some

professional staff at'lleadquarters, to have prepared draft reports for

consideration by the members. However, in my personal opinion, this

would frustrate completely the purpose for which I understand the Group

was set up. The only way to effectively involve policrnakers and

scholars at the regional level in the discussions that I am confident

the IRG's .findings will lead to, is by ensuring that what is present-

ed to them be seen as the result of work actually conducted in the

region, with clue regard to the knowledge accumulated there and for

the opinions expressed at different local quarters, and with the

participation of native professionals commanding respect in their

to
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regions. This in no sense would imply discarding contributions from

outside. Because of the preceding, I have preferred to extend, within

certain limits of course, the deadlines and to run the risk of re-

ceiving contributions of somewhat disparate value and degree of

pertinency. It would be the task of the chairman and the Secretariat,

in consultation with the corresponding member, and possibly with the

collaboration of one or two advisors, to bring all papers to the

desired focus. Perhaps this would open the opportunity to overcome

another weakness of the group the absence of a planner-among its

members. Perhaps I would be able to draw on a person with experience

in planning to introduce in the papers some of the relevant issues.

It is not my intention to give the impression that during the

second meeting the Group did not show evidence of advance toward

completion of its task. Far from it. Members submitted generally

encouraging progress reports on the work being undertaken in their

regions, and one member presented a complete first draft of the review

for his region. Aside from the reviews, the members agreed at this

meeting to prepare an atitlitiOnal paper on population policy that would

refer to the status of policy adoption and implementation by countries

of the region; the status of knowledge regarding political processes

related to policy adoption and other elements of the "translation" of

research findings into the policy formulation processes: The two

papers together will provide the perspective for assessing the adequacy

withii each region of existing research andNtraining facilities.

The Group agreed in this second meeting on the approximate content

of the final report, which of course will be based on the work at pres-

ent underway, with chapters devoted to major policy issues, state of

knowledge, main gaps detected and possible means to fill them;. This

latter subject should lead to a brief discussion of instrumentalities,

such as institutional mechanisms, human resources, and data. Finally,

the report would close with an examination of the implications of the

'FRG findings for the international community and the donors, the

policymakers and the researchers.
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An important issue for IRG is attaining directcommunication

with policymakers. Nevertheless, it would have been premature to

try to establish contact with them before being able to offer them .

digestible evidence of work already developed. In the developing

countries, ggvernments have already manifested themselves rather

clearly through Bucharest, through the post-Bucharest regional cor;-.

sultaiions, and througlA
X
some other meetings. It is now up to IRG'

to find the way of opening channels of communication and establishing

.A-dialogue. Different level policYricxs those actually responsible

for direct,instrumentation'of the policy, those setting the broad

lines along which execution should take place, and those adopting

the decisions at the highest levels should probably be approached

in different manners. In any case, IRG should endeavour to promote

discussion between researchers and policymakers at all levels and

in the light of IRG findings identify ways of overcoming the obstacles

to greater utilization of existing knowledge and research, and .orient-

ing future research to concrete policy problems. As soon as one or

more review ,papers is set in a manner that effectively brings out

the policy-relevant issues, it is intended to convene one or two

workshops, possibly oriented to the problems of the-particular coun-

tries in which they would be held.

This is a brief progress report on the work of the IRG and

where it is going in the near future. It was with considerable

trepidation that I accepted to chair the Group, conscious of the

formidable responsibility it implied. While still entertaining hes-

itations and doubts (that would be very immodest on my part not to

have) I am now confident that the Group is moving along -the right

path, though perhaps mare slowly than I would have liked. Needless

to say, I would very much appreciate comments about what I have trans-

mitted here today or about any other aspect of the IRG's task. I

shall a-lso try to answer whatever questions you might want to raise.
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PROGRESS TOWARD NEW CONTRACEPTIVES:

THE PROGRAM OF THE INTERNATIONAL COMMITTEE FOR CONTRACEPTION R ARCH

Sheldon J. Segal

Introduction

The International Committee for Contraception Research (ICCR) was

organized by the Population Council to provide a mechanism for evaluating

contraceptive leads that, while scientifically sound, are not given

high priority by commerial industry. When the ICCR began its ,work

in 1970, there existed the paradox of health officials throughout the

world appealing for methods of fertility regulation better suited to

their countries' conditions, while most contracialotive research,

initiated by pharmaceutical companies, was aimed at modifying. the

formula of the existing oral contraceptive ("the pill") as firms vied

to gain a share of this lucrative hard currency market.
1

A few com-

panies were attempting'to open a completely new market in the chemical

abortifacient field. The Ortho Company, Cutter Laboratories, the

Wm. S. Merrill Company, and the Upjohn Company had an interest in a

series of related compounds that acted as postcoital antifertility

agents in the rat.
2

By far the largest research investment in aborti-.

facients was thdt of Upjohn in prostaglandins. By, ,1970,,,withoore than

ten years of:work and a very strong patent poslition behind the effort,

,Upjohn had a multimillion dollar investment in prostaglandins for a

variety of uses, including abortifacient activity.
3

As a general rule,\scientists in university, hospital, or government

research centers were dependent upon corporate policy and company

initiatives to obtain experimental drugs and devices for testing..

1970, there were two agencies that were exceptions; both provided /

scientists with experimental models of intrauterine devices (IUDs) for

clinical evaluation. One was the Population Council, which worked

primarily with university researchers and governmental health and

family planning programs.
4 The other was the:Pathfinder Fund, which

selected experimental devices and offered them for testing to private
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physicians practicing in many countries throughout much of the world.

At that time a number of novel approaches to contraception were

evident but either had never been tested adequately or had lost the

support-Of their commercial sponsors; there are many examples. Tlw

use of Silastic subdermal.implants for long-term contraception had

been. proposed by the Population Council's laboratory. Preliminary

teSts by scientists in Brazil, Chile, and India had established the

feasibility of this method, but a major development effort was

required, and this was beyond the scope of the Council's program.

\ A contraceptive vaginal ring using the Upjohn-patented progestin,

medroxyprogesterone acetate had undergone one clinical trial (by.

Dr. Daniel MisheLl, Jr., of the University of Southern Cffllifornia

Medical School) sponsored by the Upjohn Company. With particular

interest ,,i4 testing the possible advantages of other proges s which

were owned by other companies, Upjohn carried the program no further

at that time. The potential of using the progesterone compounds of

"the pill" in a novel manner, as a once-a-month pill, had been shown

by Dr. Elof Johansson of the Department of Obstetrics and Gynecology

of Uppsala University in Sweden, but the commercial patent-holders did

not test the compounds for this use. A clinical trial in Chile by

Dr. Anibal Faundes of a once-a-week pill (on the basis of animal work

initiated by Gregory Pincus before his death) was sponsored by the

French company, Roussel UCLAF, but the company was not prepared to

test variations in dosage.

For an objective evaluation of these leads, and many others that

were untested although scientifically feasible, a mechanism was

`'-required that could work effectively with private industry. One

possibility was to bring-together in one international institute

many'of\the world's outstanding preclinical and clinical investigators

concernedwith fertility research. Another idea, discussed in 1969-70,

was to use public funds to subsidize the research and development efforts

of private industry. The Population Council believed that an entirely

different and nOvet mechanism for international collaborati-encould

get results in the fastest possible time at a fraction of the cost of
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alternative mechanisms. It was based on the principle of bringing

together in a collaborative program the leading experts in the field

without moving them from their home institutions and expediting their

effort with efficient and flexible logistical support.

Mechanism

The International Committee for Contraception Research is a

mechanism for product development operated and directed by an inter-

national team of colleagues. The Committee is Composed of nine

clinical researchers from Austria,,Brazil, Chile, Finland, India,

Sweden, and the United States. All have been selected o their

expertise in their specialties and or their experie e with drug

development projects In the field of contraception. Most had never

met one another before the formation of the ICCR, but they were

drawn together in the venture by their common interest in fertility

regulation.

These nine meand women constitute the core of the ICCR program.

They make both the technical and policy decisions that guide the product

development work. As individual researchers, they also undertake much

of the early clinical testing of,the potential methods selected for

trial and development. Each maintains a full-time staff at his or her

home institution to assist in ICCR work.

There is also a full-time headquarters staff for ICCR activities at

the Population Council's biomedical research center at the Rockefeller.
J1

University. There, well-equipped laboratories and animal facilities are

maintained to carry out dosage-form development and manufacture, studies

of bioavailability, development of analytical methods to analyze dosage

forms and blood levels, stability studies, drug toxicity studies, and

related developmental activities. This staff includes a biostatistical

unit, which plays a key role in the design of clinical protocols, in

t4hreparation of data gathering instruments, and in subseqUent data

analysis. To augment these capacities, the ICCR provides grants and

contracts to other nonprofit research groups and commercial organizations,

for clinical and laboratory work tailored to meet specific needs.
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Each Committee member, in conjunction with one staff member, takes

prime responSibility for all of the development work related to a

,,
2.) particular lead. This includes projects carried out in the Committee

,.-

member's own laboratory an clinic, those carried out by other members

of the Committee in their 1 boratories and clinics, projects assigned

to the ICCR laboratories at the Population Council's research center

in New York, and those executed under grants and contracts by technical
f

/
organizations Aoughout the, world. In close collaboration with the

thc

ICCR staff, each Committee member maintains a running review of the

progress of the potential new method,
)

and the status of each lead is

reviewed in detail by the entire Committee and staff at week-long

meetings three times a year.

With its network of clinical research centers and laboratories,

the supporting staff in New York, and the grant and contract activities,

the ICCR has built up broad international capacities across the range

of product development functions, dosage formulation and. pharmaceutical

development, animal toxicology, licensing of patent rights, filings with

national. drug regulatory agencies, clinical testing,for safetyand

efficacy, packaging and4laheling,'establishment of manufacturing

sources, quality control procedures, and distribution of new methods

through' public and private sector channels.

Because of its scientific resources, its strong individual commit-

ment and accountability, and its concentrated focus, the ICCR has been

;able to conducts mission with unusual flexibility and cost - efficiency.

During its first six years of operation, the ICCR has tested clinically

more.than 300 dosage regimens in 34 countries. Through continuous .

screening, evaluating, and refining of this product development activity,.,

the vast majority of these regimens were either supplanted by m re

advanced prototypes,\or rejected for lack of-promise.

Several new contraceptive methods have emerged from the R work,

to date, and many additional regimens are currently in some .st e of

clinical testing. 4
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Methods Carried to Complete Product Development

The ICCR'S.most advanced work thus far is the successful development

of new copper-releasing intrauterine devices, which offer several

advantages over-existing intrauterine devices. The United States Food

and Drug Administration's approval of a New Drug Application for the

Copper-T200B intrauterine device followed six years of research and

.development work. This was the first New Drug Application ever to be

sponsored successfully by a noncommercial organization. Three models

of the copper-releasing intrauterine devices - the Copper T-200,

Copper T-38,0A, and Copper T-220C are now available through both

commercial sector and public sector sources throughout the world,

and well over three million devices are already in use.

Early in the development of the Copper T, the ICCR took steps

to ensure that its expenditure of public monies for this purpose

would ultimately be reflected in a preferential pricing of the new

method far the public sector.5 As a. consequence of these actions,

the Copper T-200 device is being purchased by national family planning

programs for about $.5O per unit, while a comparable commercial device

costs more than seven times as much. The savings to national family

planning programs and international assistance agencies have already

more than matched the total development costs of this new method,

estimated at $2.3million, In its purchase, last year pf one million

devices for the government of India, the United Nations Fund for

Population Activities was able to realize effective savings of more

than $3 million.

As a.further step, the ICCR is providing assistance to countries

that wigh46.''esta,blish manufacturing capacities to produce their

own Copper T devices., Such assistance has been provided to the govern-

ments of India and Mexico. India is planning four million Copper T

insertions yearly over the next five years and,'Oth UNFPA support 'amd

ICCR technical assistance, hA establi,Shed public sector manufacturing

facilitie to produce all these deviceS:localfy.
6

Venezuela has ordered

100,000 devices from the governMent-sponsored Mexican manufacturing

facility.
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The following table gives some illustrative perform/we figures

of the three devices.

Performance of Copper -T Intrauterine Devices,

First-year First-year

pregnancy rate continuation rate

(per 100 insertions) (per 100.insertions)

Device Expected
duration
effectiveness

Copper-T 200 2.8 73 4 years

Copper-T 380A 1.1 71 8 years

Copper-T 220C 0.9 73 20 years

A weekly contraceptive pill has- also been developed by the ICCR, but,

based upon its performance in field studies, it appears to have limited

utility for developing country programs. With the collaboration of Roussel

'UCLAF of Paris, the ICCR undertook trials of the experimental compound,

R2323, as a,Weekly contraceptive. The dose that had been tested by the

company (2.5 mg) did not provide sufficient protection against pregnancy.

This was,partly because the weekly pill-taking schedule allowed no room

for error in either missing a-dose or taking a pill late. Studies of

blood levels in women taking the drug suggested that a higher dose (5 mg)

would be more effective and provide a greater margin of safety in case

of improper maintenance of the dosage schedule. As shown in the

following table, this proved to _be the case, but the performance of

the method appears to be below minimal requirements to warrant major

investment in product development for public sector use. The ICCR

studies, however, have prompted a commercial,licensee of.Roussel UCLAF

to undertake a new drug development program for the private market in

the United States and other countries.

Weekly Pill
(R2323)

1st year pregnancy

Dose Number of cycles rate-method failures Continuation rate

2.5, mg

5.0 mg

274 9.1 (study terminated)

1,944 3.7 58
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Methods Ready for, Final -Phase Development

A long-acting contraceptive method for women based on subdermal

Silastic implants containing a progestin has reached an advanced stage

of clinical testing. The ICCR has completed the first stage of a

six-wountry clinical trial of two Silastic implant methods selected

from a large variety of regimens evaluated in the ICCR program. Barring°

unforeseen findings during the next two years, it seems likely that

these two versions will become available for large ffesld studies in

developing countries.

The results of the clinical trial show that implants can provide

long-acting and effective-ontraception that is acceptable to women.

Based on these favorable findings, work is now under way to mechanize

and improve the manufacturing process for implants and to devel4

pack ?ging and informational materials tailored to routine service-
.,

delivery needs in family planning clinics. Steps have been taken

to ensure the lowest possible cost of the new method for the public

sector.

It is not possible to carry out a valid acceptability study of an

experimental method of contraception until the characteristics of the '.

method, including effectiveness and other performance criteria, are

known. Perhaps the best measure of acceptability is the willingness

of users of the experimental method to continue to use it, if given

a choice that includes other standard methods. The first results of

an ongoing study of acceptability of Silastic implants are now

available and are shown in the following table.

Silastic Contraceptive Implants:
Second year reacceptance rates (as of 2/28/77)

Women eligible
Country to reaccept* Reacceptors Percent reaccepting

Brazil 22 19 86

Chile 68 62 91

Dominican Republic 24 13 54

Jamaica 17 6 35

Denmark and Finland 51 47 92

Total 182 147 81
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*Of the 35 women who discontinued the method, 21 did so for method-

related problems and 14 did so for technical reasons such as
unavailability of supplies, divorce, etc.

formance characteristics for the two Silastic implant methods

iused this study are shown in the next table. Initially, the study

was set up to select between the methods. Now it i evident that each

is acceptable and eachvhas., special advantages: the -year method has

a lower pregnancy rate, while the 18-Meth method ha a lower incidence

of irregular menstrual bleeding.

Silastic Contraceptive Implants for Women

Subdermal capsules Subdermal ,apsules
containing d-norgesitrel - containing norgestrieno e

Pregnancies per 100 7\ 0.4. 2.3

ll

users per year

Dropouts per 100 users 11.6 6.1

per year due to
menstrual bleeding
complaints

Continuing users per 73 75

100 initial users

Estimated duration 1.5

of effectiveness
in years

While work on subdermal Silastic capsules proceeds, the ICCR is

conducting studies to develop longer last ng implants, implants of

smaller size, and regimens0ivolving th use of bioerodable jmplants.

Over a dozen of these experimental regimens are being developed and

cliniksajly tested. High priority is given to bioerodable implants.

The first clinical trials have begun with a version that shows excellent

performance characteristics in nonhuman primates.

Two basic variants of a vaginal ring contraceptive method are

being developed. One makes use of a.,,,:.'ealendar system" in which the

device is inserted at the beginningfa woman's menstrual period

and left in place during the next three weeks. The ring is then

removed for one week; during this time menstrual bleeding 'occurs.
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This "three-week in, one-week out" schedule is repeated sequentially.

The other is a "menstruation system" in which the user inserts the ring

at the beginning of awOnstrual cycle and leaves it in place until

menstrual bleeding occurs. She then removes the ring for a period of

five to seven days while bleeding takes place, reinserts.it, and again

leaves it in place until the next appearance of bleeding; Under this

'schedule of gdministration, menstrual bleeding may.take place as often

as monthly or as infrequently as every"Six months,:depending on the

particular user.

With the vaginal ring methods studied; nearly 100 percent-effective-

ness can be anticipated if the method is properly.used, because the

'doses l!isteroids absorbed daily inhibit ovul4ftion and cause a thickening

of the cervical mucus. The' major research ancl, develOment objective

of the past few years has been to identify'the proper compound and dosage

that will achieve this result with ir accpptable pattern of menstrual

bleeding. Irregular bleeding heis now been cdntrolled to an extent

sufficient to warrant intensive product development effort for the'

contraceptive ring method.
7

Different steroids at varying dosages are being tested tinder the

tyve schedules. Based on recent favorable findings with ringS that

release norgestrel, a large multicentered clinical study is being

planned by the ICCR to evaluate the effectiveness, side effects, and

acceptability of these two methods. While this work is progressing,

further improvements in the dosage formulations and manufacturing

procedures for the rings are being tested.

Methods in Early or Intermediate Phase of Clinical Trial

The ICCR is testing combinations of drugs that can be used to

suppress sperm formation in men. Work on this lead, which,has been

under way fot nearly six years, has involved clinical testing of more

than thirty different dosage schedules.a:mong hundreds of men: .:To date

the work has identified a combination of two drugs (medroxyprogesterone

acetate and testosterone enanthate) that are highly effective in

suppressing Spermatogenesis in men without apparent side effects.
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This finding support the idea that a male contraceptive method based

on .sperm,suppression through the administration of monthly injections

is feasihle. lloWe'ver, the mostrecentfindings- from these studies

indicate that Vie suppressionof40m prOduction.;IS not complete in,

, .

all men and'that_some men experience a:return of some sperm production

while continuing the injections. The use of higher dosages of the

drugs does not appear to overcome this -problem. Sin, no other

approach to a contraceptive drug for menappears-wit n reach, it is

essential that this advanced work be evaluated fully for its potential

and that tests be conducted with compounds that may be,more p6tent

inhibii617s.than those used so -far.

Another major ICCR research program at:an early.phase of clinical

trial is the deVelopment of a contraceptive vaccine based on the anti-

ge0c properties of a portion (beta-subUnit) of the pregnancy hormone,

human chorcOnic gonadotropin (hCG), when it is linked to tetanus toxoid

antigen. This lead represents a .r4dical departure from other approaches

being studied, and it holds. the potential to open a new era in contra-

ceptive technqlogy. The, ICCR has undertaken its work on.this lead

collaboration with the All India Instituteiof Medical Sciences ( AIIMS)',

and the governmnt'oT India.
8

It follows twodecades of Council

interest apd support of work on the immunology of gonadotropins and

the chemistry Of hCG. A wide arra.yAof ICCR development activities

and clinical studies was initiated following the original preclinical

and clinical observations made by the research team at the AIIMS. The

results of these efforts to date have been encouraging and confirMatory

of the Indian work,. -Nineteen- subjects have participated in clinical

studies in five countries, and in alt cases the formation of antibodieS

against the pregnancy hormone has been observed; the antibodies

"developed neutralize the biological activity of hCG. -Extensive

clinical pharmacology studies, including tests for tissue auto-antibo.dy_

formation, reveal no alteration in organ function or blood chemistrY.

Regular menstrual cycles have continued in all the volunteers in the

program,, all of whom have had tubal ligations. A summary of the ICCR
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clinical experience cbncerning.antilitidy production

following table.

4100 Contraceptive Vgecine
-1.

Location Number of subjects

India
Finland
Sweden
Chile.
Brazil

shown in the

Presence of

Longest duration since antibodies

immunization aaainst.hCG

2 years + (all subjects)

1 year (all subjects)

8 month (all subjects)

9 months + (all subjects)

11 months + (all subjects)

Concurrently,` an animal model' using tWeOeSus monkey has been

developed to test effectivenets and key sa.?ety.iues for mother and

fetus (in,case of contraceptive failure) prior to the expansion of

clinical trials:to study contraceptive effectiveness. Work on the

contraceptive vaccine At at a. relatively early stage of development,

but with the current rate of progrest and barring the emergence

intracable safety is it is pbssible that a prOduct for fi'eld

testing will become available in:less than five years.'

Methods Proven to.be Ineffective or Marginal

While the principal ICCR objective is to develop useful new

methods from promising leads, it also has sought to rule out leads

that do not merit continued development, byIathering sufficient

evidence to make an evaluation. This information is disseminated to

others working on contraceptive development so that such leads can be

dropped from further consideration, or,lalternativery, .so,that future

efforts can focus on overcoming the disadvantages:. -;"

Several progestational steroids were givOn'ao. women as a single

dose late in the menstrual- c' induce preMatOre decline of corpus

luteum function and thereby .J menses. HOrm7 studies revealed

that with the most active compuu,a,.this monthly 0.11 suppressed

progesterone production by the corpus luteum as much as 80 percent.

When fertilization occurred, however, the appearance of chorionic
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gonadotropin overcame the effect of the synthetic compound and full'

corpus luteum function was restored, so that the pregnancy continued.

These "negative" results added considerably to an understanding of

the cont of of corpus luteum function and made it possible to discard

several gther,leads based on partial suppressibn of the corpus luteum

A potential precoital pill provetLto be ineffective when tested

in a small group of Women. The compqund,.a progestational agent,' was

believed t6 have a selective effect on the cervical mucus that occurred ,

within hdUrs of oral administration. That the action was extremely

variable from woman to 'woman was established by studies of cervical

mucus, withoq exposing any volunteer,to the risk of pregnancy.

Fourteen different preparations of ergotrates with or without

%sparteine sulf4te were tested as potential chemical abortifacients.

-The chnicalti-pharmacology and endoc.rine7profile studies carried out

,Confirmed the earlier observation that partial suppression of corpus

luteum function4oes not terminate an early pregnancy.

In the sterilization field, a surgical procedure that woul

facilitate reversal of was deferens closure and various tran cervical

techniques for female sterilization were tested and subseqAn

discontinued. The male'method failed to show advantage over ex sting

procedures. With the_transcervical approach to tubal occlusion the

chemicals used-(quinicrine, for example) did not meet the required

Criteria for effectiveness and safety.

In the course of its activities, the ICCR has published more

than 150 research papers, many of which document ICCR findings about

the lack of promise' of potential leads that have been tested, and this

information has provided valuable guidance to other groups.

Lead Development for Supportive Research

While the ICCR is predominantly. a clinical testing program, some

work is done at the preclinical level to attempt to develop for potential

use new information resulting from basic research.. For the most part,
)

however, this essential ingredient to any contraceptive development,
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,project is achieved by the close coordination between the ICCR and

the supportive laboratory programs of the. Population Council and of

eachICCR member.

Worldwide; perhaps 2,500 scientists are conducting basic research

to answer a range of, fundamental questions dealing with reproduction.

The utilization of these basic research findings is essential if the

public sector is to benefit fro the broad base pfscientific activity

in' progress, New concepts and modern techniques need to be incorporated

in an effective mission-oriented'research program. As a program carried

out by active scientists who are in constant contact with their

colle"agues in the broad range of biomedical sciences concerned with

reproduction, the ICCR constitutes an effebtive mechanism for testi.g

and further developing new ideas for fertility regulation that emerge

from basic research.

Conclusion

--The annual bpdget of the ICCRover 04 past five years has, averaged

$1.4 million and in 1977 is expected to be $2.5 million.. At this

level of funding, the prograth has,completed the development.o, a

contraceptive method now used by millions,. brought several other new

methods to the point of final development, initiated clinical studies

of,ther leads still Arran early-development stag testedand.disapproved

many other leads, and sustained the flow'Of new teds from 4asic'reearch .

into` the pipeline of applied research. That,it enjoys the respect and

cooperation of both government officials arid: scientific cOlqeague1

throughout the'world facilitates its role in contributing to advances

in fertility regulation.
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FOOTNOTES

1
The success of this strategy is evident. Three oral contraceptive
products were approved by the United States.Food and Drug Adminis-
tration'prior to 1965. In 1968, there were 20 oral contraceptive__
products marketed in the United States. By 1975, the list had grown

to 427Using the estimates of Dr: Carl Djerassi of'Syntex of'a cost'

of $6.8 to $18.3 million for developing a new drug product for female
contraception, the 42 new products rePresent an investment of $285
.to $760 million by industry-to win a share of a proven market. The

actual investment was undoubtedly lower since many of the products'.
are based on the same compounds. But it is evident that this field

received a high priority in industrial research and development
budgets.

2This series of triphenyl-ethylene derivatives was first reported by
the Population Council laboratories as having antifertility*ivity
in the rat. Subsequently, the.late Dr. Alan Guttmachei' testePone of
the compounds. (MER-25) as a postcoital pill with 30 volunteer couples
at Mount Sinai Hospital, New York. Within six-months, it was 'evident

that the high level of antifertility effectiveness in rats was not
duplicated in human beings, and the study ended. Sometime later, the

Ortho compound (ORF 3858) was the subject of an investigational new
drug program,in the United States.and eastern Europe:but the trials

7

were discontinued aftet a brief period.

3-
Preliminary reports from England and. Swedenin-1968-70 that naturally

4
occurring prostaglandhns,Could,induc'e laboror:abo'rtionS under certain
circumstances sustained commercial in this product's potential.
'The:Teports)alsos:encouraged the United States Agency for International
D6velopment/ and,(later, the World Health Organization to give priority
to prostaglandin research intheir research programs. In 1975; Upjohn

received Food and Drug Administration approval tomarkOt a prostaglandin

for intraamniotic administration to induce late abortions.

4The Population Council's work was the-first example of a public-sector

development program leading to anew contraceptive method. The loop

IUD had already been invented by Dr. Jack Lippes and evaliiated by the

Council before it was acquired as a product by the Ortho CoMpany':

The Council retained rights that exempted public prograMs from paying

commercial prices. should be noted that the indispensable and
historic role'in oral contraceptive development of the:Wdrcester,
Foundationfor Experimental Biology and Medicine under the late
Gregory';incuS. was different.' The G. D. Searle Company possessed a
patented compliund (norethynodrel) which was provided to Pincus for

testing in ank.,mals and later in people. By reason of its patent

rights to the compound tested by Pincus, the commercial sector

retained full rights to the final product.
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5The Copper T-200 has been licensed to companies in the United States,

Canada, West Germany, Mexico, Sweden, and Finland, and firms distribute

product in the commercial, market of 42 countries on all-continents.

6
Each is bound by the license arranghlerits to make it available-to

public sector purchasers at a reduced cost. The Copper T-22.0C is now

available internationally from public sector production in Mexico,

and India's factory is preparing to distribute the Copper T-380A both

domestically and for export. The Population Council' Maintains a

contrac>ith a facility at Buffalo, New York which serves as a

yardstick of actual costs of manufacture. The success of this,

collaboration between the private and public sectors is the2subject

of ecent article by S. McLean in the American Bar Assocfation

Journal.

7
With a'norgestrel-releasing ring, womcn using the calendar sYtteb-had

an average óf 0.93 cl'y's Of bleeding per cycle with the ring in place:

Using' the,calendar system, with a ring containing a combknation of

ndrgestrel_alld an estrogen, average days of.bleeding with the ring

in place was reduced significantly, to 0.17 days. With the menstruation

system, bleeding with the ring in place is not a problem, but Phase II

effectivenessAstudies are required, since breakthrough ovulations cannot

bel-ruled out during the removal peribd.

8The government of India approved a joint grant proposal to-the

International Development Research Centre (Canada) from the ICCR and

the All-India Institute of Medical Sciences to support the vaccine-

_development program. The 1976 award provides for separate but

coordinated grants to the tWo organizations. The government of India

also authorized Professor G.P. Talwar of AIIMS to join the ICCR for

the purpose codrdinating the vaccine development program of the

two organiz cns.
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REPRODUCTION RESEARCH AND B4 CONTROL TECHNOLOGY:

AN INTERNATIONAL :COLLABORATIVE EFFORT TO MEET THE

NEEDS OF. DEVELOPING COUNTRIES - THE WHO PROGRAMME
is

A. Kessler and C. C. Standley

Needs and Scope of the Programme

Thelieeds.iOr researChon the bibmedical aspects of population

eXprestedby WHO's member states since the mid- sixties and the strategy,

for .1P:10's programMie of :research unanimously adopted by the Health

AsseMbly.,were reaffirmed in-the Plan of Action for Resear,chAp,this
r

field formulated at the Bucharest Conference in WHO'Oprogramme,,

which antedated the Plan,of Action by nearly ten years, and the Plan

itself place' greatest eM'Ohasis on research in family planning,, but
.

also include research in sucil areas as infertility, maternal. mortality

and pregnanCy wastage.

The demand for research on fertility regulation.arises from the

6

obstacles encountered iR family plalining programmes.' Thus a strategy.

for research has been designed that is essentially prOgrkiilime-oriented

,and directed to technologies appropriate,to thecon(Mons in developing'

countries.' Technology here refers not only to methods.of fertility

regulation, but alsO-to the whole of their service provision; principally

at the primary health care level:

Based' on requests-fkom developing country administrators, the in

lines in WHO's programme are

7 assessing the safe01; efficacy and acceptability of existing

methods of birth control in developing countries;

- devising the best wayof providing methods on a continuing

basis in the varying service settings of develop'ing countries; *.

- improving-current methods and developing entirely Iv* modalities,

:These lines coincide closely with the concerns expressed, at

Bucharest as does the other major compOrient of the WHO programme,

strengthening the resources fOr research in this field, particularly
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in developing countries, and also strengthening on a worldwide basis the

disciplines needed for resear5k and developMent aechnology for

fertility regulation.

The.Programme, in which Over 60 countries cooperate, of which 35

are developing countries, is the largest WHO research effort with a

budget in 1976, of about $14 million. It is ,practically entirely supported

by voluntary contributions. In 1976, the donors were Canada, Denmark,

Finlatd, India, Mexico, Norway, Sweden, the United Kingdom and the
ry

United Nations Fund fOr Population Activities.

Birth Control Technology

Assessment of Existing Methods

On the whole, careful studies of the safety and effectiveness of

methods such as the "pill," intrauterine devices (IUDs) injectables,

rhythm methods,'surgical methods of st rilization and abortion techniques

have only been conducted in Western women. The authorities in developing
I,

countries are askin, to what extent are the findinge.applicable to their
w.:,;.

healthywomen, given differences in body size, nutritional habits, and

reproductip_patterns, and what happens when the pill, the IUD or'in-

jectables.are provided to malnourished women or those with parasitic

infestation. Table I shows the scope of ongoing WOO projects that aim to

answer such questions (see following page).

These studies ovide resultS within one to three years that are of

immediate applicability to family planning programmes. For example,

some authorities in developing countries have-hesitated to include the

pill in their family planning programmes because of th reports in Western

women of increased risk of thromboembolism. WHO studies suggest that,

in; fact, Asiatic women at least are less prone"to this condition. Not

A-r-

::.
;:10. anaem 4f the high nutritional statu t in populations

tiOn, WHO studies are,"showing that ths increased blood

l GS- 4.444 a/severe iron depletion.
,

--,.

4:4t
:

:?- ..,410=,

ncouraging as this. IUDs cause increased menstrual

men. In developed countries,,this does not lead

with maE'44'2
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Table I: Existing methods: Safety, Effectiveness,
Acceptability and Service Delivery

Pill and malnutrition
Pill and parasitic diseases
Pill and cardiovascular diseases
Pill interaction with other drugs
Pill and lactation
Pill assessment: low dose

combinations

Monthly injectables
Injectables and malnutrition
Injectables and liver fluke

infestation
Injectables and lactation

*Comparison of 2-monthly and 3-monthly
injectables, including acceptability

IUDs and anaemia
.IUDs inserted immediately post-partum

and cost- abortion
IUDs and pelvic inflammatory disease
Hormone-loaded IUD
*Midwi -fe insertion of IUDs

AsSessment of current methods of
periodic abstinence

*Development of teaching methods,
periodic abstinence

Assessment of current surgical and
fibroscopic methods of sterilization

*PerforMance of tubpctomy by theatre
nurses

*Performance of vasectomy by medical
students,

Short-term sequelae of abortion: in-

pa' ient v; out-patient, general v.
local anaesthesia, vacuum aspiration
v. KC

Short-term sequelae of abortion: as-

sessment of different techniques
and equipment

Long-term sequelae of abortion:
effect on later pregnancies

Xinfertility

General service studies:

* supervision of field workers
* provision of methods in urban

and rural settings
* home visiting

General acceptability studies:
- factors affeCting choice and con-

tinuation offtme of methods
perceptio'ns of menstruation and .

the use of birth control methods

* Denotes acceptability and service studies

I

Acceptability and Service Studies

Table-I also includes acceptability and rvice -tudies on ,

'existing methods. For example, of basic importa. c to the planning of

service:, are the studies on factors that affect choice of method by 'a

population and that determine: fontinuation of use. This information

assists decisions on the overall mix of methodS to be'provided, the

personnel -and training requirements and,ple logistics of supply.

The drastic shortage of physicians in developing countries has led

"to agroup of field studies on the improved use of other categories of

he4Ttli personnel to provide family planning methods, for instance on the
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best ways to train midwives to insert IUDs. A measure for the need for

such studies is the fact that the training manuals, checklists and

record forqop developed for this research have already been requested

by family planning authorities.

More innovative studies are being conducted, at the specific request

of governments,, on performance of female sterilization by theatre

nurses and vasectomy by medical students.

Improved and New Methods of Birth Control

,Two other approaches also aim to provide faMiiy planning ser-

vices 'in developing countries with appropriate technology. One seeks

to make oral and injectable conttaceptives, IUDs, rhythm methods,

sterili2ation and abortion techniques safer, more effective, simpler to
4--

use and to provide more accOptale Tire 'other thrw' i to make
_,.__ i IlL.

available to famW.pl'pOdig progtaires those neW7birth. control
Aii- -;.T *

modalities ,1411JCli their f01 would'considerably extend acceptance and use,

e,..g:'-drtigs- fermeni:vaccines, post-coital preparations, abortifacient

kx:.ugs. '' -
.:,

Tfiet R4-1) efforts (see Table II) are longer term endeavors than

the assessmenof existing methedS, since the development of birth

control methods, even more than of other forms of therapy, involves a

lengthy step -by -step demonstration of efficacy and safety. The needed

time is usually quoted as being 40-15 years from identification of a

compound to marketing of a birth control drug. An acceptability com-

ponent accompanies these R I) efforts in the WHO Programme.

*Paper pil 1

Table II: WHO Research on Improved and New Methods

Chemical sterilization

longer- acting injectables
*Biodegradable implants

Hormone-loaded IUDs
Intra-cervical devices

*Vaginal rings

Kits and devices for rhyth*methods

*Include acceptability studies:

0:11'

*Drugs for abortion (e.g. prostaglandins,
plant products)

Post-coital drugs

injectables for men

VacCineg against pregnancy
Vaccines against sperm



These methods are at different stages of development. Indeed the

research on some new methods, for instance prostaglandins for second

trimester pregnancy termination, is essentially completed. Other

methods, such as vaccines against sperm, are still at an early stage

of development; this is when uncertainties are greatest but the, Programme

has nevertheless included some high-risk lines in areas where it is

anticipated that the impact of successful outcome would be very great.

Building Up National Self-reliance for Research

Considerable WHO funds and staff work are going i ,o building up

self-reliance in developing countries For research on these problems,

through the strengthening of their institutions and through a research

trainiilieffort that is now the largest in the field. The aim is to

'provide resources to national family p,anning programmes to carry out

research, adapt technology, interpret advances made elsewherg, and

permit the full contribution to the field of scientists from developing

countries.

This institution strengthening involves much more than technicaq ',

and financial inputs by WHO: it is a "learning by doing" process in

which the develOping country institutions are actively participating in

and contributing to the international research effort. ThOTrogramme-.

is essentially collabor ve in nature. One main mechanism for R F, D

are the "task forces" of scientists from different institutions,

countries and disciplines, that plan and implement research on different

approaches to fertility regulation. Another is through networks of

WHO Collaborating Centres for research now located in the following

twenty-one countries: Argentina, Australia, Brazil Canada, Chile,

alba, Egypt, Federal Republic of Germany, 1Lungary404 dia (3 centres),

.Korea, Mex:,-o (2 centres), Nigeria, Pakistan, Philippines, Republicof

Singapore Thailand (2 centres), United Kingdom, United'States,

Yugoslavia, and Zambia.
At4,

The impactof this cooperation is very considerable: the collabora-

tion between developed and developing countries in itself reinforces,

the expertise of developing countries. It also serves to make scientists
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in developed countries much more aware of the needs of developing

countries and of the problems they encounter. To make available to

developing countries the needed technology rapidly and at the lowest

cost,4he resources of developed countries have indeed had to be

mobilized. For some aspects the collaboration of industry has been

essential; here, formal arrangements are concluded with the companies to

assure that the methods that emerge are made available under the

most favourable conditions to the developing countries.

Conclusion

WHO has developed this Programme of research on fertility regula-'.

tion because member states called for a major research effort to help

resolve problems they faced at the country level for which there,wer

no ready answers,. It was felt that an investment in research of some

magnitude would yield considerable dividends.,

It was a sensitive area, and this was one of the reasons why WHO

was approached another main reason was, that it seemed the oray:bOdy,

(.

capable of mustering the international effort required. WHO hesitated

before accepting the challenge, but the approach taken seems successti4

judging by the number of countries of all political persuasions collA14-4:.

ating in the Programme, the number of countries asking for rme or

greater involvement in it, and the results emerging from the Programme.

Another reason for WHO's hesitation to set up this research effort

was the realization that it was, at a minimum, a ten to twenty year

programme for which it would have to rely mainly 'on extra budgetary

resources. Neither the technological aims of the Programme nor its in-
4104-.

stitution-strengthening objectives in developing countries ccand be

realized more quickly. Fertility regulation methods require continued

assessment and adaptation, new methods take 10 to IS years to develop,

and institutions must he supported over a number of years before they can

become self-reliant. .The Programme's successfully initiated' activities

so far, to achieve appropriate technology for fertility regulation and

strengthen needed research resources in developing countries, imply

long-term commitments.
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REPRODUCTIVE SCIENCE AND CONTRACEPTIVE DEVELOPMENT:

RECOMMENDATIONS TO INTERNATIONAL ASSISTANCE AGENCIES

Oscar kiarkavy

A two; -year study of reproductive science and contraceptive develop-

.Meni. has been carried out with the help of more than 160 experts ia.26

nations, guided by an international advisory committee representing the

scientific community, the pharmaceutical industry, and the major public

and private donor agencies. The study, sponsored by ,the Ford Foundation,

in collaboration with the Rockefeller FoUndatio.nand the International-

Development Research Centre, was directed by Professor Roy O. Greep,

a distinguished endocrinologist of the Harvard Medical School. Bellagio

IV, participants will have received the report on the,stUdy, Reproduction

'ancl'Human Welfare: A Challenge to Research. This paper will simply

highlight findings of this study that are oCluTticular relevance to the

work of international assistance agencies.

Recommendations

Twenty recommendations are spelled out in the Report's Summary of

Findings and Recommendations. The first three are of:oveiriding

importance.

Recommendation 1. A variety of safe and effective methods of

fertility regulation beyond th6,se now available is urgehtly needed by

the worliPs' diVerse population living under different conditions and

circumstances. This requires increased efforts ranging from fundamental

research on reproductive processes to targeted activities'in contraceptive 4i

development.

Recommendation 2. Within this priority effort, greater attention

must be 'given to studies of intermediate and long-term safety of

mthcidsyet to be developed.

AclAgmmendation 3.. By 1980, allocations for research in the repro-
.

ductive Wences related talontraceptive develqpment and evaluation by

governitellitatilagencies shoult comprise substantially higher proportions of

°
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total expenditures for medical research and development assistance than

ispresently the cas:p.
w
For an adequate- effort on a worldwide baSis,

361:billion would have been required from all sources as of 1976. This

otad have been approximately three times the sum co7 ,cted *,) the

field as of 1974.

Funding of Reproductive Research

Attention must be called t9 the data on the funding cpoduc-

tive science , dnd contraceptive development gathered for the report.

Figure 1A, which provides estimated data for 1975 and 1976, updating

information appearing in the report, illustrates the unhappy state

of funding for this field. Not only have worldwide expenditures

for the reproductive sciences and contraceptive development de-

creased in terms of constant dollars (that is, 1970 dollars), but

these expenditures, measured in current dollars, reached a peak in

1974 and have since decreased in 1975 and 1976. When inflation is

taken into account, it is clear that the amount of relevant research

being supported throughout the world has declined at a time when the

promise of major new developments is extremely high and when bringing

new products to market requires large expenditures of funds to assure

their safety and efficacy.

Reproductive research has received approximately nine percent

of funds allocated to population activities by nine international,

governmental, and philanthropic agencies that were the principal insti-

tutions in the development community supporting population or family

planning work in 1974.

Institutional and Human Resources

Research and training in the reproductive sciences related to

contraceptive developMent is highly decentralized. Fundamental research

is primarily a university function,.with important work under way at

a few free-standing institutes, while more focused applied studies are

typically undertaken by research institutes, public sector programs
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FIG. lA

WORLDWIDE EXPENDITURE FOR
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and the pharmaceutical industry. There are perhaps three thousand

investigators in the field throughout the world.

eased on the 1973 records of the principal funding agencies, 176

reproductive research groups could be identified in the United States,

including 21 at,t e institute" level. In the other industrial nations;-
there are 162 institutions, with clusters in the United, Kingdom, Sweden,

France, Germany, and Japan. In developing nations, 81 institutions can

be identified. Between 1970 and 1975, more than 3,500 papers were pub-

lished by developing world investigators in internationally recognized

scientific journals, about 7 percent of all published papers in the

field; about 40 percent of the developing nation papers were prepared

by Indian scientists. In addition, there are excellent fundamental

research gups in Mexico, Brazil, Argentina, and Chile and important

clinical studies are carried,,pri,in clinics and laboratories in other

nations.

To ensure the increased participation of scientists in developirfg

nations will require special efforts. While the need for clinical

research specific to each nation is obvious, centers of high quality

fundSMental research presently exist in developing nations and need

systematic strengthening.

Contraceptive Development in the Public Sector

The last decade has witnessed the emergence of public sector agen-

cies supported by governmental .and/or philanthropic funds with extensive

programs in contraceptive development, traditionally, the pharmaceutical

industry's domain. Pharmaceutical firms have not abandoned the search

for new contraceptives, but the resources they allocate to this eft

have been limited as a result of increasing costs and risks.

Programs in public sector agencies, now probably the principal

agencies seeking to develop improved methods of fertility regulation,

often collaborate with private industry in bringing a product to maicet.

Many-of these public sector organizations not only provide grant or

contract funds to other investigators; but also carry out some of the

funtions traditionally pert-0mA by industry in the development process.
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These,include the PotUlation Counl's International Committee for

Contraception Research (ICCR), the World Health Organization's Expanded

Programme of Research, Development and. Research Training in. Human

,,_v.
lletwbraion, the Center for Population Aesearch of the 11.$'. National

Institute of Child Health and Human Development's Office of Population,

and the Indian Council for Medical Research.

Regulation and Ethics of Human Experimentation

Research in this field is affected by trends influencing scientific

inquiry generally: increased regulatory requirements for drugs and

devices and ethical questions concerning the conduct of research with

human subjects. Our assessment indicated that regulation of drug research

and development is likely to become more rigorous in all nations, a

process that in.the long run-'should prove beneficial to the field as a

wholey
The development of new contraceptives will now surely take longer;

than in the past because both the additional technical requirements of

ronger,studies in animals and humans and the new ethical requirements mean

tht. more time and of

these new requirement

ort must go into each study. We do not 'believe

could, or should, be waived, even though improVed

fertility regulation methods are urgently needed. We do believe that'

the principal immediate consequence of these trends is that the search

for improved contraceptive liethods now depends, even more than in ,the

past, on decisions made and activities undertaken by the noncommercial

sector government and international agencies, and the philanthropic

community.'

Conference

A special conference, on contraceptive development in the public

sector was held in LonArenApril 27-29, 1977 to give detailed attention

,144to the role of international assistance agencies in the funding of

ov-
,

reproductive science and contraceptive development. Forty-three scien-

tists, scien ific administrators, and representatives of multilateral

and national verseas, assistance agencies and foundations participated
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in.their personal capacities.* The conference had a two -fold purpose:

(1) to exchange up -to -date informationon the acceptability and use

of current contraception in the developing world, questions of contra-
.

ceptive safety, short- and long-term proApects for new developments

in contraception, institutional arrangements for contraceptive deVel-

opment in the public sector and collaboration with industry, and the

current state of financing of the field and prospects for the future,

and thereby (2j to serve,as a specialized, preparatory conference for

the June 6-9, 1977 Denmark meeting of heads of international assis-

tance agencies. The London conference was co-sponsored by the Ford

and Rockefeller Foundations and the International Development Research

Centre.

Rationale for Support of Reproductive Science and Contraceptive Research

The London conference affirMed in strongest terms the world's need

41.

to improve contraceptive technolOgy. While the last decade has seen

a heartening expansion of familyp4anning programs for the delivery of

contraceptives and information on birth:control, currently available

contraceptive technology remains a weak link in the system. Family

planning programs, while extensive, area highly uneven in their

effectiveness, particul4Tly in countries where basic health delivery

systems are weak or nonexistent. The weaknesses of delivery systems

and of motivation to control fertility emphasize the urgency of devel-

oping more acceptable and effective contraception_

Conference parti&ipants with firsthand knowledge of family planning

programs- in the developing world gave highest priority to research

aimed at improving contraceptive ac eptability, adaptation, and use,

pointing out the high rates of discon inuation for the pill and the IUD.

They expressed the need for a .varietx,of contraceptive methods adapted
'

to differing physiological and-cultatal needs, noting that it is very

*The author of this report has made a conscientious attempt to reflect
the major points of view expressed in the London conference, but it
should-be. considered as an informal summary and not an "official" report:
There has not been time to present. it to participants in the conference
for their concurrence or dissent anal it remains the author's responsibility.
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difficult to determine on an a priori basis the acceptability ornon-
c.

acceptability injiven populations of specific mod'

Not onlyA.S theie,weed for-res elop

but also ,to modify Aistin' techno

strong emphasis was placedk,.on adapti

carried out in tIlle develdping world, in °lying not

investigators but socialstientists,-epidemiologists, m&r-li.e.eCesear ers,

and other relevant profes'sionals.

Conference participant's greed on the high priority need for

research on the safety of exiting and newly 'developed contraceptives,

a worldwide concern of universal importance to couples of reproductive

age and their offspring. Safety studies should be carried out with

emphasis on risk-benefit ratios speCific to different countries. At

the same time it was held important to document thei,health risk of.

traception.

ve methods,

eptability; thus,

earch to be

biomedical

inadequate fertility control, especially in devePoping wintries where

pregnancy carries high morbidity and mortality rates.

The conference affirmed the need to continue and strengthen current

efforts to produce new contraceptive products in both the public and

private sec . While, some pharmaceutical firms continue their interest

in developing new contraceptives, the high financi9 risks involved'are

making this effort less attractive to the private sector particdlarly,

if the resulting products are to be inexpensive and long-last'

the need for a strong pui1flic sector contraceptive development effor

asserted.

Important advances in contraceptive technology have been achieve

and others are in early stages of research. Morebver, significant

improvements are now in advanced stages of clinical testing. At the same

time, the experts participating in the conference no.d that the methods

of fertility control ldkely to be available in the near future will

still be subject to important limitations. They urged, therefore,

that high prioity be given to fundamental research as the only basis on

which materially improved Contraception can be expected in the future.

The conference emphasized the need to build capacity in the develop-

ing world for research especially on acceptability, safety, and product

development, but also where circumstances permit, on fundamental research.
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Most. governments of ceveloping countries, it was noted-, ,give low

priority to research because they are faced by meds,to solve :immediate

and overwhelming problems. This suggestS that internatiop4-assistance

agencies should giVe long-term, sustained attention to, esearch and to

capacity building for research.

Institutional Arrangements for Research in Reproduction and
Contraceptive Developmeht

The institutional arrangements for research designed to improve

Methods of fertility control are highly decentralized. Research is

carried out by universities and free-standing institutes in the industrial

world and increasingly, by governmental units, universities, and

institutes in the developing world. At present the largest proportion

of this, research is undertaken in the industrialized countries. As of

1974 approximately 68 percent of the research dollars were spent in the

United States, 27 percent in other industrialized nations, and 5 percent

in the developing world. But the proportion spent-in.the developing world
A

has been gradually increasing. There are active fundamental and applied

research groups of high quality in Latin America, India,-Thailand, and

Egypt, and considerable clinical research and testing,activities

throughout the world.

Financing for research on reproduction and contraception comes frOm

a variety of sources. The largest single source is the Center for

Population Rese rch of the U.S. National Institutes of Health, which

provides, appr ximately $42 million of a worldwide effort estimated ins

1976 at $110 o 120 million. Medical research councils of other industrial

countries prov de about $25 million. Growing suppor of research in the

developing wor d is led by the IndianCouncil on Medical Research,

which now operates at a level of approximately $1 million annually.

Bilateral and multilateral overseas assistance agencies and private

foundations contribute to the reproductive sciences and contraceptive

development a total of apprOximately $26 million, abbut 8 percent of their

3314 million commitment to population assistance as of 1976. The Principal

recipient of support from overseas assistance agencies is the WHO
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Oapanded ProgramMelin Human Reproduction ($13 million rit-Yet4ar) which obtain

its fUnds. from Canada, Denmark; Oisnland, India, Aexico,'Norway, Sweden,

\

- .

the United Kingdom, and the UNFPA.\ The International Committee on

Contraception Research ($1.7 million -year) is principally financed by

the International Development Research\Centre, the. Rockefeller and Ford 4,

Foundations, as well as by smaller grants from UNFPA and other private

foundations. While U.S. AID has supported a variety_of research and

development activities directly, its principal instrumentalities in the

field are the International Fertility Research PrograM ($2.7 million)

and, the Program for Applied Research on Fertility Regulation ($1.4 million).
-t

The newly established Program for the Introduction and Adaptation, of

Contraceptive Technology (PIACT) is supported by the Ford and Rockefeller

Foundations at a $300,000 annual level.

ti

As yet a number of major bilateral assistance agencies active in

support of.population work have not provided funds for reproduction re-

search, notably those of Germany, Japan, and the Netherlands. The World

Bank provides no funds for reproduction research, while the United Nations

Fund for:Ropulation Activities directs less than one perCent of its total

commitments to this effort.

The effectiveness of current organizational arrangements for contra-

,
ceptive development was examined by the conference. One body of ihformed

opinionyas generallysatisfied with'theoperations of the current array

of ins ions in the field'. It appraised as healthy the scientific

competi 'h and parallel efforts to develop particular leads to new con-

traceptives that characterize the present effort tp some degree. In the

face of,extensive uncertainty, contraceptive development strategy is

based on the judgment and "taste" of the scientists involved. A centrally

controlled single effort in the public sector was considered to be

extremely undesirable. Other, informed conference participants, on the

other hand, suggested that there now is ,,some unnecessary duplication

in contraceptive product development, that sharper priorities ought to

be set for the entire field of contraceptive research, and that multiple

efforts to develop similar methods should be limited. It was urged that

the donor agencies periodically examine and evalu-ate the efficiency and

effectiveneSs of the contraceptive development process and. encourage
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sthlaSiViAblVed to seek ways to avoid unnecessary duplication while not

hampering, the freedom to pursue alternative approaches.

All agreed that an effective contraceptive developmenfrocess

requires free and extensive communication and cooperation among the 4

.inar.K. research and development .agencies. It was agreed that mechanisms .

for such cominUnication are developing in useful ways.

The confeenqe agreed on the importance of collaboration betwetn
,

sector:Westarch agencies and 'the pharmaceutical industry. Govern-
,..

tal and U1044teral agencies that have recently become involved in

h _cOlabaratiVe relationships were encouraged to continue

exploring appropriate methods' for safeguarding, the public interest, while

maintaining the motivation for private sectorparticipation. These

q. arrangements typically might take the form of agreements whiC1 provide

promoting

that any contraceptive product jointly developed be offered at a loW

'vice to national and voluntary family.planning programgt ile preserving
4'.

the right of industry topursue normal pricing and marketing practices
0

in its sales to.the private sector. It was noted that qapacity for product

development and manufacture has begun.qo emerge.in developing countries

such as Mexico and India, and the use and further development of such

capacity should be facilitated.' /

The conference addressed difficult ethical'issues that arise in

contraceptive research and development. There was agreement that human

rights *1t be safeguarded yId that contraceptive testing must respect

the rules of the country in which it is carried out. It was urged,

-furthermore, that govern ents laCking experience in this area be encouraged

to develop appropriate Standards for protection of human gubjects.
*.

The' conference agreed that tire, need for builsling research capacity

in he developing world is only partially -being met under existing

arangements. There is'a need to train more scientists in-the developing

world for participation in 'contraceptive research, And to provider

support to the.building of institutions'that can offer useful careers to

Pit

the scientists so txained.
Q

, .

: The con,rence also pointed to the needfforregular assessment of
, t

' the progress.oreproductive;research and contraceptive development, and4.c.

the effectiveness of the results, with the participation of those taking
.p.
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ilt 'research and development effort, the dpnors, and repre-

sentatives ,,of the users of contraceptive products, especially in the

A,-14
deAlopiiWriorld. Periodic meetings involving these groups should be

held d'etwthe auspices of the principal interested parties.

Financial Requirements

._
...

The Greep review estimated dn optimum effort as of 1976 at .

..

.

$360 million, about three times the worldwide expenditures for this work

in 1974, The London conference recognized that,the-Optimum level of fund-
;I.

-s ing as calculated in the Greep review is based'on*ientific judgment,

and admits of differences of opinion. There was general agreement,

howeyer, that an adequatkworldwide effort should be twice to three

timeslhe current level_pf expenditures. It was noted, for ex

4-number of current leads will be ready for large-scale clinic

ple, that

testing,

,
in the near future, and will require funding well beyond the current

' budgets of the agencies that have developed them.

The conference agreed that institutional,capacity currently

eVoted twesearchon reproductioh and contraception can expand rapidly

4

if a ditional funds are forthcoming. Realistically, any additional '

su ar this 'effort would be ma0e'availab e on a phased basis, allowing
.

.,

tim cfor capacity build-up. Clear evidv e 01:the existence of uOtsed

research capacity was provided .by the director of the Natioftai

titutes of Health's Center fgr Population ReA. ch who reported

hat, of'those applications for research sup ort_rdived by theCenteri. ...

ilthat are approvd as 57iNcientifieally ril, ritorious for funding (about

half of the applications), only 30 percent are actually fdhded *70

percent'fall*in the "appro)4ed butruandped" category for'lack of

sufficient fund n the. Cen'ter's budg

Against this need for additional funding, th
. -

the serious fact that funds for.---f

have not 'risen :in recent ye, The conf nce discussed sekeral

alter?native means for resppndi g to the ne ,

earch,
,

' .

conference noted

Tch on pproduction and contraCeption_

There Was,a broad consensus thit'niedi dsearch councils i
it.

industrial countries should be edtouTaged to provide support for re
0

(

3 .
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.

on reproAt'tion and contraceptA a scale cons.dtiiiablyiarger1 : ,

than at the prssent. P

Research on reproduction should be increased because diorent contra-

ceptives are _Orr from ideal for users in those countries due to their

Illt

diCal sideeffects, and because the scientific community in advanced"

*7-

untries in an interdependent world should.contribnfe'to the solution

of broad international problems. The conferencenrged special attention
P

to research on male reproduce' on to provide the basis for bully needed

contractivecontrac ptive6 for use by men. It was suggest0,that assistance.

agencilinterestqdri<the populatiAfield might encourage their

,
.oppoSite finmber.g i :`r '? .nal health'aN"gearCh agedcieS' in -industrial

nat .io,trrCrea ii allocations to repiodu'ction research for the
.:)- .,-

. '

benefitf their own citi-zens as well as those of the deveIopiig world.
,

ti

There w lso a broad consensus. that national and international
ii,V

ag 1A iassistance s_should be encouraged, to. provide additionfrl support

0
for research on reproduction and contraception as the total funds they

11locatu to population activities ri.4s. eIn contrast-to the'siuation

in othti areas of grave concern to the develOpinkwnrld, such as
a-v. ,... . .

. .

agripltural "nro4pction, in which funds for researtk7are *r140,rpid
....:.

and can be expected to expand Ai the future, funds' for'.reseaich in
. ,

.3,

reproduction and, contraception prom,:ided by istance agtnoldes have
,

...
.

leveled off :1recentlears. There uas not tonensut, however, oh
or \

such
4',..'

wilbether.ik proportion of frindsallocate21 to such research':(AbAut 8,

ptttcenb of total population assistance fundsiPTD-N'is too sma41 or
4,,

is, satisfactor (No participant ar t the present propoftiolL
7 ' "2

slyould be reduced.) At Nresent there are m a; . differences in ti*,

proportioh of population assistance which;',1 oted to >research on

ii

reproduction and contraception by the. seVa genCes (see attached

.table 1). No one suggested that. aHunifoim petcent ge Would e desirable,

but it was suggested that' assistance agencies which contribute only a

\,...--small pet:ce tape oft eir- population

perceion'assistance.fundpscontrace

ti 'n

) research ht'consid r raising thatpercentage, and a aSsistante

agencies which have r t contribu

give considiration tb d inA_so.

k 11,

'
. .

,

to such research thus fax might

(

-> 1

tto



ere was divergence of opinion with respect tp the responsibility

0 seas assistance agencies for support Of)fundaMental research in

re dbCtion. One grouteeld that these agencies sho61ddireCt their

funds primarily toackiAties with relatively short-term payoff: contra-
,

ceptive product adaptattOn.and development,: safety studies, and studies

to improve delivery sY40. Other's"held, however, that there should

also be a substant40n0ease ilKthe funds devoted to fundamental research

'ibieverse4s assistance agenqies, with special emphis on enlarging and

.employing research capacity RI developing countries for furiaamental

as well as applied research.

A related issue haS al'aoyeen the'subjet of debate among overseas

assistancedgenciesr&ntributing to the contraceptive develqpment

iprocess:, should tiesb agonciessupport contraception research in

industrial countries a,S well asITn the devOoping world?' It was,fake-
. - .

fUAly:argu d at ,the confgrence that At is'mketopriate fo?assiseance.

,agencyfunds to be'i;Sed f6hUpport contraceptivI:xesearcOniindustrial

Countries in order to atiiiVVeiimproved tee

tries as quickly as possible .at'tke.loWe

pointed out that few othe'r 4egencies in i

velciping town-

st, as

ntries currently
s,

.c. concernithemselves,.with applied- research-on contradceptives; (as contrOked
t

with fundamental re4earch on human repro uCtion), Only the NatiOnal,
Ato .

.
40 _. .4 ,e,

Institutes,pt Health, am,q, industral world medial resrch countils,
4.- * .40 -

supports- CorIptpeptive development. f was noted top": that joint,'
4'

collaboration by scientists from industrial and developingocountries
...4- .

has val6able effects in Ilding'research capacity developing conntrii

finally, there was consensus that governmeRfs of developing countr es

should be encouraged to give higher priority to research, especially

to research on contraceptive acceptability and us,e.-. It was,pointed ou

II' that if governments of the developing world give. low priority to rese ch,

that,will affect both the u of their own funds and ose'of bilateral

aid:agencies, which m ke funds available in accordan e with host country%,
- 4

_,priorities. It was suggested, therefore, that host c untry govern- /

mentsvhould be encouraged by funding agincies to recognize the impor-

-tante of research and request that an increasing propo 4 of bila (ital
.,, \....-

41.
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td

assistance funds be provided for enlargepent of research gapaci,1

the developing world.

New Funding Mechanisn*
e ,

Some participants suggested the need for 1tew funding mechanic*
la

if substantially increased financial uppdrt is to beprovided to'tnis

field, but most partictpans in the c

it*eCommend new mechanisms, or if ;Lich

].

)'

staucted. ., was hoped that the-bLeadSAI
. ,

e attention to this issue in their Denmar
.

erence Wereluctant to

equiredt how thershould be con-

e-,.4enciewouldgive

4



Table 1: Comiitments For Population Assistanee* Reproductive Research
By .Ten InternationalASsistance Agencies'

AGENCY

CIDAI
Population Assistance
Reproductive ReSearch
Percent

DAN1QA
Population Assistance
Reproductive Research
Percent

FIN-AID
Populition Assistance
Reproductive Research

( RerCent'

FORD' FOUNDATION

PpOulatIOn Assistance

(1970 - 1976) (U.S. $ in millions)

1973

'Reproductive Rese h
Percent.,

ulation Assisi4n e
yctiv Research

ROCKEFE
Popu
Reprod
Percent

NORAD
Population Assistance
Reproductive Research
Percen.fi l

SWEDEN.
,populationAssistanc
'Reproduce Resea
Pert010

UNFPA .

Population Assistance
,Reproductive Research
Percent.

,

AN
4.stance

Research

USAID
Population tsistance
Reproductive Research
Percent

1970 1971 1972

7 2.9 3.1

.7 1.8 2.2
.5

23%

.1 .3 .3

-

.14 4,5 17.3' 14.6.

6 10.3 * 7.4

48% 60% 51%

:1 .3

.1 .2 .3

100% 67% c460%

1.0 3.9
.6

11%

1.6.3

13.6 2.7 1.9

83% 43% 1,01

6.5 9.2 12.7

.1. 3.0

2% 23%

5.1

1.0
20%

2.1

.3

14%

.3

-

13.0

1.2

.6

SO%

1974 1978

6.6 8.9
1,3 1.5

20% 17%

4.4
-s

3.5

.6

11% 1s$

6 .6

1 .1

11% 1704

13,7 1

6.t 3.9

47 3s o

1.8
-9

50%,

12.5 12-7

.8 1.3
6% 10% 11%

%*. 1

6.6 4 3

3 0 21
46% 40%

2,2

1,5"

68%

15.3
1,6

4.8
.8

20%

.5

.1

20%

10.7
6.4

60%

1.8

94%

23.1

1.7
7%

5,3 4.4
2.0 1.0

38% 23%

29,4-

6,4

22%

3.7 .3 2.0
4.0 5,0' 6.8-\

29% 2AT,' 21%

2. ,p

50.1* 50.0 ''68,4 , 8s.7 81.0

1,0* 1.0 j 1<0 ,1 0 0.6

1%* 41% 1% ;it---/ 1%;,

,,

112.5 1 0.0, 134.5 '''-,

). %2 3,4 , 5.2

, /4143° 4% .,

OF
1 .1 '236 234

a2A 8

9%. 11

74.6 5.9 123.3 125.6

4 5,9 6.6 . 5.2

10% IMP _ 5% 4%
m

TOTALS**
Npulatkm.ASsistance 115.3

Reproduceive Resparch 28.1

Percent '
24%,

* CuMu1-atiVefigures
:-.**Adjiiisted to eliminate. doublp;p

.

1969-1972

37.6
19.1

. 14%

nting

.4.1-1°

1

168\6 202

21.3- 2,.3

13% 11%
20..
lop



RECENT TRENDS IN INTERNATIONAL POPULATION ASSISTANCE*

HalVor Gille

Introduction

Theih4story_of international population assistance is br. , but

spectacular. As recently as ten to fifteen years, ago, there was little

consensus 44wgovernments as to the need for assistance to -the Third

World except in the' fields of demogi:aphy and statistits.1 On the con-

trary, the forces opposing assis qv to such activities-as family
lic

planning and population policy oh 'eligious, cultural'; or political
i

grounds were still generaly dominant. Within many developedountries

the promotion ot( family planning was still to aFarge extent, seen as
.0-

:. the exclusive concern of voluntary endeavOurs, supported,by pt
$

0-1
phllanthropy. Today, technical Co-operation and financial assistAnce

* ,

for ,a wide spectrum Of.p&pulatton aitiyities in developing countries

are fully recognized as the legitiate concern ofYand high priority

,_.,* for, gdvernments'and the-international comitlitY.

Wthe early- 1950s, United Nations began to assist developing

-;.-- countries with census-taking,. training in demogra by and the prepara.7
,.

0 .° tion of studies4of the relationshipS between popula ion trends and
,

''-----,7 social and economic factors as I:1 as with some action oriented research

activitteSIn 1954tWo An-governmental agencies concerned. with assis,-
.

tance to population were established- the Il0fAional,PlannedParent-,-,.

hood'F ration (IPPF) and the Population Council. The F. 41d Rocke.7.

. '

feller Foundations also began toassist population-rilat activities.
,

Tagethe these four .non- governmental agencies were the ain- sources of
)

t.... '-'--Agsist ce'for population related acti 'ties unt the late 1960s
1 - ,

when mrnmental resources cOme ayaila on a large scale. el,

.., qirst"gover t to give assistance for family planning to a
.

.

developing-couppren'inj.958.^ This was in support of an experi-

mentalmental progra 'n Sri Lanka, :and was followed by similar 'assistance to

*The vieWs..expressed in thig
-

paper are those of tthe author an do not

-----Aecessarily:refle4p41polities or directions of', the United tions

or any,' of it meinberstates4 V' 4.11% /



the. governmignt Pakistan in 961 The United KingdOm initiated its

bilateral population assistance programme on a modest', scale in 1964-.

The U.9% government began t6 include po ulation activities in its de-

velopment assistance in 196S. In the. ar 970s.a.numbe oUgOvernments* .

followed the lead proVidedby Sweden, the nited Kingdom the Unf&I'

States. These included Denoirk,- the Federal Repub is of Germny,

Japan, the Netherlands and Norway-
-,...

The barriers which, to a large exto.it, hld handicapped the United

Nations system in respondiO.g cliretly to the needs of developing coun-

tries for assistance in the fields of popul3til particularly in'family

plftnning, began'to lift' arOUna the Mid 19h0s. A consensus was reached in

the General AsseTbly in 1966 agncerning the provision'of population assis-

tance,
_,--''

from governments upon request, in the areas of training, research,

.informatibn, and advisory 4i,ivices. 11-1r0,6sponse,t4e foll-oyling year, the
,7,-.. ..,

Secretary-GObTtl establfsAed 4 TrU5F,Und for Population AqAvities - later

renamed the United NatiOns Fund ikr Popufntion Activities:(UNFFA) - which
1.. .10-.:,.

rapidly grew int61.41ajor Soure,of.international population assistance,
\--;----., -.

both in terms o0f6iial re4tsQuices as
,.r1 ft, . .

'wejll a.prdgraMme development. In
.

the-fliea timeinntifiber, ofA-11,td' ations Nciazed.Agencibs and UNICEF.W4 I . d

--,-41
eii- ndates to inC10 use aspectsYbf pelpulation and family

q,)
t A

J(ngyktbi vheif areas oPcbmpetence. In. 968, the World 4

tan 't 611 a iorAhe need of developing countries-
o .

.. . .

-!a.ssistb.nce to ,famil pi pn&og programMes and related, activities and
, -

made ts 'first, loan in t 14.3revto JaMalcn in .1970.

0 e of e most .impoltapt 6'yens in.cy history ,off international

popul Lion as istinoe ocouzse1 iti1974Nte.11,,the World)PopulatiCin.Con-

fere ce was held irr World pu aJti n Plan of At was 17

'ado to at the_copference by Cqii5*I5US !ft 135V inter a alcalling
,

upon developedcounttieS 14ell as ether countries foAncrease their

nssistance4tO deVelopind countries: !fin vi,ewpf the magnitude of the
1p!.7

problems and the consequefit national requireMents fOr f cons'dz-

eralre expansion of interP4tioba1 assistance in the poPU tion field

is required for .the propef yPtementation of this Plan Ac'tiCia."2

*The InternationaLBank Ect)Rezonstruct on a4pd DeiveluR5Olt (IBROjiad

the.InternationaP Devdloprfftt Assoolatieqi TIDAL



To what extent has this call been heard? Have the main features

of 6ternattbnal populattot assistance changed since the Bucharest Con-

ference?' ilhat'is the outlook for the futufb role of such assiStance?

; &trent Levels of PopuiationpSdstance
,

.

Total international assistance for population activities amounted

to only about $2 million in1(960 and $18 million in 1965, but it in-

creased rapidly to $125 millkh in '1970 and, to well over 4300 million

*.I976 or an estimated net amount, exclUdidouble counting, of $314

mllion (see Table I in the Annex).*

'This dramatic increase in poplation assistanl as a clear indi-

cation of the growing commitments. of governments and international

organizatiOnsorconcerned,to collaborate in, and contribute to, tackling
A

7- the urgent populatioh problems of the developing world. It is important

to note, however, that the r pid grovith in-tesources.made available for

Itiernational assistance has not56e0A mai tained in recent. years.

peak was reached in 1974 when the Shnual g wth in resources for popu-

lation assistance reached an all time high level of_over $50 million.

The timing of this peak could be interpreted as A response to the spirit
.

of the Welld Population Year and Conference, but is more likely a result

/*Of the devaluation of the U.S.. lellar which automatically increased the

U.S. dollar_ quivalent of th ledged by many donors in their

Own cularnc .

It XII ollowing yeara the aVe,ta*O,.rate of growth in itesources

fell well b low the 1yel 'reached ear4er 1970s. The percentage

pnnual'increase was only 11 and 8 percentn 1975, and 1976 respectively,

as compared with 20 percent 1400 average in- theoyears 1970 -74k I-n

4
view of the substantial infl idnary trend-. rld de and the', valuation

f the S. dollar, the growl in internatidn 1 pOpulation assistance has

Iota
A

eat extent if not e tiliely, been offseqphe decline'lp pur-- 0,

Chasi epower, Measur in cqnstanindex)._U.S.' dollars ,(consumer price index._r
#-, , "

. ,,: -
.

Differences in de inition of-popUlatiat aciviikea and difficultieSJ.n:

dentifying popul i,on compdnentg 'n multi-p poge by integrated develop -

ment progvmmes m it necessary o exerc s some' caution iff piterigru-

'tation of intern ti.nal statists on population assistance.

'



the annual increase since 1974 hja-S- been limited to 1 to 2 percent. There-

fore the level of resources transferred for population activities for

the,benefit of the developing countries has hardly increased since the

World-Population Year and COnference (Figure 1).

seems quite clear that the magnitude of population assistance
1,At,

has not kept pace with overall development assistance since the World
Ai.

Population Conference (Table 2). In 1974, assistance in the field of

population amounted to 2.3 percent of total development assistance, but
,

has since declined to 2.0 percent or slightly lesg.

The main factor in the slowing down of the trend in resources for

international population assistance was that the largest donor, the

United States, did Ablvontinue to make subsatptial.increases in its

populatiofl assistance as it,did in the late 1960s and early 1970s, but

actually reduced its annual contributions from year'to year in the .

periodr1972 through 1975. An upward trend appears to have begun in 1976
-

(an amount of $146 million is estimated for 1977 and around $160 or

highe_for 1978, see Figure 2) but the amount of assistance for thit

year was still below the 1972 level, Although a number of other donor

ggyernments of developed countries at the same time shoWed A 'growing

reOgnition of the importance of popupion assistance byincteasing

subStakially their contributions, theSeltncreasesAtwere not large enough

tvaintain theovera/1 groWth rate of resources addlable for populal,

4
tidn assistance. , )

..The domi tiing posh ,ion of the United States in the' dono community
./

C

h4..recenity, een considerably reduced. Before 1974, three- arters or

'more of all Overnment resources for population assistance d well over
*.

half of all ftfilds' came from the United States. In 1976, total contri-

4 butions from other governments exceeded that of the UnitedAtates, gut

latter was still the largest donor providingabout 47 percenv,of

,government contributions and around one-th4COi total population
,,-,

. assistance (Figure 2). -Ar -

)

(

Sources of pulatilli Assis
-44 r'

ve
"'': :AA ough ovekeigly goverftentsiihave, t o e time or another; con-

k, , vAt'
A T -

. t r ih u 1110 t o interatill° populatiom, assistan e, the major sbate comes
"^, '-'



Figure 1. Total International Population Assistance

(excluding double cyfaiirtng) 1971-1977
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. .

..,

ffom less *an, alozen countrio. The. largest contributor, the-United

States, spent arbund0119miilion on Populatiqp assistance in 1976 or

.6 00Fent of its total develppment assistance. Around one-fifth

(19 percent), was channelled throu01;:private an&Voluoary international

n the United States, nearly one-quarter (23 percent)

;PPP.; about dne-fifth (21, percent):ftas,rants to uni-

an goVernmental and non - governments institutions in

el: the United States for research and training related tO.popUAation issues.

organizaticinS-,

weniVt

versitie

44110P., of developing countries, and the remainder, offer-one-third (37 percent)

Rovided direct bilateral support to population'and family planning

flrojects in developing countries.

Swedevand Norway are the two largest donor governments after the

Unitedclgates. In 1976, the total Swedish financial contribution.

reached a level of around $28 million amounting to over.7 percent of

its totaldevelopment assistance. Norway, which has. Sharply increased

its population assistance since 1974 by nearly t p4ng it;.:reached

nearlr the ,Same level as,Sweden, namely $27".m lion'TiC1976repre-
,."

senting 9.5 percent of its total development assistance.programme the

highest proportiolof any donor,country. CThe Norwegian w-on develop-
.

ment assistance stipulates that 10 percent of all assi
. e

1*

for ri-
. . ,

%....

ority to population assistance with ontrihutions in 2

million respectively, or over 4 and 2' p'ekaent -respeCtiVe

total assistance programme. Other mayt tOlditributOrs.ret
.,.-

about $13 million, Canada-ar un PO:Millio n, the Netherlands'` and the

United Kinegiewith around $8 mi ion but in all these countries,

population assistan constituted erely 1 percent or less of total
,..,

,official development'assistance.
,

A signifi t dOelopment has been the interest sho, by a nuMber
,

.

.

; . ...-

cof Arab governmpfits,
A,
particuly of oft- exporting co!

,

es in on- .

kiting t6 international popul ',Assistance. In.E1976 ArahN.gov
. .

-evimen which previouslY OP,IY e minor contribution granted,

. ,
,

,,. ,.

:;aptiund $V) milliow,an.amount'equivalent to theik conributions to UNDP

general. ''

0

4,

;that,, year 'for, development assistance

0
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A 'limber of donors provide bilateral. population assistance amounting

to about 28 perdent of total governmental population assista1celk5),
,

but only in three countries is the population component of file. to:t1
,,

,bilateral governmental assistance programme of major significance,

namely in Norway, Sweden and the United, States where-it constituted

around 4 to 5 percent of the total.

Around 62 percent of total population assistance provided by
A

governments is 0.annelled through multilateral organizations - about

35 percent to i tet-governmental bOdies and 27 percent to international
.

non-governmental organizations. (About 11 percent of goVernments' popu-

lation assistance is spent in institutions in the donor-countries

themselves.) A number of governments
,

utilize multilateral channels-for
s' //i, ' #

most of their support, of population activities:

Belgium, Canada, Denmar

the Federal Republic of Germany, Japan, Nevi Zealand and Norway. The
,.

Netherlands has phased out all bilateral population programmes

tr--rogrammes

and con-
,

'centrates its resources entirely on,multilateralaid. A

Y.

Multilateral population ma /,kedly. ,Until the

mid-1960s; the role of the organizations within,th nited Nations sys-

tem wal<strioted, not merely.by-limited mandates intthe popplationpopulation

fields and lack of funds, but alsosby the fact that.few Avernments had

t.yet formulated national population policies or foreign a d-.policies On

populatiol. Around 4 percent of total goVerlIm4development assistance

provided to multilateral programmes, is for,population a
k41i

v i"tie s '. Mat

410of the resources available for po'PUS:non activities undertaken .by: the,

.P
_

infted Nations and itsSpecialized Agencies.(excluding UNFPA wItbse re-41

sources are entirely from voluttary goVirnment contributiOns) are, pro -'

.vided by governments s voluntary extra- tdgetary contributions and

)only' about one-sixth i provide d by assessed6ntriputions tifthei,r

regular budgets from member states.
,- .

.

Before the World POpulation Conference, UNFPA had already enierged

as the largest multilateral source ot popuratCon assistance. Since 1974-

the Fund has continued to grOw.rapidly, at twice the rate of increase ,,.

in population assis
IlL
'tance in general.

3 oday, it is by far the lar est .

.source of direct assistance P011ila ion, activities in developing

116a,countries (Figure 3).
4

ANIK
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Involvement in aSsistance has also spiead to professional organi-
,

'zationS-in the population field, such as the International Union for the
..

.Sdientific'Study of Population, the International Confedeiltion of Mid-'

wives and the International

i
Association; f SchoOls for_Social Work.

Otheworganizations are primarily conce od.with assistingspeciai tar-
,.

get.4r0Opv0ainly thr*kgh education, InforOation, andadvisory setvices,

on pdpu'latikbri,:questions ofconcerii to the and memberS.6.

Mass organizations, such asrade.unions,'co7Operat.ixes, youth.

and:wome ...ran and other key instiftWeriioal forces, withizations,go
:.;.

intern"nal responsibilities are alsO beginning to support thOOde=
. .

. 6

'-vi elopment of population poliCies andprOgramMes, althOugh the primAry
.34' , -A

focusof'fheir Algiyities may not'be on population issues.

Furthermore04 number.of universities and other educational in- 4

s, tituqt.ons, mosmerican but also some European ones; conduct training '.40:... t .
,'

programmes .specifically,priented towards,thre needs of developing coun.,
J 0% , ' . ,

tries, as Well'as support or carry out research activi tes relevant to
.66

11,, I If

_
A:number-brnon-governmentalorkanizations have. layed an important

pioneering role4in the support ofpbp4 ativities,--Jhe'floklarOstn4;

iri this regard are the Internstioril P ned Parenthood FederatiOn..tk

the Population CounCiland the Ford and' oCkefeller Foundations. A nom:,

ber of smaller private organizations also contribute. SoMe,O,f (-

them function exclusivelyin the, population fields; others. support popd-

lation activities within a broad.rankeNf purposes and'programmes. All

these organizations provide a.channel%40eprivate.financial contributions,

though many also draw, to some extenton governmental or multilateral

funds, and some rely on the contributions of volunteers and part7time

workers.

selected population issues in developing countries.--

Types and Areas of Assistance

St all-lionort,ma.ke t r ,o6ntributions to population-assistance T
. ',--:-

0
.r in- but a few; goirernme (Canada, DenMark, Finliuld, the'Fed4k-al

4
. , tl-

4'
Repbblit of Germanyoand the United States) also make loans available.

'4
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Inter-governmental siqd non-governffiental organizations all provide grants

except the World Bank, which only givess-ns or credit. donors

mhke contributions in cash, but some also provide grants in kind mainly

equipment and.contraceptive supplies (Australia, Denm'ark, Finland, the
S.

Federal Republic of Germany, J pan, Sweden, and the United States).

In 1975, about 48'percent of the total resources'available for

population assistance-supported familYklanning programmes. - However,

a substantial part of the resources devoted to "multisector activities"

which amounted to around 20 percent of all resources and, to some extent,

some of the activities in the fields of communication and education, sup

ported family planning activities'dirsetly.or indirectly. 'thus, the

share of total resources supporting family planning was undoubtedly well

over 50 'percent. Around 15 percent of total resources was devoted to

statistical and demographic activities and a smaller share, just under

10 percent,to biomedical research including contraceptive development..

From a geographical point of view, the largest share of support,

over 40 percent, was devoted to interregional and global activities,,

many of them carried out in developed countries. As for the remainder,

the largest share went to the region of Asia and the Pacific, namely,

around 30 percent, followed by Africa with 14 percent, Latin America 10

percent and the Mediterranean and the Middle East 5 percent.

A comparison between the assistance provided in 1975 by the three

largest donors illustrates notable differences in programmatic emphasis.

The United States spent over 75 percent of its resources in supporting

family planning programmes, while the comparile figure for Sweden was

about 50 percent and for the UNFPA slightly less. On the other hand,

about 19 percent-of UNFPA resources supporteTbasic data collection,

the comparable figure for the United States was only around 9 percent

and for Sweden, negligible. Both the United States and the UNFPA

devoted around 10 percent of,their population assistance to the field

of population dynamics. Biomedical research, including contraceptive

development, received over 40 percent of Sweden's population assistance,

about 5 percent of the United States' population assistance anconly

less than 1 percent of UNFPA:resources. From a geographical point of
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view, the United States spent around 67 percent f4:14A4esources.oh
.1-., 1'

interregional' and global projects, while for SweaepAllp Sure, was just
,'._6V,PW

'under SO percent and:for th UNFPA almost 24 percymrt# r assis-

tance to activities at the co try level, all thre' e. pent the
,. ,fil

'

-.

largest shares in Asia and the Pacific; this is p. ,trille of

SAde*.and the United States, wile UNFPA had a k tribu-

tion among regions.

A

The Need for, and Impact of, International. Populati n nce
t

14
It is a disfficult, if not an impossible task,s;Ao

futUre needs for'international population assistance. n4r0;4'

upon the' criteria to be applied .with regard to thel types opulat

activities which are required, the extent to which suppor om exter-,;

nal sources is needed, the availability of local resource the ab-

sorptive capacity of the developing countries.

The UNFPA has atteMpted to make estimates of the costs,drovevelop-

ing comprehensive population programmes to meet various targets or goals

such as: to provide information and services on family planning for

thentire population in the developing dbUntries; to conduct altomplek.,

population census in all countries at least every ten years; to estalblish

vital statistics registration systems wlth'a coverage of at least 90 '4;:,

percent; to provide popUlation education in and out of schools; to t'rain,

personnel required for population programmes; and to'support.researth

required for planning ind implementing effective population programmes,

including operational research and development of improved,contracep-

tive 'techniques.

An approximate total annual cost for all relevant population activi

ties'is estimated at 1.50 per capita or $2,900 million ( 1976 prices)

for the deVeloping world as a whole. The provision of family planning

and maternal and child health services according to stablished mini-

mum requirements accounts for the majorshare estimated at $0.84

per capita.

Although no accurate estimates can be made of the need for popula-

tion progr.ammes and the estimates provided here may not take fully into

account. several concomitant needs in the economic end social fields, it
N
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seems fairly clear that the estimated total of around $qpo million avail-,

able for population assistance from international sources amounts to a

small proportion, probably only around 10 percent of total estimated

needs for external and internal resources for populatioh activities..

In financial terms, international assistance defrays onlya small

portion of the actual costs of the population activities Undertaken in

- the developing world. While it is recognized-that such assis ce can -.

not be, and should KeVer be, more than a marginal addition to !develop-

ment efforts, of recipient countries, theYe is no question, ho

that the,role and significance of international population assis Ace

go tar beyond the often comparatively modest financial inputs. It .f

constitutes, in many cases, an essential eleOltnt,in promoting national

efforts and enlisting local resources. In many instances, the activities

supported would probably not hav taken place at all without the interest

and contributions of donor g vernments and agencies. Very often, inter-

national assistance provides t important spark needed to overcome

reluctance at the local, level to expend the necessary financial, human:

and material resources for worthwhile activities. Sometimes the will

and the necessary local sources may be there, but crucial inputs of

equipment and supplies cannot be obtained due to foreign exchange dif-

fi,culties unless international assistance is made available. The African

Census Programme is a case in point, under which a number of developing

countries for the first time are involved in taking a population'census'.

At the same time, the role of international assistance should not

'be exaggerated to imply that without it major results cannot be accom-

plished in tackling, population problems in the developing world. The

People's Republic of China is an excellent example, where the effective

delivery of family planning services at all levels, measures dealing

with 'internal population distribution problems, and contraceptive re-

search have, been undertaken successfully w4out'any assistance from

abroad. Still, the majority, of developing countries need and want inter-,

national assistance toexpedite the process of dealing with their

population problems.

One of the most significant accomplishments of population assistance

_is probably the contribution it has made to promoting awareness worldwide
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and in individual countries of population problems and,issues, their it-

pliations qnd the need for policies and programmes to deal with them. .

jt.is not.pogsible, inrgeneral, to demonstrate, definte effects upon

population trends, and in any case, TeSults cannot be expected in the

. short span of a few years,; 'Support provided for the training of person-

nel,'for research and evalnalkon, for institution building, and for

related education and c6mmu3rication activities often has important

'multiplier effects and longterm benefits which are difficult to measure

in quantitative terms.

Priorities in Future Programmes

More and more attention is being devoted to setting priorities in

assistance to population programmes for two main reasons. On the one

(hand, increasing awareness of the./mpact of population factors on develop-
.

ment and the adoption of population policies by -more and more governments

have led to rapid growth in the demand from developing countries for such

assistance. On the other hand, developments at the WorTd Population Con-

.ference have led many donors to'reviewand reassess their development

co-operation policies, with particular-regard to population. e,

Reviews have been undertaken or are in progress in Canada, Sweden,

the United Kingdom,. theUnied States, UNFPA, the World Bank and IPPF,

ot, often resulting in new strategies or policies for population assistance.

Various concepti of setting priorities for allocation of resources have

._emerged or have been sharpened.. Most donors apply more than one criteria

for setting priorities. UNFPA has developed a system for'setting priori-

ties based on economic and demographic data reflecting needs.

The following resume of criteria for priority setting is not intended

-to give complete coverage for all donors but reflects mainly new strate-

gies for Pbpulation assistance resulting from recent reviews, revision,

or reaffirmation of policies.

Priority Countries

/
Some donors intend to concentrate their resources in, or give

special attention to, the needs of-certain countries.
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In 4t case of several bilateral programmes, the political' .situatiort
.

of the recipient countries or special geographical, historical,, cultural,

or tide considerations .play an important role (Australia, Canada, Den-

mark, Japan, New Zealand, Sweden, the United States).

Siume donors are particularly inter 'ested in assisting the poorest

of the developing countries based upon criteria on estimated per capita

income (UNFA. Canada, the United Kingdom) or the extent to whichthey

are seriously affected by balance-of-payments problems (New Zealand, the

United Kingdom). _ L

Sometimes demographic criteria are taken into account in identifying

countries with the most urgent need for population programmes (Canada con-

sidering birth rate, death rate, infant mortality, current and future po-

tential population growth; the United States concentrating on countries

_with large populations contributing most to world population growth and

where prospects for reducing f7rtility are best; UNFPA using rate of

.population growth, fertility, infant mortality, and agricultural popu-

lation density; and the World Bank taking into account population size,

growth rate, population density, government's policy commitment to re-

duce fertility, and prospective demographic impact).

Priority Objectives

Most donors are giving increasing att7ntion to support for popula-

tion activities as an integral part of development such as rural develop-

ment, family health, social welfare, participation of women in develop-

ment, etc. (Finland, Federal Republic of GerMany, Japan, Norway, Sweden,

the United Kingdom, the United States, UNFPA, ILO, FAO, WII0, the World

Bank, Ford Foundation, and the Population COuncil). Some support popu-

lation components in such programs (UNFPA,/the Population Council).

Several donors are giving priority attention to promoting activities

at the local level through community or family based programmes (the

United States, UNICEF, the World Bank, I PF). Priority is given by some

donors to assisting llopillation activities for the benefit of poverty-
!

stricke and other disadvantaged popul/Ition groups (UNFPA, ILO).
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Attempts are being made to deteAine recipient Countries' basic

needs in population and'related fields (the United States, UNFPA,

UNICF,'ILO,' WHO) 04

Priority Areas of Assistance.

Most donors of population assistan e wilL continue giving high pri-

ority to support for family plannipg-gctivities designed to attain fer-

tility reduction, health,. social welfare, orother socio-economic develp-

ment objectives. Contraceptive supplies are provided by a number of

donors (Japan, Sweden, the United States, UNFPA, IPPF). Only certain

donors provide financial or technical assistance for abortion and sterili-

zatibn programmes (Sweden, the United States°(sterilization only), UNFPA,

the World Bank, WHO, IPPF, and a few other non-governmental organizations).

Injectables are available only from a few donors (the United Kingdom,

UNFPA, WHO, the Population Council);

Most donors are giving high priority to the training of local per-

sonnel

)

for population programmes. Many are also giving special attention '

to research such as in human reproduction and contraceptive development

(Canada, Sweden, WHO, Ford Foundation, the Population Council, Rocfeller

Foundation); to operational research-(the United States, UNFPA, the World

Bank); and to demographic and social science research (United Nations,

UNFPA, the World Bank, Ford Foundation, the Population Council).

Prospects for the Future

It is, of course, difficult to make a long-term prediction of the

future resource situation for international population assiotance, Very

much. depends upon the prospects for overall development assistance.

Several donors have reached, or will soon reach, the overall goal for

development assistance in the Second Development Decade,of one percent

of the gross ,national product and their population, assistance may not in

crease substantially beyond the equivalent of increases in its national

income.

On a short-term basis, however, prospects seem quite good for a

substantial increase in resources; the United States is liktly to
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increase its population assistatirce frOm $119,willion in 1976 to $146
1

million in 1977 and around-$i60.million or;higher in 1978, Which is an

average annual increase of nearly 20 percent. Japan may increase its

assistance in 1977 by a similar percentage and UNFPA expects to operate

in 1977, at an expenditure level around 15 percent higher that that in

1976. If contributions from other governments than the United Stakes

should continue to increase at the same level aiin the past three ,

years, total,populatioi'assistance may reach abbut $400, million by 1978.

It seems too early to assess the impact of the World Population

Conference and the World yopulationj'lan of Action upon population assist.:.

tance. Several major don6"rshaNe:reviewed:and revised their pOlicies

mainly to broaden the approath to deal with population issues.. Many

donors seem still,to stress fertility control as the major objective

of` it population assistance;; al,thOlugh'the World Population Plan o_

Action gives considerable emphasis -,to other areas as well. Problems

Of urbanization and spatial distribution, according to a United Nations

inquiry, are those population problems which most governments.,are con-

cerned with, but very limited population assistance is provided in these

areas. There has not been any discernible increase in the attention

given to biomedical research, including contraceptive development despite

the stress on it in the Plan,.of Action. ,

'Donor governments a d organizations have become more concerned with

the views, needs and pblic es of recipient countries. However, a con-

sidels part of international popUlation assistance is still supporting

research, training and other activities located in the donor countries

themselves. Further attention should be given to building up the tech-

nological infrastructure in developing countries in some cases on a sub-

regional or regional basis. More use should be made of the local ex-

pertise and production facilities in the retipierit countries rather than

sending advisers, equipment, and supplies from the industrialized world:

The main emphasis should be on building up the self-reliance-d`f developing

countries.

At the moment, international population assistance finds itself in

a dilemmatic situation with forces pulling in opposite directions.
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With the greater aJailability of data and trained personnel and the

,
'establishment of population policies by more and more governments,

i

absorptive capacity for population assistance in ,recipient countries

has substantially increased. This increase is generating a rapidly

growing demand not only for population assistance itself, but also for

a greater say regarding the sources nd uses of such assistance. Yet,
.

the donor community, having\
0..

beCome m re conscious of the need for better
lk

co-opdination to maximize the effectiveness of its inputs as a result
.. ,

i

of resource constraints, is involved in setting.prioritiesto regulate,

__," the direction, areas, and modes of assistance. .i.

It is as important to resolve this situation, "perhapg,on an ad hocr
basis, as it is to seek financial means to minimize the widening gap

betwee the demand for, and supply of, international population, assis-
-

tance. (__Apart froM striving to ensure a continuous growth in the!re-

sources available for population assistance, the donor community should
..

ar

focus greater attention on channelling such assistance to help.developing

'countries' eet their basic needs for promoting self-relia ce in.the for -'

p tion s well as the implementation of population policies. ,It is,

howe r, not only a matter of stepping up iechnical co-operation and

providing financial assistance to these countries. More concerted action

should also be promoted towards developing a global strategy to assist
.,'

developing countries in dealing with their major population problems,

rather than merely effecting a transfer of funds between donors and

recipients:
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ANNEX

TABLE I. TRENDS IN DEVELOPMENT AND POPULATION ASSISTANCE, 1961-1976

Total Official
Development Population

Assistance) Assistance2

Population Assistance
As Percentage of
Total Assistance

(in $ US million)
/

(in percent)

1976 (314) (2.0)

1975 13 578 29,0 2.1

1974 11 300 262 2.3

1973 9 400 212 2.2

1972. 700 190 2.2

1971 7 700 154 2:0

1970 6 800 ' 125 1.8

1969 6 600 86 1.3

1968 6 00 58 0.9

1967 6 600 30 0.5

1966 6 000 34 0.6

1965 5 900 18 0.3

1964 6 000 16 0.3

1963 5 sop 11 0.2

1962 5 4/00 5 0.1

1961 5 ,200 6 0.1

Notes:.

1
Excluding exp rt credits, private investment, and other commercial transfers.

VW_

2
Net totals e cluding double-counting due to transfers between donors.
Grants by voluntary organizations are not included for the years 196Y-1969.
In 1970 these grants amounted to $0.9 million.

Not available

Sources:

Data are obtained from OECD, governments, annual reports of aid agencies,
and organizations.
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TABLE II. ASSISTANCE FOR POPULATION ACTIVITIES BY MAJOR DONORS, 1971-19761

1971 1972 1973 -1974 19475 1976

(in thousands

'GOVE4NMENTS

of US$)'

.

N.

Australia 357 579 639 1 587
Belgium 147 18 75' 837 476 934

Canada 2 817 2 835 4 669 5,783 7 /18 1.0 200

Denmark 1 917 1 '3 990 4-i383 '4 439 5 032

Finland 263 2 3 338 476 2 097

Germany, Federal
Repub-lic of 1 657 2 435. 4 392 5 770 13 400

Japan 2 090 '2 196 2 812 5 293 7 971 .12 920

Netherlands 1 539 3 041 5 744 6 140' 7 159 8 730

New Zealand 77 40 580 880

Norway 3 870 5 539 8 600 10 800 18 500 27 400

Sweden 9 194 12 668 11 990 25 385 25 028 27 953

Switzerland 168 191 189 190 200

United Kingdom 2 520 , 6,706 4 225 5 024 7 725, 8 400

United States 98 819 124 412 119 002 111 210 109 081 119 141

Others 1' 283 1 592 1 747 2 325 3 580 11 356

Siih-Total 126 284 164 313 168 392 184 835 208 949 (252 000)

INTER-GOVERNMENTAL ORGANIZATIONS

United Nations 6 995 5 952 8 459 20 786 24 234

UNICEF 2 382' 2 371 3.711 5 753 6 514

'UNFPA 8 937 19 840 34 684 57 000 71 765 75 600

ILO 165 989 2 259 3 827 4 90/

FAO 607 574 1 370 1 539 2 238

UNESCO 38 28 2 554 4 130 5 337

WF 2 823 6 374 15 991 18 932 .22 979

World' Bank 1 600 5 700 11 200 18 600 24, 200 23. 000

Others 5 200 6 577 1 789 6 225' 6 300 6 300

Sub-Total. 28 747 48 405 82 017 139 219 168 468 (173,000)

NON-GOVERNMENTAL ORGANIZATIONS

Ford Foundation 15 221 14 647 12.353' 13 774 10 700 10 sod

IPPF 19 294° 24,935 63 708 42 910 42 584 45 191
Population Council 14 084 17 360 16 128 15 582 12 076 '12 100

Rockefeller Foundation 2 864 6 608. 6 370 9 007 8 516 8 500

Others 3 877 4 400 7%400 6 400 6 400 6 400

Sub-Total 55 340, 67 950 76 049 87 673 80 276 (83 000),

TOTAL 210 371 280 668 326 458 411 727 457 693 (508 000)

TOTAL excluding double counting3

a) in current US $ 154 231 190 154 21.1 574 261 913 290 103 (314 000)

'b) in constant US $ 148 299 176 069 185 591 206 231 208 707 (214 000)

(1970 = 100)

P
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TABLE TI (continued)

Notes:
1Actual expenditures except that some of the 1976 figures are

estimates based upon allocations. All figures refer to calendar

year.

2Annual estimates for the World Bank baSed upon its commitments

according to loan or credit agreements and the planned duration

of project execution.

3Arrived'at by deducting the following from the total:

Governments' contributions fo UNFPA;
USAID contributions to IPPt, Pathfinder Fund and the

Population Council;
UNFPA contributions to organizations, in the United Nations

system;
Contributions from one foundation to another.

* Provisional, -- Not available, ( ). Estimated
1

Sources;

See Table I. In addition, United Nations document E/5673;

"Report of th% Administrative Committee on Co-ordination on

Expenditure of the United Nations system in relation:to programmes,"

and U.S. Consumer Price Index, UnitedNations, Statistical Yearbook

and Monthly Bulletin of Statistics.



TABLE III. GOVERNMENT ASSISTANCE FORPOPULATION ACTIVITIES AS PERCENTAGE

OF TOTAL OFFICIAL DEVELOPMENT ASSISTANCE FROM SELECTED

COUNTRIES 1973, 1974 AND 1975

1973 J974

Country (in percent)

Australia' 0.2 0.1

Belgium 0.3

Canada 1.2

Denmark 3.1

Finland

G4many, Federal Republic of 0,4

Japan

Netherlapds

New Zealand

Norway

Sweden

Switzerland

.United Kingdom

United States

Sources:

See Table I,
4/

1.2

2.6

1.3

0.4

1.5

1.4

1.6

1975

2.5

.1

.9

2.?

4.4

8.Q 9.4 9.5

-1.4.4 6.3 7.3

0.3 '0.3 PS

1.7 1.7 ,1.0

3.8 3.3 2.7



WHERE ARE WE_GOING?: AN OUTLINE*

Bernard Berelson-

The task of Bellagio IV is to achieve an inforMed overview by

the donor. community of the present state of the population field and

the forward options therein. Accordingly, this outline will seek

to identify issues for donor judgment lind decision. The objective

is not to provide answers but to raise questions for the Bellagio

discourse, and thus to help determine the paths ahead. Where it

seems appropriate, these notes will also present the ranges within

which the options are probably to he found, in the present state of

play.

The central issues involve Ends and Means.

Ends

Clarification of Objective(s)

In the 1960s the major donors supported population with a

single purpose: to contribute to socioeconomic development through

the reduction of rates of population growth by means of lowered

fertility, primarily in the developing countries. That was certainly

, the dominant reason for the rapid' increase of population funds and

activities in the 1960s. More recently, that objective has seemed

to become somewhat blurred under a variety of pressures: growing

sophistication, differentiation, and questioning about demographic/

economic interrelations and their importance; incorporation into

strong political controversies between rich and poor countries,

perhaps some diffusion as the sudden popularity and wealth of the

field attracted several interests with associated goods of their own

*This is an abbreviated and edited version prepared from Bernard

Berelson's preliminary draft. Due to illness, Mr. Berelson was
able to make only a few modifications to the draft, and accordingly

does not consider this a complete or finished paper.. The topic and

the title were assigned by the Steering Committee.
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to pronilfte under the population banner; redefinitions of "population

problel" to include not only fertility but also mortality and mobility;

probably Some dissatisfaction with the major means used for reducing

growth (family planning program's) that infected the end itself.

In consequence, the field seems currently to be struggling over

the basic issue of what it is after. has, the donor community backed

off the attack on population

development, welfare...? To

growd; as its way of contributing to

the extent that it has, what are the

possible explanations? Was it wrong before about the importance to

development, but right now? Did the task turn out to be impossible,

hence wasteful of resources, or is the job on the way to being done?

Was it put off by political or ideological repercussions over the

concentration on growth? Did it simply grow tired of the entire

matter?

Whatever the case, 'the clarity of objective that characterized

the field earlier has been, depending upon paint. of view, either

attenuated or enriched in recent years. And different donors have

reacted differently. In the context of reaffirmation. or change as

a central Bellagio theme, the question of objectives is crucial to

the entire enterprise and so assumes a natural priority.

Questions:. What is the population enterprise effectively
after, short of the ultimate goals of "develop-
ment," human 'welfare, quality of life...? Where

do we want to go? In what period of time? What

are the central objectives? More specifically,
is the reduction of population growth still the
raison d'etre?

Dispersal in Policy Positions

The scientific and policy-oriented turbulence within thefi Id

in recent years has resulted, among other things, , a dispersal of

policy considerations and positions. In consequence of recent

developments, _the donor community appears to he less monolithic

in its guiding purposes. There now appear to be five reasons

for engaging in large-scale work in population, along these lines.
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'Continue to concentrate on anti-growth. Some agencies persist

in considering that to be the main task...either with or without

explicit demographic intent.

Encourage, and respond to local determination of a country's own

"population problem." This rationale has been somewhat on the ascen-

dant as part of the backlash to the perceived dominance of donor',

determinations in the field in the 1960s. In the intervening years,

the operating countries have gain'ed more experience in population-

work, and with it more confidence, and at the same time some donor

incapacities have shown through.

Build the necessary intellectual and institutional infrastructure,

especially on the social science side, and encourage and respond to

indigenous policies that follow therefrom. Most donors engage in such

support as part of their overall programs, even if they are oriented

to the reduction'of fertility. But there appears to be a small yet

significant independent viewpoint that the proper rolf for the donor

community is simply to help build professional competence in the host

country and then let policy and program emerge as they will.
J

SLa "population" attention toward migration and/or mortality.

While again all donors are concerned directly or indirectly with these

population variables, some are looking more in nonfertility directions

and especially toward more concentration on population movement and

its consequences.

Work more on associated ends, like health or women's Status or

poverty reduction or more equitable income distribution. Some donors

move from concern with such factors as determinants of fertility to

concern with them in their own right as primary ebntrihutors to

welfare and only indirectly, as a kind of by-product, to fertility

reduction.

Questions: Are there other central tendencies in policy posi-
tion that can help to clarify the donor rol.? Does

the system (not any individual donor) cover the
waterfront adequately and in reasonable balance?
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In this context a few matters.deserve special mention:
...

The changing balance in attention to fertility, mortality,

migration. Traditionally, the donor emphasis in population efforts
. --has been on fertility, in tacit division of labor with others (e.g.,

health programs, urbanization) within and outside these donor agencies.

AYe there is constant, perhaps increasing, concern with migratory

ove
i

ents, especially internal, with much stress currently on the

need for better knowledge but also for action efforts.

Question:,Doe.s the balance need to be redressed, especially
' toward migration and away from fertility?

Growing appreciation of regional diversities. The aftermath of

Bucharest sharply revealed the differing concerns about population

problems in the three continents of the developing world: growth in

Asia, spatial mobility in Latin America, mortality in Africa.. There

are occasional suggestions about concentrating efforts in a relatively

few "key" countries, and there is evidence of an emerging policy con-

cern over low fertility levels in some developed countries.

Question: Is there a need for more regional differentiation or
formore concentration on "key" countries in donor
efforts? 4

The politicization of population policy. *he increasing attention

given the subject has put it firmly in the international political

arena, with both positive and negative consequences: on the one

hand, that is what polity inevitably involves; on the.othei: hand,

political "intrusions" on both policy and program heighten the con-

troversy on a subject -that is already sensitive.

Question: Is there a need to re- examine policy and program in
light of the Changing ratio of professional/political
considerations in country dealings with donors?

Tensions within the community. The tensions within such a oom-

p-lex and changeable field spill over into tensions withir.the donor

community itself. The rotof the actors are changing: increasing

self-confidence, professional maturity, policy assertiveness on the

part of the countries are coupled with lessened dependence on external
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assistance and perhaps lessened self-confidence within the donor

community (as witness the several recent "self- studies ").

Questions:. On the whole, thisthis a healthy development? Or

does it signify lowered community credtbiiity?
Or should donor differentiation and specialization
be positively encouraged? Whatever the answers,
where will new leadership emerge within the over-
all system?

Means

The means rest of course upon the end(s). But despite increas-

ing attentiop to a range of population-related. isues, interest in

fertility policy in particular, interest in strategies that would

help in reducing fertility continues to occupy a central position

in debates over population policy. And in view of recent accusations

and confusionsi seems necessary to repeat here that reduction of

fertility is not seen as an end in andof itself, but rather as an

instrument serving broader objectives of social welfare.

If reduced fertility is the target, what are the means of inter-

vention, in practice or in proposal? The following list is organized

under two headings: pOlicies affecting. the demand for fertility

regulation and policies affecting the supply of methods for such

regulation.*

To Affect Demand

1. Estailnish new international economic order, designed to

advance the prospects of the developing countries, which

in turn will tend to decrease fertility and growth; throilgh

major revisions in terms of trade, prices of raw materiklls

and finished products, more just distribution and use of

resources, etc..

Promote socio-,economic development more vigorously, with or

withOut the NIFO, to the same ends.

*An earlier listing, similar but more detailed, is available in
the Appendix.
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3. Re-allocate r Ources within the development effbrt'in order:

a. to stress the (presumed) basic determinants of

fertility ("thresholds") e.g., popular education,

infant mortality, income, industrialization, women's

status, urbanization;-and/or

b. to shift overall development strategy in a decentral-

ized, community-based direction.

4. Organize community,"rules," practices, and "pressures" so

as to change child-bearing norms and/or costs and value of

children in the desired direction.

5. Manipulate incentives/disincentives, in money or in kind,A

in an anti-natalist direction.

6. Inform, educate, propagandize people toward lowered

fertility.

7. Impose legal sanctions ("compel," "coerce"), e.g., on age

of marriage, out-migration from villages, family size itself.

To Affect Supply

8. Improve acces to (more) modern means of fertility regulation,

in both covera e and quality of service:

a. through family planning programs adm,i_nistered more

or less "on their o '
ti

b. through incorporation of family planning programs

into broader development efforts, e.g., rural moderni-

zation,, community development, literacy, etc.

9. Improve the methods of fertility regulation, with reference

to acceptability and continuity.

a

Questions: Are there other viable means? What combinations
are most valuable, given available resources?
What are the proper criteria by which these means
are to be judged? - acceptability, feasibility,
cost, effectiveness. What are the standards and
timetables for judgment? - i.e., what is to be
considered "success" or "failure", and when?

That listing deserves some brief comment.
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As for 1, tha$ involv 's large political matters, that are not only'

far beyond the Popufation ommunity hut in whili d °graphic considera-

tions will probably, eceive zero consideration.' A ost the same, but

not quite, can be said for 2. There is an inherent attractiveness to

3 but major obstacles: the role and influence of the population

community in this regard (though note, for example, he Report of the

World Bank Panel and the proposed AID'"examination of population growth

impact" in this connection), the costs and the timetable, the leverage

of demographic considerations in such large matters, not least the

disagreements over which factors to influence, to what magnitudes,

and how. There is a growing interest in the fertility impact of

"natural experiments" (e.g., agricultural modernization, rural develop-

ment, land reform,_ electrification, etc.) though the programmatic

implicationkz.of outcomes are not clear. Similarly, there is much

current interest in the possibilities of 4, but serious questions

about means. One senses a lessened enn'viction abObt the effectiveness

of 5 (India) and 6 (except perhaps China, a somewhat special case.)

As for 7 (in some cases, again China, combined with 4), much interest/

concern is expressed the days over "compulsion" and "coercion,"

withouttdifferentiation along some appropriate continuum, for example:

Pronatalist pressures of various kinds, legal (e.g., chiAren's

allowances) and/or cultural;

Institutional neutrality: legal, though seldom cultural;

Deliberate creation of new fertility norms, no or little or-
ganized community suppoxt or disfavor over violations;

Deliberate creation of new fertility norms, organized com-
munity suppOrt and pressure, disfavor over violations

Light, e.g., requirement of, family. planning instruction

before issuance of marriage license (Philippines)

Heavy (as reportedly in China);

Deliberate creation of new Fertility norms, loss of privileges
or opportunities if violated (e.g., Singapore; government

employees in India); and



Deliberate creation of'new fertility norms, actual or potential

sanctions if violated (marriage age in India). 0

The recent experience in India may be telling in this regard, recalling

Frank Notesteinos old observation that such policies are more likely

to bring down the government than theibirth rate!

To date, the major Means utilized by governments and donors has

been a supply intervention, namely, family planning programs to extend

access to modern mean of fertility regulation' (8). Reasons are not

hard to find: such programs were do-able, or seemed so'.; they were

financially feasible; they were good on grounds other than demographic

and so obliquely justifiable where necessary; they were bureaucratically

packageable.; they did not run up against many vested interests or

a

.1`

power structures; they promised some effect. Finally, and importantly,

n4 realistic programmatic alternatives seemed to" emerge, despite searches.

in the event, the results of family planning programs have been

mitred: impresSive in some places, disappointing in others. According

to the latest summary of scientific literature (Freedman and Berelson,

1976), social-settings, measured in terms of "modern" levels of infant/

child mortality, popular education, standard of living, status of

women, urbanization, family structure, are a factor in program achieve-

ment. ThOs a strong family planning effort can make a substantial"

demographic impact in "high" social settings (e.g., Taiwan or South

Korea), as.measured against the standard of 10 points off the crude

,bith rate in a decade; a moderate but worthy impact in middle settings

(e.g., Colombia, Thailand, Philippines); and in the countries with the

lowest social settings (e.g., India, Indonesia, Pakistan, Bangladesh)

at best an impact of the order of up to 4 or 5 points off the crude

birth rate.

The efforts persist, for all the enumerated reasons, right and

wrong, and in the absence of viable alternatives. Moreover, although

there are numerous critics, there are few direct antagonists (save

politl,); family planning is "a good thing" for other reasons even

if "not enough" on demographic grounds. An emerging criticism, however,

contends that the public programs have displaced or delimited
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the natural development of the (more efficient) commercial networks

and hence carry a long-term disability for the system.

The questions posed by 'this array are key ones:

Questions: Can the .population field do anything more about
affecting the "basic determinants" of fertility
than it is now'doing? What realistic efforts at
ip1proving the status of woMelet---'there under a
population mandate,? How (if at all) can community
measures be acceptably implemented with regard
to'norm creation and support? Is there continued
satisfaction that FP programs art the means of
choice and the most worthy recipients of major
investment in slower population gtowth? How can
they realistically be improved? If family planning
(simply the provision of means for "voluntary" use)
does not have enough demographic impact in the mast
needy settings, then should, or "must," the field
find its way to "harsher" measures for success?
If countries do so on their own, then what ethical
and political issues are raised for the donor
community? What should be the outcome of conflict
betweelYnational sovereignty and international
humanitarian principles formally enunciated? If

there is no acceptably and affordable packaged
solution, where does the field go7from there?

In addition to such programmatic issues, there are the background

issues of institutional capacities. Building up the intellectual

establishment in population - training facilities and programs,

personnel, data collection, research institutions, policy units,

and so on can be a means either to determinations by the local

establishment of their own "population problems" or more directly

to policy determination. In either case, or both, a substantial part

of the current investment in populatipn from the donor community goes

to this purpose something around 20 to 2.5 percent. If for no other

reason, this area deserves review on this basis alone.

Partly in response to Paragraph 95 of the World Population Plan of

Action, there is renewed interest in the establishment of population

policy units high in governments. Such a development would surely,

have important benefits, and is linked to current plans for "impact

statements" and "status reports." (Again, the AID proposal, the plans
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of the Population Council's' Center for Policy Studies, the suggestion

in, the Bank Report of the potential value.of a collaborating network

of such units, Is that the answer to the constant call for "more

enlightened leadership"?)

Beyond that, the present trend seems to be toward increased focus

on mission-oriented tasks:

igh6
In biomedicine: The International Committee for Contraception

47, Research (ICCR) and the Expanded Programme of WHO, the recent Ford

Foundation-sponsored Review of the Reproductive Sciences and Con-

traceptive Development, and the Royal Society report on the new

contraceptive technology.

In social science: The International Review Group.,(IRG) and the

Berelson review in the Population ands Development Review (June 1976),

the Population Council Review of Institutional Development, the Com-

mittee for Inlinational Coordination of National Research in Demog-

raphy (CICRED), the new Center for Policy Studies\at the Population

Council and the Population and Development Review,\the research pre-
,

scriptions in the Bellagio IV preparatory papers from consultants,

the new interest in value of children involving the fields of anthro-

pology, psychology, and economics.

In program administration: The International Committee on Applied

Research in, Population (ICARP) and the International Committee on the

Management of PopulatiOn Programs (ICOMP).

'Despite'the great increase in population-related capacity in the

past decade or so, there remain at least four debated issues:

1. Is there a need for more, or has the job been done so far as

the donors are concerned, except perhaps in the special case

of Africa? ,

2. The change in the international advisory/training system,

from teacher/student relations to equal partnership to out-

.right divorce and independence: how much ig this the re:-

suit of considered intellectual decision, how much of polit-

motivation?
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3. Always dying but.always being revived is the idea of a few
.

regional centers, as now we'have the proposal for an inter-

national research center,in Dacca (reMiniscent of the Rocke-

feller Founda ion proposal following Bellagio I), for popu-

lation insti tions modeled roughly after the International

Rice Research Institute in the Philippines (IRRI), the Insti-

tute of Nutrition of Central America and Panama (INCAP), and

411.-the Cholera Research Laboratory (CRL).

4. The unwieldy questions larger than population but encompassing

this field too, of the proper relation of deliberately pro-

duced knowledge to conscious programmatic action; how to make

the knowledge more efficient (e.g., now being tested again

through the IRC)?

Questions: How, if at all, is the donor's job changing in r'

these respects? Are any institutional structures

missing?

Conclusion

According to the official summary, Bellagio III concluded with

a "sobering!' consensus: "We are all impresse _by how. Jarge are -the

problems, how slowly we see improvement, and how little we know about

how to proceed:" The problems remain lar e'4but there are many

changes (
improvements?) and many options. And note how fast positions

0

and visions change in this. field.

But current evaluations. are pariof a certain disappointment about

development not just population. Indeed, is this field worse off,

comparatively? We have much more knowledge now; more trained people;
Ats

more functioning ins/titutions; more policy respqnse; more program

. implementation; soh favorable trends; and a healthy spirit of self-

scrutiny that may make the field better off yet (because?) less certain.

Wherever the field is gOing:, such developments will accompany it.

Here is a brief reprise of major tasks before the house, in order

to determine where we are (should be) going:
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-Re
(gtat ement pf objective(s), as related to 'title targets.

Reappraisal' of family planning programs, as major means, of

active intervention.

Viability of alternatives: are there other workable solutions?

Is the community approach," intermediate to individual
(family planning) and structural (determinants) approaches,
the hops of the next period with regard both to impatt of

demographic growth and to planned intervention? If so, how

is it to be pursued?.

What if "compulsion" eme;ges as the only alternative to
strong growth?

Should the donor community back off its selected measures
and concentrate on (1) better knowledge, correct diagnosis

of the problem, especially analysis of consequences, and (2)

institutional capacity building? And leaVe policy and pro-

gram to the countries? Is this, the'best solution of the

"leadership issue"?

Can we get a better handle on resource allocation in the popu

lation field?
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APPENDIX

Means of Fertility Intervention

I. To Affect Supply

A. Improve the access to modern
means of fertility regulation,
both quantitatively (to more
people), and qualitatively
(with better services), through

r

1. Traditional family planning Provision of information, supplies,
programs, in various forms and services for voluntary fertility
and with currently available regulation via modern contraception
contraceptives (pill, IUD, pipd various delivery systems; many
condom) 4"'-examples operating today

2. ...plus sterilization

3. .,.plus abortion

4. Community-based household
distribution of current
contraceptives

5. Sterilization camps

,6. Postpartum arrangements

7. Integratie44into maternal
and child bealth programs

...and adding sterilization, male
and/Or female, on an equivalent
basis, e.g., as in India

...and adding induced abortion,
on an equivalent basis, e.g.,
as in China

...emphasizing contraceptive distri-
bution through local agents, e.g.,
as in Colombia; or in "saturation"
distribution

...concentrating communal facilities
and promotion for vasectomy, as in
the Indian experience in Ernakulum
and Gujarat

...systematically providing informa-
tion and services in connection with
institutionalized delivery, e.g., as
in the Population Council-assisted
program in 138 hospitals in 21 coun-
tries

...organized as' integral part of MCII,
e.g., as in MCII demonstration programs
in the Philippines, Turkey, and Nigeria
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8. Integration into general'
health program

9. Integration into community
development programs

B. Improve the product, i.e.,
the acceptability, continuity,
and/or effectiveness of new
means of fertility control

II. To Affect Demand

C Promote basic socioeconomic
determinants of fertility;
or the mostlikely presumed
.determinants ("thresholds"),
singly or together

1: General development; moderni-
zation, social change, socio-
cultural transformation...
away from the traditional
(high fertility) society

2. Popular education: e.g., a
goal of six to eight years
of schooling for all

3. Infant-child mortality: e.g.,
toward a rate of 50 or below

4. Income: e.g. , toward $500 per
capita or, better, $800 (rind
perhaps more equitable income
distribution)

5. Industrialization: e.g.,
toward one-third or less of
the labor force in agricul-
ture

..,organized as integral part of ,

total health infraStructure, e.g.,
as in Narangwal or Etimesgut

...organized as part of rural im-
provement and community development,
e.g,, as in Gandhigram

Research programs directed toward that
end now under way in both private and
public sectors, e.g., drug companies,
WHO Expanded Programme, And ICCR, to
develop and test, e.g,, a vaccine or
implant, a side-effect-free IUD, a
safer or more convenient pill (once
a month), a nonsurgical termination
of-pregnancy...a currently unknown
"ideal" contraceptive

Reliance on social change, moderniza-
tion, development, social-structural
transformation, "new international
economic order" to reduce fertility
rates ''automatically" in the prOcess

_with special reference to extend-
ing popular education, particularly
for girls

.,.w special. reference to reducing

inf nd child mortality as a means
of lo ering desired family size

with special reference to poverty
reduction, particularly at the bottom
of the income pyramid

_with special reference to industrial
development, and its consequences for
family, kinship, modern attitude's



6. Women's status: toward lib-
eration from traditional
childbearing and Tearing,
through education and employ=
ment

It
7. Urbanization: toward 25 per-

cent living in large cities
(100,000+)

D. orm, educate, propagandize:

Persuade people to lower fertil-
ity through messages, arguments,
appeals, reasons,.through

I. Mass media (radio, TV, news-
papers, posters)

'2. Pers\,o n-to-person communica-
tion, individually (e.g.,
door -to -door field work) or
collectively (e.g., group
meetings including special
interest groups)

3. Formal school systems
("population education")

...with special reference to
emancipation of women from tra-
ditional status, particularly via
education and gainful employment,
e.g., sewing factories in Egypt

...with special reference to urban
development, with its implication
for housing, diminished economic
value of children, etc.

Provision of energetic propaganda
for smaller families, e.g., as in
South Korea, Singapore, China

...the same through personal contact,
including via residential or occupa-
tional communities, e.g., as in
Isfahan, Sialkot

Incorporation of population materials .

into primary and secondary school
curricula, for long-term effect,
e.g., as in the Philippines

E. Mani,ulate incentives/disincentives

1. Housing and job ) Adjustment of incentives/disincentives

2.

opportunities

Maternity costs,
leaves, etc.

)

)

)

) to

in money or in kind, in antinatalist
direction, e.g., as in Singapore, Tai-
wan, India Tea estates, and vasectomy
camps; development of obligation by

) indi- the state for provision of welfare

3. Child allowances,
educational fees,
etc.

)

)

)

viduals/

families

to the aged, in order to reduce need

for children (sons) forthat purpose

)

4. Social security
system

)

)

)

5. Money, gifts )
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6. Provision of communal
benefits in return for
specified fertility
behavior

Communal incentives (e.g., schools,
water supply) for collective fertil-
ity performance at appropriate level

F. Managricommunity change and "pressure"
to develop an antinatalist community
consensus, typically guided by the
political apparatus, via

1. Yo'uth corps, or equivalent
work program, to break tradi-
tional bonds away from the
home community

2. CoMmunity "pressures"
organized to discourage the
Nth child

G. Impose legal sanctions, via

1. Increase in age at marriage

2. Restriction of out-migration
from villages

3! Direct limitation on family
size

Proposals for collective employment'
and instruction of young people, both
male and female, away from home ties,
in brder to delay marriage and modern-
ize attitudes and information, e.g.,
as in China 4

Organized and systematic efforts to
develop community consensus in anti-
natalist direction, e.g., as in China

Increase in minimum age of marriage
for women, to at least 18 and pref-
erably beyond, e.g., as in China,
Tunisia, India

Limitations in mobility, such that
villages cannot export local unemploy-
ment to cities but must face up to
support of their own excess repro-
duction, e.g., as in China

Governmental imposition of a limit to
childbearing, e.g., as in proposals
by policy analysts and in recent
tendencies in India and China
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POPULATION POLICY AND THE INTERNATIONAL DONOR COMMUNITY:

A PERSPECTIVE ON THE NEXT DECADE-

Paul Demeny

Perceptions by national governments of the relationships between

development and population change in the less developed countries re-

flect the great diversity of objective national situations with respect

to developmental status and prospects. However, with some violence on

'subtlety, simple distinctions can capture essentkl elements that

characterize broader classes of countries.

In most LDCs, the governing elites See development as a prgfcess

that is to eliminate the relative backwardness of theincountr vis--

vis the developed world. Dominant aims thus tend to include'r:pid

progress toward high average levels of income and consumption, elimina-,

tion of poverty, and achievement of a high degree of political stability

and of national self- respect.. The main tool for achieving these aims

is rapid economic growth which entails sustained increase in the aver=

age productivity of labor, typically requiring industrial development

and, at least for small- and medium-sized countries-, increased inteA

gration into the world economy through participation in international

trade. Witti some simplification, LDC economies may be described as

consisting of two sectors: a modern sector and a tditional one. The

crucial distinctions between these two sectors, which need not be Blab-

orated here, center on the degree of capitalization of the production

processes and the nature of technology trtililed which, along with

differences in institutional arrangements regulating employment 'and

distribution, result in marked differences in levels of productivity,

wages, and incomes between the two sectors. Development means that

a structural shift is taking place - that is, that expansion of em-

ployment in the modern sector is faster than the rate of overall popu-

lation growth. Sustaining that condition will in due course result

in decreasing absolute size of the traditional sector, and, eventUally,

complete absorption of the latter into the modern sector.



Given this overall characterization of the development process,

governmentattitudes on population_questions ill tend to be strongly

influenced by the perceptions of the elites as to the effect of popula-

tion growth on this crucial structural shi t.

Two contrasting situations may be usefully diStinguishe situa-

tions in which development is.succeeding and those in which it is slow

or faltering. These situations imply quite different perspectives on

the role of population in the development process, hence call for dif-

ferent responses from the donoi community.

When Development Is Succeeding

-14=,
Successful development is characterized by the modern sector's

rapid gain - in terms of employment and, by extension, in terms of the

share of the population accommodated on the traditional'sector over

time. Signal success cases are South Korea and Taiwan. When, as. in

those countries, overall growth rates that substantially exceed the

rate of population growth can be sustained, demographic expansion,

even if very rapid when measured by historical standards, is n.,,Pikely

to cause alarm as a major menace to successful economic devel

Nevertheless, it may still be seen as an unwelcome drag on the develop-
,

ment process by governments, since it makes the absorption of the

traditional sector slower than it otherwise could be. Also, it will

be often realized that, on the long term, a protracted period of rapid

population. growth will make attainment of.high standards of living more

difficult, particularly if,natural resource endowments are poor, or if

the country must depend heavily on international trade in satisfying

its food and energy needs, or if international outmigration does not

provide a convenient safety valve. Thus, even if economic growth is

rapid, foresighted governments may be inclined to opt for an activist

population policy, aimed at speeding up the process of demographic

transition. For the reasons just suggested, the merits of such an

option are likely to be appreciated by policymakers much sooner in

countries like Korea or Taiwan than in countries like Brazil, Mexico,

or Nigeria.
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However, if modern sector employment expansion is indeed success-

fully sustained at rates far exceeding the rate of population growth,

even if antinatalist policies are adopted they will tend to be ale-
.

gated to a modest role. This tendency is reinfOrced by the virtual

certainty that rapid economic growth and the antecedent and concomitant

social-structural changes will in due course induce a change in demo-

graphic behavior in the desired direction. Even though marked differ-

ences in cultural. pattern,s do suggest a degree of caution in generaliz-

ing about the relationship of demographic change to development pat-

terns, it can be expected with fair confidence that the classical

mechanisms that are familiar from earlier successful development

stories, and are observable in the modern segment of the economy lo-

cally, will be operative. In particular, rapid economic growth will

'tend to increase the economic cost of children, and decrease their

economic contribution, to the family. Successful development of the

economy also makes upward social mobility potentially attainable to

increasing segments of the population, and it is quickly realized by

fiost people that such mobility will be easier to achieve with a lowered

family size, and perhaps also delayed marriage, since the latterper-

mits better entry for women into the labor force, faster acquisition

of desired consumer goods, and substitution of quality for quantity

in investing in children's upbringing. For the less upwardly mobile,

upward social mobility by others appears as a threat to their existing

relative status, eliciting defensive counter-action, an important

element of which may be reduction in fertility. Desired behavioral

changes consequent upon development thus tend to generate a growing

demand for fertility control by couples, a demand which is apt to be

satisfied by self -help (resort. to traditional birth' control practices)

or through eliciting appropriate birth control services through

private markets.

Thus, while governments that favor fext4lity decline are likely

to respond to the emerging demand for birth control services and

information, and even governments that are less interested in

aggregate fertility are likely to start providing such services on
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efficiency or welfare grounds - much as they tend to enter such social

-service sector-S---as-health-care or primary education --thR-e-ffectof

such programs is not likely to be very large. We41 organized govern-

ment family planning programs may succeed in hastening the onset and

accelerating the speed of fertility reduction in many cases; but by

and large, they are likely to be meeting an existing or emerging deMand

that would be met in other ways in their absence. The longer term

role of:the government in such activities will tend to be determined

by the philosophy of social policy and by efficiency and budget

considerationsKather than demographic concerns.

The Role of the International Donor Community

In a number of LDCs which managed to develop rapidly in the post-

war period and are in the process of closing the gap that still sepa-

rates them from the lower income developed countries, the international

donor community played a significant role in helping to launch o.to

sustain and expand family planning 'programs. An initial assistance

role may also be taken by the donors in the future for 4aunchi or,

speeding up such programs in a number of countries including the

three populous countries mentioned above - where economic development

has already created or is now creating the preconditions for the

emergence of the large-scale micro-level demand that successful service

programs require.

Indeed, if the international donor community rises to the challenge

of providing large-scale assistance to family planning programs in the

more successful LDCs, it could have a major role cut out for .itself

at least for the next 10 or 15 years. There is little doubt that

international funds channeled into such endeavors could be well spent.

If demand for services exists, efficient government operated delivery

programs can be organized with 'seasonable assurance of success, particu-

.larly if the requisite human resource needs of the programs are well

satisfied, as they clearly could he in the type of countries under

discussion. Given sufficient resource inputs into such programs, the

demographic transition in these developing countries could take place
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Linder more humane conditions than was the case in the countries that

_hav_,e_completeci_that_process in the past. A similar, if less strong

comparison may exist with the conditions that woul 'o ain in these

countries in the absence of well financed and well rgovernmental

programs.

At the same time, for reasons-suggested above, it is difficult

to be overly sanguine about the potential contribution of such donor

assistance to the overall character and eventual outcome of the devel-

opment process, including its demographic components. Clearly the

intended level and distribution of donor investment in such prograMs

must be thc,subject of careful scrutiny. It is a sound conjecture

that often the results of benefit-cost analysis will be less than

clear-cut.

Therefore, the donor community is facing a dilemma. Its popula-

'tion pro am activities could greatly expand in the next decade or so

if funds were made available for the ptirpose on a grant basis, or at

concessionary rates. The main limitation to such a development, how-

ever, is likely to be increasing unwillingness of legislators"and

other'relevant decision-makers in the developed countries to continue

to underwrite a significant fraction of the cost of prograMs that,

once established, tend to become a permanent fixture of social- policy.

The very economic suCcess of many'of the recipient countries, and the

manifest signs that fertility is being increasingly controlled by the

voluntary choice of indi.V.idual families, will tend to erode 'the case

for continued significant donor assistance to those countries in which

development is well under way. Indeed, assistance to'family planning

programs has been or is being phased out in a number of instances.

Elsewhere such an initial role is still continuing, but on a decreasing

scale.

Whatever the outcome of the conflicting currents bearing on the

flOw of international assistance tonational., family planning programs

in those countries in the foreseeable future:', w.strong case for render-

ing assistance upon request training, research, and. policy analysis

may remain valid and will call for sustained international donor
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action. There is an even stronger putative 'donor role in'sustaining

a steady flow of information on program Perfsormance and organizational

experience for the benefit of other developing countries. These roles

require the investment of relatively modest resources.

When Development Is Slow Or Faltering

The population problem emerges in a quite different light when

demographic growth is rapid (because of reduced mOrtalitjr,and sustained

high fertility) and economic performance is such that continued'

material backwardness of a arge and, in absolute terms, expanding

segment f the population is the most likely outcome of continuing

present trends.

In the paradigmatic cases - such as those of India and Indonesia -

the recipe for a successful drive to economic maturity is still seen

by the governing elites from the vantage point of the modern sector.

In a sense, the process- the central facet,of which is likely to be

industrial growth - appears to be working, since the modern sector is

expanding. However, the promise of success is spoiled by the realiza-

tion that the, modern upper crust of the economy is too thin in relation

to the traditional sector, still gaining rapidly in size. Contrasts

in wealth are likely to be sharpening, and with the numbers of poor

growing in absolute terms, the elites perceive that the country is

moving toward a stage of demographic saturation that is not consistent

with the successful integration of the entire population into a high

income, high consumption economy even in a longer time perspective.

The implicatipns of the situation are not pleasant to contemplate

either from the point of view of the advanced segment of the economy,

or, less selfishly, from the'point of view of those within the tradi-

tional sector. For a long period, the two components of the national

economy may grow side by side with little interaction. As long as

the traditional sector is able to accommodate its demographic growth,

or, 'rather, all those not absorbed by the modern sector, it may be

largely neglected and ignored - not necessarily by intent and rhetoric,
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but by virtue of concentrating a disproportionate share of govern-

mental attention and resources on the promotion of the development

of the more dynamic segment of the economy. Indeed, with political

power residing in the modern sector, this has been the dominant

attitude of modernizing elites. However, such an attitude has become

increasingly self-defeating in a number of developing countries that

matched rapid population increase with sluggish economic growth

during recenk decades. Particularly in a number of densely popu-

lated agrarian,countries the traditional sector no longer performs

smoothly ifs functions of serving as a passive reservoir containing

(even if in conditions of dire poverty) population growth and as a

convenient reserve pool of labor for the modern sector. Under the

continual impact of a variety of changes - notably demographic

saturation, adoption of capital-intensive technology, intrusion of

modern busigep practices and property relationships into the tradi-

tional sector, and the elusive attraction of modern-sector job oppor-

tunities the traditional (primarily rural) sector has become vastly

more mobile, with its hidden labor surpluses becoming more visible

and with demographic growth no longer flexibly accommodated within,

it. Thus, open unemployment appears in rural area; class conflicts

become sharpet, and the poorest segments of the population no longer

protected by traditional social arrangements - increasingly become

marginalized. Whenever urban conditions hOd promise of some improve-

ment for rural folk, massive movement from rural areas to urban

shantytowns ensues, creating or rapidly swelling the size of a low

productivity urban subsector whose needs for relief are not as easily

ignored asthose of its rural counterpart. These developments are

sometimes seen .as due to "excessive urbanization" or attributed to

Vlack of proper-policies on internal migration." Howeve , suft

migration is largely a lagged manifestation of rapid po elation growth

combined with economic growth that is too slow to reduce the numbers

of the poor in the traditional sector by labor absorption or to

exert sufficient influence on the traditional sector to induce

transformatiOn of demographic behavior within it.
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,Major upgrading of modern- sector performance (i.e., more rapid

induStxialization) remains the most attractive solution to these prob-

lemsto the governing elites; but in most countries with poor growth

perfotmance it is increasingly realized that that option is not avail-

ableas'a realistic early solut'lbn to the problems outlined. por

large, countries, population size alone may bar the option for V-ie kind

of explosive export-led growth that was open to small economies such

as Taiwan or Korea. Events in the world economy during the last few

yearS.lend further basis for pessimism as
11(

to the long-term economic

prosP6cts of large agrarian countries along that line. Governments

intent' on economic development are therefore searching for alternative

ways bf dealing with what they increasingly recognize as their

popu4tion predicament.

Migration outlets are not available, the natural first im-

pulse invariably is toward attempting to slow population growth

through conventional family planning programs. The response to such

programs by the population within the thin modern sectors is not

unlike ,the response of the populations of the successful countries,

but the population in the traditional sector - unleavened by the

influence of economic development - may be largely impermeable to

family planning programs offering exhortation, information, and

subsidized birth controlaservices.

If it is found that family planning programs Tail to live up

to their hoped-for potential, three courses for population policy may

be considered.

1. The deficient performance of the family planning program may

be seen as rooted in some remediable weakness of the program. The

,diagnosis calls for tinkering with the existing machinery and for try-

ing new formulas: better financing, better leadership, a different

organization table, better contraceptives in more attractive packaging,

more information and exhortation through the media,,and so on.

2. The service delivery mchinery of ineffective family planning

programs (ineffective because of lack of effective demand) may be com-

bined with more or less heavy-handed application of coercive adminis-
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trative measures to create the clientele desired by the government.

The limits of such actions are traced by organizational capacity, by

tolerance levels of the "target" population, and by the-degree to

which the government is willing to apply coercive measures. The

equivalent of thil approach in the field of; migration policy is-the

imposition and enforcement of.strict restrictions on internal, par-

ticularly rural-to-urban; migration.'

3. The focus of the government's policy may be shifted to,,

address the issue of fertility motivations. Whether success in.:that

field is considered as a necessary precondition for 'energizing languish-

_ing famj,ly planning programs through demand creation and.fo'r launching

more effective family planning programs later,or as sufficient in and

by itself, is less important than the changed order of priorities such

a shift in policy-orientation entails. Three subVarants of such a'

shift may be usefully distinguished. The first is characterized by

the att-itudethat the best populatiOn policy is development itself:

given success on that score, the demand problem will take care of

itself.

The proposition is unexceptionable, but it may reflect a failure

to understand the syndrome thIt permitted the emergence of a popu-

lation problem - a concomitant existence of poor development per-

formance and rapid demographic growth to begin with. Thus, under

this formula things may be simply permitted to drift, in the.ex-

pectation that the population problem somehow will go away. The

potential scope and attraction of such ,a policy need not be under-,

estimated. Not many countriesoface population problems as severe as,

say, those of Bangladesh: by that token, many countries that fall,

into the category under discussion could go on for a considerable

length of time before they might perceive the population problem as

`sufficiently severe to call for effective intervention.

Second, government development policies may be formulated with

much greater consciousness of what is known about the linkages between

specific facets of developmental change and individual and family

motivation toward lowered fertility. Development efforts may
-
then
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emphasize what is believed to be helpful on, those accounts. This is

a field thatt has only begun to be exploiled. There is a strong

tendency to see the,task as launching a series of specific programs

in areas such as maternal and child health, education, women's employ-

ment, old-age security, etc., or the combining of such program elements

(including family planning services) in packages integrated into

broader economic and social efforts such 'as rural development schemes.

.:-.
Since the primary purpose of programs. of this kind is obviously to

serve needs that are non-demographic, the population policy element

in carrying out such programs may be best thought of as a conscious

and sustained tilt or bi'as in formulating and executing social'and

economic policies.

The third alternative in addressing the issue of changing

socifally untoward demographic motivations is also based.on the realiza-

tion that the latter are linked to the character of the"cdevelopment

process but locates the problem in deeper' layers of the existing social

structure, not permeable by the programmatic approaches of the sort

referred to above. The key common characteristic of the latter i4s that

the social interest in lowered fertility is spelle out at the central

governmental level" and then the government tries to each down to the

micro-level, seeking to change motivations of individuals and individ-

ual families. But if there is an interest in lower fertility visible4

at the national leVel, such an-j..nterest may also be present at stages
.

intermediate between the government., and,the family. The core of the

problem then may lie in the non-existence or weakness of intermediate-

'evel social -O'rganization that would be able to explicate and act

Non group interest in changing demographic behavior. Government

policy, Particularly With regard to the rural population, may then

concentrate on (a) fostering the capacity of lower-level organizations,

particularly of village communities, to deal with a broad range of

developmental concerns that affect their interests, and (b) the

development of administrative and ins,titUtiOnal arrangements that

maximally internalize the costs and rewards of developmental and

demographic behavior within communities. When population problems

4tar
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are serioult, would be logical to expect that the-success of such
, .

a development strategy would result in the natural emergence of a

'clear perception of community interest in slowing demographic growth

and in subsequent communitlienfortement of.behavior consistent with

the common interest. However, while the focus oT the policy would

be structural reform, presumably with emphasis on community-level

organization, there would remain a significant and continuing role //--

to be played by higher level government in encouraging coTmunities
ti

to consider demographic behavior as one of their concerns, and to.

help them to deal with that issue effectively. However, as is the

case with efforts to impart a demographically informed bias to govern.-

mental development programs:and *projects, systematic Consideration-

of the modalities of structural institutional reform as a tool for

changing the incentives that_shape demographic behavior, and of

the government's programmatic 'posture implied by such reform; has

yet to be carried out. This is so even in countries where the promise

of such efforts would seem to be the. greatest - that is, where a very

.large proportion of the population lives in densely settled rural

areas.

o

The Role of the International Donor Community

The actual and potential roles of the donor community in affecting,

population policies in the countries that experience rapid population

growth and whose development is slow or faltering are large, both fh

their capacity to do good and to do'harm.

Vigorous assistance has been given to poor countries that wished

to launch family planning programs, and suchassistance - donor funds

permitting - may expand greatly in the futnre. The inclination of

poor countries to request and accept such assistance can be confidently

expected to grow steadily, particularly for assistance in launching

family planning programs integrated with health-care delivery programs.

Assistance for family planning should. normally deserve high priori'ty

from donors. Though in supporting these rograms, far greater donor

attention should be given to at least two major Issue's than has thus

far been the case.
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One, the dominant model of the organizational administrative

arrangements for family planning centralized pyramidal bureaucracies

supported by foreign assistance supplies some of the worst-iAstances

of transferring technologylthat is misplaced,: ineffective, and costly.'

Preference for that model, although admittedly well reflecting both

the natural centralizing impulses of LDC governments and the conve-

nience-of theunding organizations, flies in the face of the historical'

experience in the West an uch accumulated experience in present day

developing countries. 0 established, the organizational .features ,

of the family planning prog ams are likely to be perpetuated by local

vested interest, quite likely to the long-term detriment of program

success, and at the expense of alternative models that might have .

L, V

.emerged.. -addifibn, the aid recipient governments will tend to be

locked into, commitment to programs that they will find increasingly

onerous and costly as the share of foreign assistancein'their financ-

ing is gradually decreased. .These problems, as stated here, focus on

cenfr lized family planning programs somewhat unfairly, since such

progr ms represent only 'a particular manifestation of a Syhdrome

common to numerous development programs. Fostering efforts to explore

better solutions for increasing the access of potential customers to

good quality birth control information and services would.seem to

deserve the highest priority by the donor community in the coming years.

As was indicated previously, accumulating evidence of disappointing

program performAce has resulted in searches for better ways-of organiz,-

ing family planning programs. However, such searches tende,d to take

the basic parameters of the dominant centralized bureaucratic program

design as given, concentrating on second-order .issues. Yet, a more

fundamental and wider ranging consideration of alternative institu-

tionaltional solutions for health and family planning Supply systems would

be a highly rewarding enterprise. The donor community should encour-

%
d support efforts in that direction. .

econd, donors should prepare themselves to anticipate and face
1

the, difficult. that will arise if aid recipient governments,'

frustrated by Jack of sufficient progress, movc.to energize the
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,machinery built up by family planning programs by creating demand /

through coercive methods. Clearly, beyond certain limits, the

deference expected from foreign donors to local political and value

judgments cannot be invoked by them as an excuse from moral respon-

sibility for the use of such methods. What those limits are should

be considered and made explicit at an early stage of donor-recipient

relationships.

It is unlikely that spelling out some simple and universally

valid principles will suffice in such matters. What is needed is a

concerted effort by the donor community to foster and participate

in a much more conscious consideration of the rationale for population

policies and a systematic evaluation of alternative policy options and

their social costs and benefits. To be most effective, such investi-

gations should be carried out primarily within the key units for

making population policy decisions: that is, within individual coml.=

tries. Present weaknesses of population policies in most develop-

ing countries reflect the simplistic arguments on which, action in the

population field was often advocated by the international community

and the inadequacies of the conceptual and analytical bases on which

national policies were developed. Indeed, this is the area in which

/the donor community faces its most important task in the coming years.

Channeling greater resources into policy development and analysis

should be a highly productive endeavor. The experience of the past

10 to 15 years demonstrates that shortcuts and compromises in polity

development in order to "save time" and to "get on with the action"

have been largely counterproductive. Stress on the "world population

problem" and on "global population pressures" often has had the effect

of persuading national policymakers that they are asked to deal with

someone else's problems - a grossly distorted perspective. Focus on

the aggregate dynamics of population growth and age distributibh in

the analysis of the econovic effects of population suggested a uni-

formity of the problems that was clearly at variance with the'diver-

sity of national developmental situations. Representation of the task

of population policy as one of avoiding impending catastrophy - rather
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than one of helping to find an optimal development path tended to

deflate interestin population ir the numergtis national situations in

which the prospects of "failure, 'collapse," or "overpopulation"

seemed properly quite farfetched. Single-minded concentration on

the family planning approach in attacking the problem of rapid popu-

lation growth Tted attention from the fundamen A issue of

demand and further, in instances when the deficiency of demand clearly

transrired, encouraged the false notion that the key strategic need

isfe better birth control technology.

The stock of applicable and useful knowledge on the interrela-

tionshilfs of demographic processes and socioeconomic development is

admittedly defi.cient, calling for sustained efforts in the fields of

data gathering and research in the social sciences. Nevertheless,

pulling together knowledge and information that already exists could

provide the basis for generating stronger interest within individual

nations in population policies and for considering alternative policy

options. The donor community could help realize this potential by

promoting country-based efforts to carry out systematic policy review

and analysis, and by building up and sustaining an institutional base,

both national and internaional, that could effectively support such

efforts. In the coming decade, this should result in a decline of

the number of countries that profess disinterest in population policy

issues. But more important, such action would holdout the promise of

substantial progress in developing new policy approaches that could

deal with population problems more effectively than is the case at

present,.. It can be confidently suggested that such new policy ap-

pro4clibswill seek to affect the overall character, balance, and style

of development policy, or will operate through structural/constitutional

reform, rather than take the form of specialized population programs'

and projects aimed at manipulating particular facets of demographic

behavior.
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NOTES ON STRATEGIC ISSUES IN POPULATION

George Zeidenstein

Within the broad context of development, population has generally

been seen as a sectorial concern, with family planning a its primary

component and with its own objectives, agencies, prograA and funding

requirements.' This approach is valid in situations in which there are

large or growing pools of demand for birth planning or latent demand

that can readily be stimulated by education and exhortation. In this

context, current issues. are fairly concrete. Although they are fre-

quently difficult, it is relatively easy to hold them in prOgrammatic

fbcus.

The hard core of the population problem lies elsewhere, however

precisely in those situations where requisite degrees of demand do not

exist and cannot be generated by skillful application of red-triangle

posters and puppet shows. Here the issues are a good deal. less concrete

and perhaps more fundamental; it is more difficult to keep them in

programmatic focus. The mechanisms for identifying and resolving the

issues appear to lie in a broader approach to population policy devel-

opment. Such an approach involves identifying and altering the inter-

vening variables ;that affect individual fertility behavior. In section A

we attempt to raise issues surrounding this approach, particularly as it

responds to some of the problems of the sectorial approach in situations

in which demand fag fertility regulation services is at'a low level or

even absent.

Although the developing countries in which demand for fertility

regulation services is sufficient for large-scale family planning pro-

grams to be. effective are in the minority, their numbers are increasing,

and the demand for assistance ininitiating such programs is likely to

continue to grow. Thus in sections B and C We raise current issues in

the sectorial approach both to family planning programs and to contra-.

ceptive technology development.
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In section D we raise questions regarding the roles and coordination

o -f public and private organizations, and section' . contains closing comments.

These notes are intended to encourage discussion, not to advocate

particular points of view.

A. Policy Development and Related Cultural, Social,
Political, and Behavioral Factors

Improving National Policymaking Processes

Population policy is still usually organized sectorially by govern-

ments (typically under the command of the ministry of health and family

planning). However, development policies in general and especially

certain key facets like education, rural development, employment, urban

ural wage differentials, income distribution have a strong influence on

the kinds of behavioral changes required to affect population variables.

Even though the relevant relationships cannot be readily quantified, a

systematic scanning of socioeconomic policies from the point .of view of

their anticipated demographic effects would be a potentially important

contribution to the policymaking process
-4

Evaluation of demographic

impacts may be necessary oh two.levels: broader and higher; and lower

and narrower.

Broader and higher. Is the prevailing line of thinking that seeks

to identify development-population linkages and then searches for

specific programs or program components to manipulate each linkage

adequately fruitful?

Inevitably, that approach seems to involve oli.-,,ptualizing the

policy agenda as a long list of specialized level:, competing for the

attention of centralized policymaking bodies. As a rule, organizing

effective programs capable of manipulating more than a few of these

levers is beyond the financial and organizational capacities of

concerned governments. After all, not only is there a diverse array

of population action programs for policymakers to consider, but

population itself is just one of the many development issues they have

to tackle.
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Thus, priorities have to he established, but the complexity of

the pi-oblems to be solved seems to prevent isolated lines of attack

from working well. Failure of a particular programmatic action becomes

an argument to try another lever and, in turn, to explain lack of

success in the new endeavor by the absence of simultaneous effort on

related fronts.

Program is piled upon program. The process seems both wasteful

and bureaucratically bloated. Yet simultaneously, it is certifiable

as under-financed, starved for skills and resources, and inadequate

for the task at hand.

One response to the steady accretion of specialized action

programs is the current search for integration by creating mult ,,arpose

programs with numerous specialized subcomponents. However, in 11

purpose programs, gains in balance tend to be negated by organize, aal

complexity and a resulting inefficiency. Administrators of, say, inte-

grated rural development programs resist the introduction of population,

components1because they are reluctant to further stretch an already

overloaded administrative structure.

To have an impact on population, development (including population

"components") has to be integrated, indeed, organically integrated.

But the complexity that centralized integrated programs involve seems

to present an insurmountable obstacle. How is this dilemma to be

resolved? Can complexity be broken down to manageable pieces without

sacrificing organic integration if the direction of movement is toward

smaller territorial units rather than functionally specialized vertical

components?

Perhaps a key strategic task is to strengthen or, if none exist,

create and build up areal capacities to handle developmental tasks and

find the optimal distribution of functions among the various levels.

In other words, it may be that a key strategic issue for the late 1970s

and into the 1980s is structural reform: a shift of attention and

emphasis from the results of particular development programs to finding

better structures for going about the business of development.
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Lower and narrower. Sectorial allocations of public investment,

specific design and content of major development projects, and more

generally, the style of development policy are likely to be affected

if the anticipated demographic impact is adequately considered in

deliberations, of policymakers. The international community might qc)

well_to stress the importance of recognition of demographic impact

by policymakers and to facilitate the creation of appropriate institu-

tional mechanisms to inflifence decisions. Examples are (a) appointment

of high level population units as suggested in the World Population

Plan of.Action (paragraph 95); (b) consideration of population impacts

in advance of major allocation and progAm decisions; and (c) periodic

preparation of country-level comprehensive analyses assessing demographic

developmental relationships and evaluating alternative development

policies in their light,("status reports"). Concerning (h), most often

identification of the anticipated population impact would introduce

only a supplementary consideration into benefit-cost analyses. However,

the cumulative effect of such consideration on the overall direction of

social and economic policy would he im0Grtant.

Going. Beyond Population Policy as a Sector Activity

The natural tendency of the international community to favor

policy action promising relatively speedy, tangible, and direct

payoffs and to favor actions calling for infusions of technology

and other resources requiring foreign exchange, has made family

planning progiams occupy center stage in the arena of internationally

sponsored population policies. In contrast to other approaches,

family planning programs can he carried out as reasonably well-defined

sector activities, with their own sizable cadres, software, and high

1

and intermediate technology.

By now, limitations of such a single-sector approach are appviking,

particularly in conntries where population problems are most severe

As a result, there is a salutory search for additional policy approaches.

however, is there still \oo strong zu'sectorial inclination within the

international community? The objects of the search seem still to be
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programs that are "fundable," "tangible," and "population- labeled."

Even the current interest in "integrated" approaches seems to irly

development programs that, contain or carry ("piggy-back," as it were)

identifiable birth planning subcomponents. Could more organic alter-

natives be identified or created?
-,

Bucharest's message, correct although neither well spelled-out

nor yet adequately digested, is that fertility behavior is auflection

of the socioeconomic structure and its pattern.of change. Hence,

fertility behavior is not likely to be amenable to manipulation by

a set of compartmentalized projecs. Perhaps the strategic focus of

attention is development itself, and accordingly, a second key issue

on the population policy agenda is to understand how overall develop-

ment strategy and the small-grain structures of development policy

affect population changes, and then to apply that understanding in

development policymaking.

Far from deflating the importance of population considerations

in ,guiding the development process, this view might elevate them to a

place of influence that they do not now have. That influence would

not need to be measured mainly by the size of "population" items in

budgets, nor would it depend on relabeling parts of relevant programs

as their "population components." For example,'inclusion of women

as visible and active participants in a rural development project, an

improved social security scheme for the aged, development of a network

of rural savings institutions, promotion of a functional literacy

project for urban adult women, or a public works project need not be

labeled as "population components" even if the arguments for their

adoption and styling have been materially influenced by consideration

of their expected demographic effects.

The Global Population Problem vs., --- /National Population Problems.

A substantial share of{ the international flow of resources support-

ing population programs seems traceable to global concerns. Those seem

to manifest supranational interests in modifying national demographic

processes. Yet most of the deleterious as well as the positive effects
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of demographic behavior are contained within national boundaries.

The main, often the only, motive force fo,T governmental action is

perceived direct national interest. And even perceived national

interest is Sometimes clouded by what is seeqas outsider's intrusion

into the domain of national decisioh-making arising from motives that

are suspect.

That is the appropriate balance between stress on "global"

concerns with population pTocesses and stress on the sovereignty of

national states and the diversity of national population problems?

How should the international\emmunity formulate the problem in what

pecific mixture do population problems call for global response or for
/e/
decentralized action that internalizes the costs and benefits of

national demographic behavior? In what style and tone is the inter-

national community to approach national governments?

These issues are complicated by further questions about the

degree of responsibility that the international system claims or is

willing to assume and sustain for conditions in the constituent

states. International responsibility would suggest a right, even a

duty, to be involved in matters that affect international contributions

to problem solving. Conversely, international involvement with national

population policies, if the recipients of the advice cooperate, entails-

assumption by the advisers of a degree of responsibility for the well-
(

being of the populltion affected an obligation that is not well

recognized or defined buf'nevertheless seems implicit.

A much greater degree of consciousness and clarity within the

international community concerning the rationale for and philosophy

of their actions might help to clear the air and, by the same tokeh,

might lead to sounder policies.

The National Interest vs. Individual Interest

The issue just outlined at the international level is echoed

within each nations Governments perceive a national population

problem and seek to solve it, often by appealing to the national

interest. HoWever, national interest i5 rarely sufficient to
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motivate individual behavior; the art of population policy is to find

ways to harness indiavidual motivation to serve social goals.

Has the international community in the past introduced or

reinforced a disproportionate stress on aggregate formulations of

the population problem and a corresponding disinclination to analyze

population issues from the point of view of the individual or relatively

homogeneous subgroups within the national population? If440, this bias

may have been responsible for misjudgments about the potential effective-

ness of certain types Of governmental population policy actions and may

have resulted in failures to explore more adequately ways in which

individual motivation could be affected. To what extent can and should

the international community use.its influence on national policymaking

processes to rectify this bijs? Or is this beyond the responsibility

of the international community? Should international participation in

national policymaking'processes instead be limited to promotion of a

better understanding of alternative choices that are available (capacity

development and deployment)?

Cultural and Developmental Diversity

Is there an excessive tendency in the international community to

see population problems and their potential remedies as only minimally

culture-specific? Is the great diversity of economic and social

conditions'reflected in social structures, resource endowments, sizes

of countries, and their trading potentials, for example, largely over-

looked in analyses focusing on the similarity of certain overall demo-

graphic characteristics, such as levels o4fertility, trends in popula-

tion growth and mortality, or the status and dynamics of age distribu-

tion?

Similarly, are suggested policy prescriptions too often insuffi-

ciently sensitive to cultural differences that affect, among other

things': the relative valuation of economic gains and noneconomic

values such as conformity to social norms? If so, this may have

generated unrealistic notions about feasible and desirable future

patterns of development and demographic change.
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Conversely; international stress on certain human rights and

values as universal may retard national action that could result in

attractive policy trade-offs when measured by local standards. By

the same token, if such national action nevertheless materializes, the

international community may find itself in a quandary about its

responsibility. May it not then he tempter to resolve the dilemma

by resorting to moral subterfuge? The issue here is to find proper

balances between universally applicable norms and the play that must

be given to social- and cultural pluralism.within the international

system.

Role of Women in Policy and Program Develo ment

It remains the case that very few women participate in the

councils where population and other development policies are made.

Nor are there substantial numbers of women high in the agencies where

population programs are formulated or implemented. This is equally true

in the international community and in national organizations. At the

same time, women are the principal "targets" or "objects" or "beneficiaries"

of most family planning programs and otherbirth regulation undertakings.

Does the vjrtual absence of women as actors in the policymaking process

and at senior levels of the program formulation and implementation affect

these processes adversely? Many observers argue convincingly in the

affirmative.

At the same time, it appears that few women are both available
;

for the Work and adequately qualified. If this is true, should the

international community make a concerted effort to help increase the

pool of interested and capable women? In the past, international

community interest in increasing the numbers of, say, agricultural

economists has made an important difference.

North and South

Implicit in several of the earlier subdivisions of this section

but not thus far made explicit is that population as an interest of

the international community may he imbedded in north/south and new

economic order debates. To the extent that this is so, is it related
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to poor country perceptions that the main interests of the wealthy

international community are limited to short-J.erm demographic cha ge

in the poor countries and rapid, cost-effective distribution of

contraceptives rather than to improvement of the welfare of individuals?

If such a perception is in fact correct, how can the international-

community respond to it? Oo the main interests of the international

community need to be broadened? If the perception is not correct,

what is the actual scope of the international community's interest

in population? Is there a need to delineate the scope and disseminate

that information?

Some Programmatic Issues

Resources. Should the policy aspects of population receive

enlarged finanCial support? The knowledge base on which policy

design
( can draw is inadequate, and the payoffs for improvements in

policy-reIated knowledge are potentially very high. The existing

institutional and human resources in the field are limited. Should

the internatiotommunity support development of the resource bases

for policy-oriented social science research as a priority matter?

Objectives. Presumably, the central objective if the international

community were to take up population policy development as a priority

would be to enlarge national and international capacities to understand.

population policy issues and to ofder development policy cleisions in

Ways conducive to desired population ends consistent with other devel-

dpment objectives involved. Also, to understand in detail the likely

impacts of population dynamics on development plans. Can the objectives

he quantified or otherwise made more concrete? Should there he adxlitiona1

objectives as well?

Approaches. Classical approaches to population policylrevelopment

have focused on institution-building and training programs to increase

the knowledge base. SUch approaches could be expanded, and others could

be developed as well. For example, postdoctoral research fellowships

could be provided to draw social scientists into interdisciplinary

policy orientations, and informal networks could he formed. for



collaborations between social science institutions willing to become

interested in policy matters:

- One possible focus might be the preparation of a series
of periodic' "status reports;' by groups of institutions

of concerned countries.
0,-

- Another focus might be a series of in-depth rural studies
to increase detailed, qualitative, as All as quantitative,

understanding of behavior at household, village, and inter-
mediate levels below the national level.

- Still another focus might be coordinated investigations
of a series of completed or nearly completed development
programs or projects ("natural experiments ") to discover

and describe their demographic effects (or ''side effects").

Particularly useful results might he realized from loose networks

of high level governmental population policy units of the type recommended

in paragraph 95 of the World, Population Plan of Action:

- An initial point of poSible comparison and consultation
between them miht he formulation of protocols for ,studies,
of the pipacts of population dynamics on development plans.

- Another might he the converse, studies'of the impacts of
development projects on population dynamics. In this

connection, there may he an interesting example in the
proposed section 117 of the pending 1978 United States.

foreign assistance hill.2

,Relationship to other projects. puny of the agencies represented

at Bellagio IV are major development assistance agencies for whom

population is only one sector. In most cases, their expenditures in

other development sectors far exceed their population expenditures.

How will the international community itself incorporate population

policy considerations in making decisions about its development

undertakings?

How can these agencies undertake to predict and monitor
the impacts on population ehavior of their other devel-

opment activities?

- Is it 4 matter of high priority for them to attempt to do

so and; insofar as possihth consistent with primary objec-
tives, to insure that the population side effects are as
good as they possibly can he?
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- How can they insure that probable imp'acts of population

behavior on their other development pr jects are more
fully understood inadvance of investme t?

Policy Intervention Examples

To successfully modify aggregate demographic zocesses in a-sociallfy

desired direction, public policy must.affect their behavioral roots iii

the family and its individual members. The two ultimate targets

complementary rather than alternative of policy intervention are
_ .

(a) individual preferences affecting demographj.c choices, and (b) the

objective factors, and their perception by individuals, that condition

and constrain those choices. This proposition is briefly elaborated

here with examples regarding fortility. However, it is equally

applicable to all facets of demographic behavior, including mortality,

nuptiality, and migration.

' Changes in both (a) and -(b) tending on balance to reduce fertility

are spontaneously engendered in the process of socioeconomic development.

However, conscious policy choices., can reinforce change so as tospeedip

the decline of fertility. To do so, policy interventions must generate

one or more of the following impaCts as perceived and experienced by

the individual women and men who Make the choices:

Change individual norms regarding childbearing and sexual
behavior. Policy intervention examples: education,

exhortatiOn, propaganda, to -eStablisV new values and standards
on age at marriage, sexual behavior outside marriage, parental
obligations, and norms concerning the quality of children's
upbriniOng, and to change aspirations about lifestyles or
present new models of behavior that increase expectations of
material consumption, or accumulation of physical or human

\ capital.

-.Increase direct costs* of children payable 07 parents.
Policy intervention examples: change the ways' in which
education is financed, manipulate tax laws;

Increase-indirect costs of children. Policy intervention
examples: increase women's opportunities in gainful employ-
ment particularly when it is strongly competitive with
childbearing-and child rearing, manipulate tax laws.

* "Costs"; always used in its broadest social sense.
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- Increase relative costs of children. Policy intervention

examples: manipulate access to and prices of competing
goods by increasing exposure to and decreasing relative
costs of consumption goods, producers' goods, and

:financial savings.

Increase opportunities for upward social nobility for
oneself or one'sZ4ildren or felt need .to resist erosion
of one's social status when these, aregpoSitively related
to limiting fertilAty., Policy intervention example-:
redistributive measures that compress difference between

adjoining social strata in the income - distribution pyramid.

- Decrease productive contribution of children to the:

household economy. Policy intervention examples:
`compulsory schooling, child labor regulation, increased
parental access to alternativis'for old-age security..

- Reduce frequency of infant and Child deaths, that is,
redUce the number of births needed to reach a desired

number of surviving children. Policy intervention

example: support programs to improve child health and
speed up reduction -of infant and child morta4ty.

- Reduce costs of practicing birth planning. Policy

intervention examples: assure easier, more dignified

access and use, greater safety and convenience and

effectiveness, lower price, .of,birth planning services

and information.

This listAs/not exhaustive and the examples are merely suggestive.

In contemplating the problem of specific policy design in any .given

situation, one immediately encounters tla problem of inadequacy of

the knOwledge base on which policy design can draw. In many,instances

of key causal relationships, even their direction. is not Inown; more

typically, their quantitative strength can only be guessed. Accordingly,

the payoffs to improvements in knowledge are potentially very high.

Thus, there is a strong case for policy-oriented social science research

in this field.. This research needs to focus not only on the "rational

person" approach underlying the above example's; it needs to concern

itself with impacts of political considerations and with cultural and

other social norms that affect demographic behavior in all of its

Varied components.
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The family planning approach covers essentially the eighth and

last item on the list above, and to a smaller' extent, through its

communications components, the first item. What is common to the

first seven items on the list is closeness to other development

issues that is, they involve changes in the patterns of development.

Questions of proof mf fertility impact need not arise any more in

these cases than in the case of reducing the cost of practicing birth

planning. The historical record of Europe and Japan and the contemporary

experience of several more rapidly developing countries of the developing

world are evidence of the fertility impact of changes in the variables

Iisted

B. Design, Operation, Management, and Evaluation of Systems

fApr Delivery of Birth Planning Services and Information

A Less Pessimistic View

In the preceeding section we presented a respectful view of the

limitations of the single-sector, top-down approach, which supplies

birth planning services and information in centralized programs. We

questioned the assumption of that approach that enough demand exists

at the_household level, and we questioned the feasibility of organizing

and maintaining centralized mechanisms for delivering sufficiehtly

good quhlity servfte'on a sustained has is in areas of greatest need.

The first problem calls for d6mand creation: mechanisms to discover,

explicate, and assert the collective interest in lowering fertility,

and to translate this into individual behavior; the second calls for

a solution to the major flaw of the centralized supply system it is

energized from above rather than from below, where the demand is

supposed to he. Both problems focus attention on the weakness of

intermediate-level social organization and, therefore,en the critical

strategic need to remedy that weakness. But a less pessimistic view

ofthe problem is possible, and the following observations proceed

from it.

The rapid social change taking place in many developing countries

is creating demand for fertility regulation along the classical lines:
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by providing positive and negative incentives for lower fertility

At the household level. Demand is not as soft as pessimists claim.

In any case,- its growth represents a rising tide. Furthermore,

birth planning programs themselves contribute to speeding the tide.

Similarly, obvious weaknesses of the supply programS organized thus

far to meet demand are not beyond the reach of conventional prescriptions.

Greater attention by governments, better financing; better training of

cadres, sheer persistence, among other things, can make a big difference.

In this view,.the international community i,s essentially on `the

right track. A number of signs may be interpreted as-certifying that

such is indeed the case. Several analysts credit the widespread

appearance of fertility declines, as measured on the national level,

to existing family planning programs. Also, despite Bucharest, national

appeals for more outside assistance for launching new family planning

programs, or expanding and sustaining existing ones, have not slackened.

In fact, much demand for such assistance remains unmet. Thus the

existing central (but not exclusive) strategy of the international

community - to support delivery and related communications systems, -

should be tOthold the course firmly but improve and extend performance.

There ire, nevertheless, numerous and difficult issues.

Resource Allocation

In the late .1970S and early 1980s, where should the international

community focus its resources? On huying contraceptives? Building

health centers?'. Supporting country program budgets? Concentrating

on capacity-building,' especially in the social sciences, with the view

that in this way countfies will be better able to take their own

initiatives and the international community. can ultimately cooperate.

with country initiatives richer than interpose its own initiatives?

On a more general level, arc levels of funding and human and

institutional capacities adequate, and, if not, what needs to he done?

Birth plaaning versus other development investments: Are

the propoVtions about right, or should birth planning
receive a larger or smaller share?
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- Delivery of biith planning services and related information
versus social scientific policy research and development of

:new contraceptives: Again, are the proportions about right
or do they need to be changed?

- Selection of countries and groups: What standards should
be applied among countries and, within countries, among
groups such as rural people or the urban. poor?

Minimum programs: What are they, and what resources would
be required to establish them in selected countries?

- Institutional bases: Are there enough and are theyNstrong
enough? Are there sufficient trained people? Now much,

more is required in Asia? -Africa? -Latin America?
-North America and Europe?

Objectives

As Mr. Berelson pointed out in his paper for this meeting, there

,appears to be confusion over objectives. Presumably all will agree

that arresting excessive population growth remains an objective. What

is "excessive" requires serious consideration in various regional,

national, and subnational contexts. Additional objectives suggested by

Mr. Berelson relate to mortality and migration. Should there be others

as Well? Which'of these objectives are/should he'priarity issues for

the international community?

Quality of service: Should improved service be an objective

in itself? Arguably, more than,enhanced demographic impact
could be achieved. If the availability and use of birth
planning services and information can in itself be a change
agent, the quah7ey of service - the dignity and ease with
which it can be obtained and used = could be an important
variable.

I.

Rural people and the 'urban poor: Should reaching.the4e,,,

groups be articulated as special objectives for the'yearS
ahead? The major delivery efforts of the past seem not
to have reached either group in significant numbers in
more than a small number of countries.

- Demographic impact: Now that we know that demographic
objectives set-foi. earlier delivery programs were overly
optimistic, what-should be the demographic objectives of
future family planning and other birth planning pf'ograms?
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- Human welfare: Perhaps the mostoimportant issue here
regarding objectives is the extent to which direct and
current improvement of human,welfare should be seen as
an objeetive of programs and projects for the delivery
of birth planning services and information.

Means

The questions are numerous and varied. This grouping is more or

less arbitrary.

Birth planning technologies: Which should be used where?
yresumably the'ideal is that the widest variety of tech-
nologies be available to the widest groups of potential
users.

- Deliver)? systems: What sorts? We know a good deal ?bout '
clinic-based, community-based, MCH-based-systems. 'Should
experimentation be encouraged? In what direction?
Integration, decentralization, involvement of women as
actors, and use of commercial sectors may be important
leads to follow and develop.

Information, education, and communication: What do thege

terms mean'programmatically? Can substantial demand be
created by IEC? If not, are they nevertheless important
means toward longer term population-related ends?

- China: Do we need to know more abodt it in order to improve
our own .programmatic means? If so, how can we learn system-
atically and authentically?

Similarities and differences at regional, national, and
subnational levels: How, can they be recognized adequately
in program terms? TO what extent is decentralization
necessary, appropriate, and possible?

- Ethical problems: Coercion or compulsion? Presumably
it makes a differenca to the international community if
either is used and to what extent. If direct and current
improvement of human welfare is'an objective, can coercion
or compulsion fit in?

Administration and Evaluation

Techniques for evaluating the demographic impact of family planning

and other birth regulation programs have become highly sophisticated.

Some observers argue that they are excessively sophisticated - at least
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insofar as their data requirements have seemed to impoSe excessively

'heavy collection chores on deliVery systems and on the persons who

should benefit from these systems. There are additional questions

concerning the scope of evaluation in future years and its use as a

tool for strengthening administration.

2 Opportunity costs: Should evaluation seek to measure

opportunity costs? Some observers say, for example, that
international emphasis on govy.rnment programs may have
foreclosed the growth of othe'r'systems,that perhaps would
have been more efficient and long lasting.

Birth regulation programs as. agents of change: .How can
th it possible modernizing .impact be evaluated? Do they

co tribute to development more broadly, as suggested '

earlier?

Information for decision-making: How cans the results of
evaluation be made more useful to program managers in making
day-to-day decisions?

- Lightening the load: The data production, load borne by
many delivery programs may have an important.negative
impact on the willingness of people to use the service.
How can this load be lightened while maintaining adequate
evaluation?

- Networks: ICARP and tcqmP may be useful examples of
networks of professionals from different countries and
different programs with different experiences but broadly
shared objectives. Are they valuable? Should they be

strengthened, expan7red? Perhaps additional networks need
to be established not only in the delivery field but in
the fields of social scientific policy research and
contraceptive development as well. It might be a challenge
for the international community to take initiative to devise
and fund initially the establishment of additional networks,
as international mechanisms for evaluation and exchange of

incormation.

Beyond Family Planning: the Complementarity of the Points of View in

Sections A and B

It would be incorrect to see the policy implications of sections A

and B as representing polar, opposites or, alternatives. Many specific

national situations call for remedial action both through broad policy

development and through sectorial-provision of birth planning services.
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Ih areas in which sectorial family planning programs are currently

under way or planned, there are a number of steps "beyond family planning"

that are worthy of serious programmatic consideration now and that lead

logically into the more organic integration of population with other

development efforts suggested in section A. They include the following:

Services for voluntary sterilization and abortion. Sterilization

and abortion services need to be available along with the other birth

planning services. Recent activities in India have increased political

sensitivity about sterilization immensely; similarly, abortion is an

inherently sensitive subject and is legally restricted or prohibited

in many countries. Nevertheless,Owith careful attention to local

circumstances, the international community could play an impyrtant role

in assisting governments and other local institutions to insure that

effective, safe, and dignified means are available to as many citizens

as possible for voluntary sterilization and.voluntary induced abortion

(where legal).
4

Abortion is common throughout the world, whether legal or not.

Where it is illegal, poor women who avail themselvesof inadequately

skilled abortion practitioners are often maimed or killed. Is there

any assistance that the international community could offer to

countries where abortion is illegal to reduce the suffering of women

whose only recourse has been inadequately performed abortions? Good

birth planning services and information are one positive response'.

There are others - especially through provisions of training and

facilities for treating incomplete abortions and offering birth

planning services (IUDs perhaps) to women receiving service.

For both sterilizatiqn and abortion, are clinic oriented programs

sufficient? Rural people are not likely to be well served if sterili-

zation and abortion services are restricted to a formal health infra-

structure that does not extend very far into the rural areas. nat

can and should the international community do to help countries having

inadequate health infrastructures for rural sterilization and abortion

.services to work out safe and effective alternatives? Regarding

abortions, especially early ones; it may be possible to train midwives
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or other paramedics to i)erformSafe and effective abortion's using

'available simple techniques. Additionally, simplification of safe

and effect..lye sterilization and abortion techniques may be an
-e!

important focus for future bioMedical research (see section. C).

Breastfeeding. Prolonged lactation has substantial demographic

and health effects in extending the time between births. It has a

further beneficial health effect or children where adequate facilities

or bOttle feeding'or adequate nutritional supplements are not available.

In addition, breastfeeding enhances iMMunogenic capacities. in babies.

But the practice and duration ;of breastfeeding in developing countries

tends to decrease with modernization. Effects of the shift from

breastfeeding to bottle feeding gre dramatic in many poor countries not

only in a demographic sense but also in the.poorer health of infants.

Programs could be undertakevto-counteract presSuresprop6ganda,

and other factors that encourage women to shift from nursing to bottle

feeding - especially in situations in whiFF contraception is. not

available or acceptable and in which extended nursing is desirable

for the health of the infant. Such programs could also involve

education 'of medical and paramedical personnel, as well as education
4

of women themselves, about benefits of breastfeeding. Various factors

would need to he taken into consideration if such projects were to be

supported. These include the potential conflict between breastfeeding

and wider roles outside the home for women, and better understanding'

of the optimum duration of nursing from the health point of view for

mother and infant and from the demographic point of view. Such

programs would be logical complements to already existing family

planning programs.

Changing the roles and status of women. The hypothesis is that

as women are afforded attractive chances to participate in economic

opportunities outside the home, their self-esteem and their value in

non-mothering roles as perceived by other family members will increase,

and they will enjoy greater degrees of-pITticipation in deCisiOn-making

about their own-TiveS' and,the well-being of their families.
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AiIthough the demographic impact of projects to improve the

roles and status of women might be indirect, the assumption is that

if::Would. be substantial:inthe long Funi,through a rise in age at

marriage, reductiOnfhe number o.CChildren.desired,-,and increase, in

the spacing of births Projects could be especially tailored to benefit

poorer segmentsof society both rural' and urban. They cpuld'inV,Olve

formation or strengthening of networks.of women's organizations Orc$Viding

a basic infrastructure for bringing birth planning information and means ,

...-,

to the attention of participating women. , : !(_

Community-orientation strategies. Community- orientation implies

greater attention in overall development strategy to such goals as °`'-

...:

reducing pOerty rather than increasing aggregate wealth, increasing

f6odconsumption rather than increasing aggregate food production,

.improving health conditions rather than creating more medical infra-
. ;

structure. In addition.; community-oriented strategies seek to expand

the areas in which individuals have control over the choices that

affect their lives. Community-oriented approaches imply shifts in

management ,
sponsibility and accountaNlity away from centralized

elleagencies t ward more local ones. The hypothesis is thai :community-
%

oiented development would create demand for birth planning, in
%,

addition to its other benefits. In the context of community-oriented_

development, a formalAamily planning program could become organically

integrated with other. development projects within the community.

* * *

Given the range of approaches outlined in sections A and B, how

doesone seleCtwhich approaches to use whenand where? The most

effective way to examine the agenda may be to start with a recognition,

of the greatly divergent national situations that underlie population/

development issues and the diversity of,responses called for. Korea

is unlike Bangladesh, Iran is different from Egypt. Propositions that

are, valid for Brazil make less sense for the Dominican Republic. A

broad categoria6tion of poorer countries, reflecting the combined

influence of such factors as developmental stage, resource endowments,

international trade prospects, population size, and cultural-political
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factors; could be ail e§sential first s p toward defining priorities
.1

and differentiating between the kindS of pimtributions the international

community could us4fully make,, in each situation.
A

. Fertilit Regulation'Technolo y and Reproductive
3.

Before proceeding with a listing of issues and optionSc in this

area as we see theM, we wish to raise an issue of central iMportanc,e..

Is the knowledge base adequate to stIpport new and innovative applied

work? That is, are the leads alreadybeing worked on pushing against

the limits of available basicAnoWledge? A related question: Is there

a substantial gaT'between bati-Ocni5wledge,;avaifable abopt the male and

the female reprbductive systems?. 1' the answer to any of these

que4ions -.affirmative, what steps .can and should the international

community take regarding research and the training bfresearchers?

Safety anaHealfh

Substantial research on the safety of various - contraceptives

is.underaken but, asr,the Creep Report (Re rod and Human Welfare).

has pointed out,' More is needed: In addition, tlifiy be necessary to

devote special attention to the overalr.health effeCts of contraceptive

use. This would require weighing risks and benefits foi, which existing

methodologies are not entirely sufficient.: Should the .international

community take special intere'st,'in encouraging.moTe and better research, ,

on a worldwide basis, on the safety and health effects of contraceptives?

Resource Allocation

What level of fundinglshoUld thepopulation field seek for its

work on fertility regulation technolOgy anWteproductive biology

(including, specifically, monitdrin4 the 'safety and health effects

of contraceptiv And what 'sheuld be the sources?

Funding 1( there are basically three positions:

SignitLcantly reduce the level of funding. The potential
payoffs related to technology may no longer be as pertinttnt

as they Once were judged to be in comparison witlioppor-
tunities in other areas, e.g., service delivery, policy
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development, or programs in other development-oriented
sectors thltt may influence fertility behavior.

- Maintain the,current level of funding. This level has
prevailed since Bellagio III. If it continues in the
years ahead, the field can expect to experience strong
internal competition for preferential allocation of the

liMited resources.

- Significantly increase the level.of funding. Public

demand for safe, acceptable, and effective conlraceptivesm
is greater than ever before. Use of some modq4 methods
may need to be curtained or abandoned because of their
hazard to health. More resources would help to bring
about more rapid progress in meeting these needs;

Sources. Potential sources for new funds include:

Redistribution of current overall population budgets to
devote a larger share to these areas.

- New contributions from private philanthropic sources in

developed countries.*

- New contributions from priVate commercial sources by
/stimulating greater participation by^the pharmaceutical

.4th.industry.*

New contributions from the health and social welfare
components of national budgets'in developed countries.*

-- New contributions from international development assistance
monies in the national budgets in developed countries.*

New contributions from international development assistance
nonies in the budgets of multilateral agencies.*-

- New contributions from population, health or other monies
in'the national budgets of developing countries, either
From local revenue components or fromdevelopment assistance
monies.

ilecycling public funds. Another important funding question has

to do with ways to recycle public sector funds invested in research

and development on,contraceptives. For example, assume that several

million dollars are` invested by segments of the public sector in the

delielopment of a new contraceptive, and assume further that savings

*Recommended as a priority objective in the creep Report.
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realized by other segments of the public sector on purchases of the

new contraceptive at special public sector prices equal or exceed

the research and development costs. Is there some way to recycle

the public sector savings to finance further research and development?

Would this be desirable? If so, what should the international

community attempt to do about 'it.

Objectives

Should the population field adopt new objectives to guide its

...,

work on fertility regulation technology and reproductive biology?

The principal guiding objective since Bellagio. III has been to

develop technology having high effectiveness. Other possible comple-

mentary objectives have-been either rejected, not considered, or

pursued at a comparatively low level of intensity; however, each of

thes objectives has its strung advocates who-seek a larger share

of th a
1available

resources. Bellagio IV may wish to consider suitable
f ''..*;

mechanisms that could be used to evaluate and -choose from-amOng^,tftem.,.

They 'include (with attention to safety and health effects an jmportant.

element.runningthrough): , --

- Conduct basic and mission-oriented research im'reproductive,
biology to produce knowledge needed for technology develop-

ment. Prior to Bellagio III, this strategy was virtually
coequal with the, technology development strategy that now

prevails, but it has since received comparatively much less

emphasis.. This may be the time to increase. the basic'research

emphasis.

- -Develop new apprctriate-level technology for which high
acceptability may he a primary consideration rather than - or
in addition to - 100 percent effectiveness.

/

Adapt existing technology, both traditional and modern, to

local conditions to increase its acceptance

/
nd effective

use.

Conduct research in .selected fields outside of reproductive

biology to bear. ontechnology development efforts.
r

Conduct research in acceptability to ascertain the needs

of prospective users of fertility regulation technology
..`

'8 in order to improve information and delivery systems as

well, as the associated technology.
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Means.

How should the population field pursue its objectiyes.:inthe area

of fertility' regulation technology and reproductive bio140.::-;

Research and development sirategy. What, type of strategy is needed?

Research and developmeilt aimed at new fertility regulation technology

needs to be strategically focused. Three current strategies involve

continuous scanning of all:basic and mission-oriented research output

in order td do one of the following:

- Initiate research and development :with all leads that

appear to offer feasible opportunities for new technology
compatible with delivery by national family planning.
programs (the "push" strategy followed by WHO, ICCR, and,

to 'a large extent, the',NICRD.prolOpMS).*

Initiate research and development only on leads having

a high probability of being successfully developed and
of being good commercial products (the "push" strategy
modified by the "pull" of the marketplace; the strategy
followed by the pharmaceutical industry).*

- Initiate research and-developmertt'enly on 'leads having

a high probability of being appropriate for and acceptable

to poor couples, in .4evelopingeountries (the "push" strategy

.modified bY the "POW )-F.'needs and conditions in developing

countries):

In-addition, there is a fourth optidn, as yet untried: using
. .

readily available basic knOwledge aboutlreproductive medicine, search

out leads -for technology that is specifically designed to meet local

needs and conditions of use,(the "pull" strategy used extensively in

the People's Republic of China). This strategy,has primarily resulted

in modifications of existing technology rather than in the development

of new technology, but it has never been attempted In the context'of

a well-developed research and development .base.

/

,.Geographical strategy. In the area of research and development,

donors have largely rejected the option of building up capacities for

.sophisticated modern research and development work in all nations

'because of the prohibitive. costs and the time frames that would be

*Recommeylded as a priority objective in the Greep RepOrt
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required. The Creep Report recommends building up capacities for

such research and development in highly developed western countries

and in selected developing countries that possess comparatively

strong scientific infraStructures. In the areas of basic research

and clinical research, however, an alternative strategy is generally

followed by donors seeking to strengthen global capacities, Thi..°

strategy calls for building up capacities at varying levels of

sophistication/ in all nations, according to theil capabilities.and

national interest. This latter strategy may be feasible in relation

to some research and developMent objectives, as well, and may deserve

'further consideration in this connection..
4

Disciplines. Which disciplines should be involved To some

extent thisqs a'question of resources -. the more disciplinary input, ,

the greater the likelihood of success - but important issues of emphasis

are also involved, with three options to c sider:

41 f
- Concentrate efforts around research, in the broad family

ofhiomedical disciplines associated with,reproductlon.*

.Widen efforts to include research on materials and reseaTch.i,

in the social sciences associated with the behavioral

components of fertility regulation technology,

- Widen efforts to include, in addition to research in some

or all of the above areas, less rigorous practical research

and testing conducted at a decentralized leVel by non-

'professionals as well as professionals.

Organization. How much organizational centralization should there

be,in research and development? In spite of repeated calls for large

crash,programs and for less overlap and competition among existing.

r2 rams, the population field has basically endorsed the second option

b6160ThrOugh it's unding patterns. However, the disproportionately

high funding of one of the programs and pressures on the

smaller programs to assume more limited roles as a part of a staged
. .

research and development process suggest some indeCIsion, and a
:01"

deeper consideration cof the principal options seqrs called for.

*Recommended as a priority objective in .the Gree012eport.
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They are as follows:

-::Mount'a massive integrated program to develop selected
new ertiLity regulation technologies.

- Support and loosely coordinate a' small,number of irate -
grated contraceptive development programs, each possessing
broad research and development capabilities, parallel
objectives, and a certain degree Ofcentraflzationi*

- Establish different programs'for different facets of
research and,development, with suffICient overlapfand'''
(Strong coordinatipn'to ensure stepwise integration of
thedividualeffOrts. ,,

- Establish a diverse, decentralized network of programs
Varying'in-breadth of theirjesearCh and development,
Capabilities and in thetloobjective"'

The Role of Industry

The pharmaceuticalAndustry has played a constructive but.

comparatively .mkpor relein'efforts to-develop new fertility tech-

*nologyi for public sector use during the last five years. Some of

tlitsparticipation has entailed industry's traditional role as a,

izleveloPer of new commercial pr ucts'(minipill, Dalkon Shield IUD

Progestasert IUD, Copper-7 IUD, new sperMiClUes, new condoms, low-dose

oral contraceptives), and some has involVedNditect-collaboration based

onagreementsgivingcormercialrightstoindustria.1.cmpanieS, with
. .

public sector research and development efforts (postcoital pill,
a

prostaglandins, manufacture and distribUtion of Cepper7T,"and

development .work On a number of still.-expeOlmental new lic0
(.

Both ofthese roles appear to be stable. Increased participation

in research and development is likely only if furtherjinanoial

incentives are provided.* These could take the form of public sector

subsidies.for industrial research and development,- more favorable

patent and licensing terms, special guaranteed-profit insurance-

arrangements, or direct payment for` specialized services.

By contrast, the pharmaoeutiZal industry has, played a dominant

role ini.the manufacture and distribution of fertility regulation

*RecomMended as a priority objective in the Greep Report.
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technology for the public sector during the last five years. Since

alternative public sector mechatiisms for these activities have not

been seriously developed or planned it is likely that industry's

role as the world's manufacturer, packager, and distributor of

contraceptives will greatly increase in the years ahead as new

technojegis are'devejeped by both public and private sector research

and development progams.* The terms for this expanded interaction

between industry and the public sector need to be developed during

this pert id.

Ethical-Issues-in Clinical Studies

During the last five years, great strides have been made in

safpgrding the rights and welfare of subjects who participate in

ciinidal studies of Fertility regulation technology'. Basjc standards

calling for -the informed consent of such subjects and for a formal

and. ongoing process of review of the ethics of such studies by peers

of the investigator have been widely adopted.

Un. -ersaladoption* and adequate mOphanisms to ensure enforce-

ment are still needed, however% Furthermore, understand hg is

increasing about the practical difficulties of the consent process,
,4411

the weaknesses inherent in peer review mechanisms, and the subtleties

of risk-benefit assessments. As such -*sights arise, they need to be

incorporated into practicable standards, policies, and processes to

further safeguard the welfare of human research subjects. Consideration

needs to be given to ways of minimizing the pragmatic problems and

inherent conflicts of interest that can act as-barriers to this process

in the population field.

Evaluation

as work on fertility regulation technology and reproductive

et the field's objectives? The answer must be yes and no.

grams established during the

)1important intermediate objectiv , such as the lluilding up of

^-
St ten years have clearly achieved

*Recommended as a priority objective in the Creep Report.
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research and development capacities and the production of significant

amounts of knowledge. In this short time, progress in develoPing new

fertility regulation technology has necessarily been more modest. To

undertake a useful' evaluation of its efforts to date, the field must

clarify its intermediate objectives and the ways they relate to

ultimate objectives. Such a clarification would. provide a framework

for performance and planning in the areas of fertilityXegulation

technology and reprodu&ive Uology. It would be of immense practical

assistance to those conducting work in this area, as well as to those
4

evaluating progress in the population
qW

field as a whole:

In contemplating such evaluation, it is also useful_ to consider

whether-additional mechanisms are neededAo coordinae7guide, anA

evaluate work on fertility regulation technology and reproductive

biology. Current mechanisms include the Bellagio population meetings,

ad hoc funding reviews conducted by individual donors, internal

mechanisms for evaluation anddixection in the organizations partici-

pating in these areas, and annual meetings for information exchange

by the major public sector contraceptive development groups. The

Creep Report recommends several additional mechanisms for fact gathering_

and information sharing in the areas of fertility regulation technolo,,

and reproductive biology. The current and proposed mechanisms provide

only limited forums fbr guidance and for ,'valuation of activities in

these areas, and consideration of a(Iiit 1 Nt mechanisms may he warranted.

Planning for the Longer Range

That long-range planning would II 'ill? What contingency

planning is necessary to prepare for the possible curtailment of use

or even withdrawal.sif the oral contraceptive in developed countries?

.
Long-range planning' Teas not been consMered feasible, or particularly

necessary to date. However, most largesephisticated research and

development Fields have Found long-rangeplanning to be helpful in

decisions on resource allocations, and the field of fertility regula-

tion technology may now have matured sufficiently to benefit from this

approach. Long-range planning might be undertaken inrelation to
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technological objectives, means, and manpower and institutional

requirements: It might also be feasible and useful in the area of

research on the safety of fertility regulation technology.

During the past five years evidence of adverse side effects

associated with the use of oral contraceptives has mounted to the

point,where the safety of this widely used methqd is now being

4questioned. It is possible that the USFDA may seriously restrict

or even withdraw its approval for use of this. contraceptive in the

United States during the next five years.

Most developing countries rely on USFDA decisions in making

.- their own policies concerning drug use and could be expected to take

action similar to that, of the USFDA. However, almostno information

is available),aboutthe sido,effects associated with the oral contra-

ceptive Awl sOp0orwnin developinkcountri, although significant,

and p9ggAly,' 'dtable, differences are pected in comparison with the

'itin s,tribM4eveloped countries (where such factors as cigarette

smdki -tn,4:relatively higher incidence of heart disease increase the

j,. verse effects.of orals).

-The situation is further complicated. y the heayy reliance being

place by national family planning programs on the oral contraceptive

as the principal method for nonclinical paramedical delivery to rural

couples. The importance attached to this mode of distribution has led

to the abandonment of prescription requirements in many developing

countries.-

In view of the widespread use of the oral contraceptive,(50 million

users worldWide) and its greht importance to family planning efforts in

devetopinguountries, it may be advisable to develop suitable plans for

meeting the contingency that the use of this method could be greatly

restricted in ears ahead.

Values

What ethical stance should, the population field adopt in its

work on fertility regulation t e 1plogy and reproductive biology

regarding cffe potential for coercive or compulsory use of that



technology? Concern about the coercive or compulsory use of

sterilization has been expressed by groups in a number of countries.

New fertility regulation technologies, such as drug-releasing capsules

that are surgically implanted under the skin or long-acting vaccinations

against pregnancy, possess added potential for coercive administration.

Does this pose ethical problems strictly in relation to delivery of

these technologies, or are there additional ethical responsibilities

associated with the development of such technologies as well? If there

are, how can those working in this area properly discharge such respon-

sibilities?

D. Roles and CoordinaLion of Public and Private Organizat'-"il

An important issue than 1 .s been discussed many times b

concerns cooperation and (
,dination among public and private

organizations. Is there enough? If there should be more; how

it to be achieved? How is organizational autonomy and identity to

be preseHled while improving the overall impact of individu4inpUtS
.

by broad cooperatiorpand coordination?

Is it true that private organizations are often bett,e? atoll to

undertake innovative; experimental, sometimes riskier; projects than

public.organizations, and if so, does this suggest a. natural div. ion

of labor bet* publiJ and private organizations? Is the smaller

scale experimental and innovative work of the private organizations

useful enough to justify their existence? Could the public orgavliza-

tions do that work just as well or better? If not, how are the private

organizations to he encouraged to intensify their innovative experimental

work? And how.are the results of their work to he adequately evaluated

and disseminated so that the lessons le00 d from it can he made available

to the larger public organizations?

There is the centrally important question 't)''f funding' ! The bulk

of funds available"within the intefnational cunity are generated by

the public organizations, especially ithtional governments and, to a

smaller extent, private foundations. The public multilatpTal'organiza-

tions themselves receive funding from the national governments. The
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relatively large number of private operating organizations are funded;

in a variety of ways but generally do not receive support f national

governments or multilateral public organizations. Is this patte the

best which can.be devised? Does it produce generally adequate() nds?:

If not, what alternatives can be considered?

E. Closing Comments

In this review we have not attempted to make recommendations

lfecadse we believe the participants are better qualified than the

Steering Committee for that to Instead we have limite.d ourselves

to framing issues and in some cases stating alternatives. 'As the

field of population has grown, as more and more developing countries

have become concerned over the impact of population variables on

'their development efforts, and as the number of organizations, ,govern-

mental and nongovernmental, international and private, attempting to

respond to these problems has grown, the issues have become ificr&aSkilgIy

complex.

We ha've attempted to group the current issues in threijroda

areas: population policy development and related culturalsockaf';:

and political and behavioral factors, which have received "1100Ang..

attention in the 1970s and appear to suggest' significant new 1 `6,408"z''

for the 1980s as well design, operation, management, and` evalU4
of birth planning delivery systems and information, the dominant

approach of the 1960s, and an approach for which demand seems to he

escalating rather than diminishing, in .this -decade; and fertility

regulation technology and reproductive biology, in which the dual

issues of safety and local acceptability have gailOrincreasing

importance.

The first of these areas is. new, largely untested, and it is4:in

this area that the scope for new theoretical work, new programs, and

sharing of new approaches is greatest. In the second and third areas,

the challenge is more to :reassess past efforts and present and past

directions to insure that efforts do not become so institutionalized

that they fail to move in new directions more responsive to needs.
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These are the central areas for intervention as we see them

today, and they may not be the only ones. The task at hand for the

participants is a large one to choose not only among these areas,

but within them, which' approaches should receive priority in the

allocation of funds, facilities, and professional and nonprofessional

personnel. Such cboites will affect the course of the field and its

tontributions'in the'broader context o' development in the years to
,op

come.
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FOOTNOTES

An issue not discussed here is whether alternative wayS of organizing

such a sector activity have been considered The striking similarities
among the corresponding governmental pro rams in a'large number of

diverse developing countries (almost ivariably centralized
pyramids) seems to suggest a negatjere answer.

2
The proposed text of Section 117 begin, as follovT: "Examination of

Population Growth Impact (a) Assistan under / is chapter shall be

administered so as to give particular attntion to the impact of all
TToltams, projects and activities on populaL,n0 gi3Owth. All activItilk

,,prOposed for financing under this chapter shall be xeviewed to id afifilb

their possibl.elmpact on human fertility. Particular attention shall

.7 be given-to-wertunities to build motivation for family planning into
programs in Other fields such as education in and out of school,
nutrition, disease control, maternal and child health services, agri-'
cultural production, rural development and assistance to the urban

poor. are should he taken to consider indirect as well as direct
influence on fertility."

3The international meetings in London in April 1977 will delineate
many of the important issues under this heading, and the Bellagio IV
participants will receive papers prepared on the basis of the April

meetings. This section,was prepared before the April meetings.
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SUMMARY COMMENTS

David. Bell

These comments are intended to set forth some of the highlights

of this meeting as they appeared to me, and some of the implications

that might be drawn to guide subsequent action. I make no attempt

to reflect all that has transpired in this meeting: Mr. Potter,

our rapporteur, has taken copious notes and will be producing a record

for all of us. (I have made a few revisions in these comments

following the meeting, in an effort to benefit from the suggestions

made during the last hours after the presentation of my initial

version. The statement remains my own, however, and makes no claim

to speak for the group.)

Conference Highlights

For'me, one major highlight of this meeting was the evidence

presented by many participants of the rapid changes occurriing in the

population field.
5

There has plainly been 'a continUing increase in the developing

world in the awareness of population problems, the adoption of

programs, the evolution and Change of programs after adoption.

Since we met last in Bellagio III, in the spring of 1973, programs

like that in Indonesia have moved, in Dr. Suwardjono's phrase, from

a fledgling .stage to one of maturity. Countries such as Mexico and

, Vietnam have embarked on major efforts. We have seen the trial - and

failure of the first effort to base a national program on coerced

sterilization. And the last major areas of the developing worl4

without national population programs --Brazil and West Africa

seem to be approaching the point of public action. All this is

extraordinarily rapid in a historical sense, and has moved us so

fast that many in advanced countries are left arguing old issu s - from

4. a_time when the main question was whether nations ought to address

population issues as matters of national policy to a time when the

main question is how to do so most effectively'.



A second major respect in which this meeting gave me a sense of

rapid change was the extent to which there was around this table

consensus that a new and broader approach to population problems is

emerging. We were helped in'this not only by the papers prepared

,J$11r.the meeting but also from the benefit of Mi. McNamara's recent

SPeech at MIT. Notice how remarkable this consensus is: four years

ago we were just beginning to say to each other that we needed to

try to understand the complex, two-way relationships between popula-

tion and development. Here we not only embraced without dissent Mr.

McNamara's identification of several key elements of social develop-

ment which show a close correspondence with fertility declines,

including larger opportunities for women, lower infant mortality,

more education especially for women, better nutrition, and so on.

In addition !e'a,Ccepted with acclamation Dr. Mahler's proposals for

decentralized, 'Community-based health programs (which would be only

partly medical) ro embrace fertility services. I interpret this

meeting as ready to accept a powerful, sweeping set of ideas which

were hardly on the horizon four years ago. That seems to me a'Arery

rapid rate of intellectual change in a complex social field.

I should at once enter two caveats. One is that there is much

about the relationships between population changes and other social

Changes which we understand only dimly, and as Dr. Miro, Dr. Hopper,

and others reminded us, much careful research, analysis, and experi-

mentation lie ahead before we can state the relationship5 with more

precision;

The second caveat is that we de not have clear id045 about how

to put many of the new ideas into effect. While we were all, I am

sure, ready to enlist yesterday-morning in Dr. Mah r's crusade to

build a new health system centering on first aid, hygiene, and

nutrition, the heart quails and the knees tremble when one thinks

of the massed phalanxes of the world's medical prqfions - in

industrial and developing countries alike - who will oppos'e that idea

with all their power and prestige.
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NeverthelesS;, as Mr. McNamara stated so forcefully at the end

of yesterday afternoon, while there is much we don't know, there is

also much we are reasonably sure about, a.nd on which we should

proceed to act.

Another highlight of this meeting, to me,- was the sense that the-

interest among donor agencies in population is verging on a new phase

of liveliness and increased funding. It may be that I am unduly
af' r

influenced by the American scene, but I have had the sense for the

last two or three years thaf4opulation activities so far as

donors were concerned were in a static phase. Some of the rhetoric

of Bucharest had bruised us. The U.S. Congress was in a mood of "what's-

the-use, the world's population growth is unitallageable." The private

foundations were in financial trouble.

Whatever may have been the case, the mood at this meeting seems

to me much more positive. We have heard intimations of rising funds

from the British, the Canadians, the United States. 114.. Tabah under-

lined the observation made by Mr. McNamara in his paper, that the rate-

of population growth on a world scale has begun even though only

slig tly so far - to slow down. Carmen Mir6-correctly reminded us

that despite the rhetoric, Bucharest-, iroduced a World Population

Plan of Action which is a sane and solid basis for ifternational

action. We have heard about the increasing sophistication of family

planning programs, like that of Indonesia, which-plainly are having an
--

impact on fertility. Our discussions underlined the-consensus that

population policy is not a matter of supporting family planning or

development, butt of supporting both as,mutually reinforcing contrib-

utors to human welfare. And we shared the pleasant sense that putting

population policy in its correct place among national development

policies couples. it with all sorts of appealing objectives: netter-

nutriti,o0, lower infant mortality, broader income distribution - even

enhanced human rights. Even the hardest-hearted, mostcyniF-al finance

ministers and legislators surely cannot resist such an attractive

package!
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None of this belies the huge tasks ahead.' But it seemed tome to

gfve us a legitimate sense that the directions of policy are clearer,
s.

and the prospects for progress brighter,.than some of us had been

'thinking.

The third highlight of the meeting for me was'the renewed sense

of urgency, communicated by so many participants, to get on with a

list of important things that need doing to cope with the world's

population problems.

What Needs to be Done

1. The lig begins with several elements relalted to family

planning programs, for as Julia Henderson and others -- emphasized,

fertility information and services are still unavailable to many

millions of families in developing ,countries, and very inadequately

available to many more millions.

a. The fiist requirement is for detailed, specific, country-

by-country development of family planning services - a highly diver-
'.

sified task, as Mr: Saban` emphasized, since different countries are

at different stages :off awareness, policy determination, and adminis-
.. ,..

trative evolution. There is no universal presCription for the
t. of

PToviSion of fertility services, a point made to us by the Madam

Ministerfromthe Sudan, by Mr. Zahidi, and by others. Each country

has to be looked at in 'its, own cultural and historical setting. But

there is increasingly a common judgment, stated forcefully here by

Mr. Michanek, Ambassador Green, and others that successful family

planning .services require extensive decentralization, integration

with other Community :services, and local participation in decision

making. How to achi-ekeNthese objectives through, governmental programs

)

in developing countries which have operated traditionally through

centralized bui-eaucri4es is an extraordinarily difficult task,

which is now being addressed in some countries and will have to be

addr-eSsed in many,more.

There is consequently no doubt of the continuing need for .yeafs

to come of external_ assistance for family planning programs, but'

several participants noted that the nature of the assistance will
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change over time. Mr, Gill° emphasized d that e.Nenal assistance

ShOUld be focused more 'on bulling petence to design,,,,test,

,And .carry,owt pro )ram Zeid

'th---jomPartan e' of

meats to improve sery

ngite0 that While as pro's ams matur will increasingly be

financed lvlocal funds,. external assistae ill cor tinue

ai, and others, %t.1116ssed

ell as-governmental experi-

.settings. Dr. Suwardjono

needed for consulting, training, research collaboration, and other

special pureioS05 Miss Henderson noted that present programs are

especially ktkcient in reaching young people. Dr. Mahler and others

emphasized the importance of research, training, and other measures

to improve the management of family planning programs (and of hroaderk

population programs'lntegrating family planning with health and other

services). And Dr, Suwardjono, Mr. Wahren, and. others noted the

useful -appearance of regional groupings l..4e the .intergovernmental,

coordinating committee in Southeast AsTia through which persons frdm

different countries, from ministers on down, can measure achievement

and compare experience.
. .

With respect to family planning programs, therefore, the medting

Noffered a lively and vigorous sense of evolving opportunities forevolving

assistance, and,donors commented. positively on th%rospe

larger funds and for. the sharing of informationoe,pxO
.PN

b. With respect to increased-. support for rQSe . ,g to

improved contraceptives, the evidence of need was equa qy clear, but

the prospective response of funding sources was much lior cert in:

Several participants stressed. that, present contraceptive meth_k do

not fit very well the varied needs of 'developing countries, and some

of the most widely used methods are no1,)as safe as would be desirable

The findings and estimates of the Greep report (Reproduction and

Human Welfare) present a strong case for increased funding for

research., There arc a variety of channels through which such funds

can flow, and agreement at this meeting which will be hard to

translate into action that in addition to more funds from donor

agencies flowing' through the World Health Organization, the Interna-

tional Committee for Contraception Research, and other multilateral
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and bilateral arrangements, there ought to bo, more funo, forthcoming

from the National Institutes of Hop.1:thinthe. United States and the

.Medical Research Councils In other induStrial countries. There is
,

neg,divas this group'sees the Mat.ter, for increased funding right

s, across the spectrum,from fundamental, research or human biola'gy through

the development of improved contrdeeptives to research among users

on acceptability and safety.
,

But comments on the likelfhood of funding increases were5kep-

(:tical. On the one hand, the less developed countries have few

resources for the needed research, dnd, their governments generally

give lower priority to research than to action programs. ,Cin the
'

,.other hand, industrial countries have larger research capacity'but

their priorities place' population well down the scale below cancer,

heart disease,'and other. problems seen as-more immedia for their'

4citizens. Nor did the group see an easy way to bring searchers,

donors, and users together to review. periodically the state of the.

field and the priority needs for funds. Mr.BurT expressed dur

common distaste for a new Organization to perTorM such dfuncton.

But at the end we were jeft with the sense that there are important

needs here for which we did not see a. solution, and Mr. hopper
-.

.;

suggested that the International Development Research Centre and the

Rockefeller and Ford Foundations the agencies that financed the
, -

Creep report sholdlar give further consideration to the problem of

obtaining-increased funding for research aimed at improved contra-

ceptives. a

2., Also on this meeting's list of urgent things to do are a

series of items which go beyond famil* planning.

a. The meetingagreed on the clear need for a steady rise in

demographic and social science research related to population (1.7-

namics fertility, distribution, mortality Most of'which will

need to be conducted in developing countries because it must explore

the widely varied circumstances of di.f.ferent local settings. 'Mr.

Kisa noted,the striking fact that fertility has declined in some

developing countries but notin others, and we don't know why il
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either case. In a brief c011oquy sever'al. participants noted the

fact astonishing to a_layman like me - that we also do not know

with any precision what factois explain the substantial reductions

in mortality in recent decades in rst developing countries.

Clearly it is urgent that these major historical changes in fertillt

'and mortality he better explored and understood. dap

'Several participants stressed the need For research on policy-

oriented questions about the interrelationships between population

and development for example, the neea for detailed studies seeking

to understand the relationships in,rural areas between economic and

social variables on the one handand demographic behavior on the other.

here we all await with much interest the outcome of Carmen MitOis

International Review group, with its expected clarification of the

areas of outS ignorance and the state of research capacity in developing

countries. BUt there is- much to be done now, without waiting, to

enlarge the number of trained social scientists in developing countries

who are interested in population work, and to help strengthen research

:centers; university faculties, and other.institutions which can

support them in their work 311 of whicire expensive and time-

consuming tasks for which, it was agreed, increased donor tunding is

needed.

b. A second point of agreement is the need, pressed by several

Participants,,for some bold and far-reaching efforts to re-think

development plans in an attempt to maximize the effect of a variety

of activities,- including those related to health, education,

nutrition, employment, the status of women, and so on - on population

_growth and distribution. In Mr. lVahren's colorful phrase, we need to

know the effect on population changes not just of the 2 percent of

development funds,spent directly On population programs but also of

the 98 percent of development fund's :_;pent for other purposes, many

of which undoubtedly. have significant effects. on populatioh growth

and distribution. Any early efforts in this direction are bound to

be imperfect but should also be revealing. They should clearly be

::related to specific country settings or perhaps regional or local
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settings - and as Mr. Kisa urged not be simply exercises in abstract14

model-building.

Who might undertake wrcises of this kindjOiiith what type of

assistance, is not clear to ape. Perhaps national populatiOp com-

missions in developing countries, as I believe Mr. Demeny suggested;-

might do so, but it was agreed that the objective should be to pro-

d0#464tgu1ar status reports, not jnst one-time reviews.,znother,

45gfoaeli suggested was fcrr donor agencies especially those like

heAkrla.Bank which have strong analytical staffs to experiment

th efforts. of this kind. Both developing countries and donor
er
7'ageneies coulddo.a good deal to-interrelate the 98 percent and the

2"percentr. HOpper suggested, 4 continually keeping befoik

planner eland decision-makers the question: What will be the d

.1

graphic impcts of proposed development projects?

A c. A third.point_of agreement Ts thneed to support experi-

ments and innovations whiCh combine a variety of measures - rural

development plus education.plus cooperative plus family planning, to

use a-hypothetical illustration. Quite a few experiments of this kind

arp.now underway in various countries, and more are being proposed,

Mostly o a local basis alCmany perhaps most - initiated by private

organizati . Around this tablx it, was argued that such experiments

may .show how to build stronger organizations at the village level,

with greater co nrty participation in decision-making, and 'greater

overall results, n'raising human welfare, than cou''_, separate
. «L.

programs in several fields trying to reach. down to the village level.

.
Two important cautions Were.: expressed.. Ones by Mr. Hopper, was a

warning against repeating'the error of trying:to .do everything at ,

once which led to the failure of most of the large-scale community

.development 'programs of the 1950s. -The other was the comment that

considerable care, and the involvement of very skilled so,cial sci-

entists, are nedessar if one is to derive with confidence, replicable

findings from such complex; many-faceted, community-based experiments.
N o .

3. Finally on the' list of things to do -as..effectively argued

b. . Salas; MisS Henderson,' and AmbassAlor crpen - is to continue.
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tp work,to raise the awareness of leaders in both industrial and,

developing countries ofthe importance of...population change, its

*Anteraction with other elements of economic and social change, and

urgency of action of the kind discus.sed at this meeting. Even
,O.

thbUgh such awareness has been rising it was agreedlet much more

effort is'needed; Political leaderS particularly are at risk of

giving less attention to'population issues than is warranted because

.demographic changes often appear to yield only to long-term' measures

whereas political leaders always feel themselves under Short-term
.

pressures. Various suggestions wq4'e Madd:.ahout how to raise the

awareness of eaders,.including proMoting 'regional meetings and

parliamentarvstudy tours.
g :

So much fOr my'lIst of things to do.
6

Ilhave one last comment. This is to record t I, fOr one,

found this Bellagio meeting thoroughly worthwhileAs Ernst. Michaneke

said tp me in the hall yesterday noon, one of the tests 'of a meeting

like this is whether you have your ideas about the subject shaken up

a bit, and that-has certainly happened at this meeting: T was among

those who were somewhat doUbtful, a yea'r ago, that another in the

series of Bellagio meetings would be profitable. I have been con-

verted,and would like to propose in closing, for theoponSideration of

the group, that another meeting in this series bc scheduled two or

three years rrom.now.

P.
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